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Abstract
This thesis examines some of the issues surrounding the schooling experiences of ethnic
minority students who attend mainstream, but segregated, secondary schools in Hong Kong.
These ethnic minority students have been labelled by the Education Bureau as “non-Chinese
speaking” (NCS) students and the schools they attend have been labelled as “designated
schools”. This is a case study which looks into the complex ways in which meritocracy,
segregation and social justice work within the Hong Kong education system, affecting higher
education opportunities for ethnic minorities. It is commonly accepted that higher education
opens doors to more opportunities and higher socio-economic status. Thus in a broader
context there is a need to examine what goes on in Hong Kong’s institutional and cultural
settings, as well as within the educational milieu of NCS students or ethnic minorities. In this
case study approach, issues regarding micro-practices in a segregated school and educational
accountability are examined as well. This research is a qualitative inquiry which borrows
some of the principles of Foucault (1971) on governmentality and on knowledge/power; and
also on Bourdieu’s (1973) considerations of cultural capital. The concepts of both Foucault
and Bourdieu have been deployed reflexively. Special focus is put on exploring the choices,
access and equity given to ethnic minorities regarding education in Hong Kong. The
underlying motivation for this research also stems from the researcher’s personal experiences
as an ethnic minority educated in Hong Kong. Hence, the data is founded in tacit knowledge
along with data collected from a designated school and narratives shared by the students from
that school. The educational policies and curriculum framework laid down by the Hong Kong
Education Bureau have intrinsic and far-reaching effects on South and South East Asian
students in particular. In this light, redefining the need for inclusive education of ethnic
minorities in the name of social justice is also discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
ADDRESSING THE CONTEXT

1.1 Introduction
The colonial days of Hong Kong in the second half of the 20th century saw a few British
governors who made significant changes to the lives of Hong Kong citizens. One of
these governors was Murray Maclehose, more affectionately known as “Jock the Sock”.
MacLehose introduced many policies which set the stage for Hong Kong in becoming a
more self-aware and well-integrated society. Apart from recognizing Cantonese as the
official language of Hong Kong, he also introduced the nine-year free and universal
basic education in 1978 for children from Primary 1 to Secondary 3 who were Hong
Kong residents. Any child between the age of six and fifteen, irrespective of sex,
ethnicity, religion, family status and physical and mental ability had the right to enjoy
basic education in public sector schools. In 2008, eleven years after the return of
sovereignty, the nine year free education was extended to twelve years.

The Hong Kong education system has slowly progressed from roof-top schools (Chung
and Ngan 2002) in the 1950s, where schooling took place literally on roof-tops of
buildings because of the mass influx of refugees from China, to millennium schools
which today boast state-of-the-art equipment and facilities for student-centered learning.
Thirty-three years after Lord MacLehose introduced the mandatory free education
policy, schooling for the masses progressed from half-day schools to full-day schools.
Not only has the number of mandatory free schooling years been extended from 9 to 12,
but the path to Higher Education (HE) and the number of years spent at HE are also
longer.

In 2012 the first batch of secondary school graduates will emerge from the New Senior
Secondary (NSS) Curriculum under the New Academic Structure (NAS). A further
description of this NSS revamp will be elaborated on later in this chapter. The 2000
proposal of the education reform stated in the Foreword that “the goal is to ensure that
every student attain the basic competencies, while those with greater potentials be
allowed to further excel.” Part of the vision of the Reform is “to develop an education
system that is rich in tradition but cosmopolitan and culturally diverse” (p 5). Anthony
Leung who was the Chairman of the Education Commission in 2000 also wrote in his
1

Foreword to the reform proposal that “to raise the quality of education, the reform could
not be piece-meal and have to be comprehensive.”

In that same year, Tung Chee Hwa the first Chief Executive of Hong Kong accepted the
education reform proposal and the stage was set for the NAS. The Reform’s direction to
“embrace different cultures to enable students to develop an international outlook” (p 5)
is one of the aspects examined in this thesis. Indeed, since 2000 the education system
has undergone a major facelift in name and policies. However, the meritocratic
structure does not do justice to students whose mother tongue is not Chinese even
though they are Hong Kong citizens. And in Hong Kong, these students are often
referred to as ‘ethnic minorities’ (EM). They have also been dubbed as Non-Chinese
Speaking Students (NCS).

One of the issues that this thesis addresses is whether the Hong Kong education system
has ensured that every student has attained the basic competencies. If one of the basic
competencies is the use of the Chinese language at a functional level, then the NAS has
to be readjusted, and done so imperatively, because it is failing to address the education
needs of EM students in Hong Kong. The lingua franca for those who wish to pursue
careers in the Hong Kong workforce is Chinese. A majority of the EM community in
Hong Kong lack one or more of the basic skills in Chinese proficiency needed to pursue
higher education in Hong Kong. Within the parameters of this postulation, the chapters
in this thesis will be sequenced in the following manner for the following reasons.

This is a case study and Chapter 1 starts off by addressing the general context and
historical background of the education system from the colonial period in the 1970’s to
around the closure point of this thesis circa 2011. The backdrop of this can serve as an
understanding of how and where EM students stand as opposed to their Chinese
counterparts. The final segment of the first chapter also describes a more sensitive and
personal standpoint of the researcher.

Chapter 2 examines some literature from a philosophical point of view that expounds on
cultural and linguistic capital. This chapter also tries to problematize the concept of
empowerment in the context of governmentality, social justice and cultural hegemony.
The rationale behind this is to query and relate how empowerment plays a part in the
2

socio-economic position of making education more inclusive for the ethnic minority
community in HK. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the data collection process and third
person narratives compiled from the semi-structured interviews.

It is from the above vignettes that the second half of the thesis is conceptualized.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 evolved from the many hours of interviewing various informants.
The protagonists of which were the students from the case study school and their Heat
Teacher. Chapters 5 to 7 look into the more pertinent issues that are implied or raised
from the semi-structured interviews. And these three major concerns teased out are
relevant to the education of ethnic minority students in Hong Kong. They are: Chinese
language literacy (Chapter 5); Segregation (Chapter 6); and the need for inclusive
education (Chapter 7).

Apart from re-visiting the research questions, Chapter 8 puts forward a recommendation
on how education opportunities for ethnic minorities can be re-harnessed. And finally
the conclusion in Chapter 9 will pull out of the core microscopic issues and take a wider
angle at Hong Kong’s positionality in its endeavour to offer education for all.

1.1.1

Education in Hong Kong

In the Overview for the education system, the Education Bureau (EB) states that the
government's policy objectives are to:
provide nine years' free and universal primary and junior secondary education to all
children attending public sector schools. Starting from the 2008/09 school year, senior
secondary education is provided free through public sector schools. In addition, with
effect from the 2008/09 school year, the Government provides full subvention for fulltime courses run by the Vocational Training Council for Secondary 3 leavers to offer an
alternative free avenue for senior secondary students outside mainstream education;
provide a balanced and diverse school education that meets the different needs of our
students, and helps them build up knowledge, values and skills for further studies and
personal growth;
enhance students' biliterate and trilingual abilities;
enhance teaching quality and effectiveness in learning;
improve the learning and teaching environment;
help newly arrived children from the Mainland integrate into the local school system as
soon as possible; and
enhance the quality, flexibility and accountability of school administration.
(http://www.edb.gov.hk/)
3

The above implies that the policy applies to all students in Hong Kong who attend
mainstream schools. The EB stated that the Government’s language policy is to enable
“students to be biliterate (master written Chinese and English) and trilingual (to speak
fluent Cantonese, Putonghua and English)” (Ibid). Apart from public sector schools, the
government also subsidizes full-time courses offered by the Vocational Training
Council (VTC) for Form 3 leavers.

On a separate page on the EB website, however, there is a special section for the ethnic
minority communities in Hong Kong under the link, “Education services for nonChinese speaking (NCS) students”. It explains what kinds of adaptation programmes
there are for Chinese language learning for newly-arrived ethnic minority students in
Hong Kong. (Ibid)

The EB also mentioned that in most primary and secondary schools Chinese is the
medium of instruction whilst English is taught as a core subject. The EB also further
encourages NCS children to “study the local curriculum to integrate into the community
as early as possible”. (Education for Non-Chinese Speaking Children; EB, 2008) and
under the Non-Chinese Speaking Parent Information Package, there are links for
example, explaining HK education highlights as shown in Appendix 1.1.

In an extended memorandum entitled Education services for non-Chinese speaking
(NCS) students, the EB acknowledges that “some NCS students encounter learning
difficulties and adjustment problems when they study in local schools.” Thus the EB
further recommends that “greater care and help from schools, teachers and parents are
required so that these students can adapt to the local education system and integrate into
the community quickly.” (Ibid)
Newly arrived NCS children are allocated into an Initiation Programme which lasts for
six months. This programme offers students “real classroom experience” so as to
enhance their Chinese and English language standards and it helps them adjust to the
local society and foster their personal development. After six months, the NCS students
will be placed into a mainstream school. An anecdote of how the initial stage of data
collection was conducted is delineated in Chapter 3. The anecdote is about the six4

month programme which newly arrived children have to attend before being sent to a
proper mainstream school.

Another form of support is the Induction Programme. This is a 60-hour course designed
by various universities or Non-government organizations (NGOs) as commissioned by
the EB. The induction is offered to newly arrived children and the contents include,
“knowing the environment, basic learning skills and basic Chinese and English.” The
third type of support for NCS students offered by EB comes in an indirect form. This
form of support is a grant which is given to the schools which admit NCS students. In
other words, for every NCS child that a school admits, EB will allocate monetary
incentives to the school via the School-based Support Scheme Grant. With the subsidy,
the school managers can make use of the grant flexibly to initiate school-based support
programmes (e.g. supplementary Chinese or English language classes) for the children.
In short, for special needs students such as NCS ethnic minorities and newly arrived
children from the Mainland, the EB offers four kinds of services to help integrate
children and familiarize them to the HK school setting. These services are: 1) school
placement assistance 2) Induction Programme 3) School-based Support Scheme and 4)
Initiation Programme. Appendix 1.2 is a summary of the education support services for
NCS students.

1.1.2 Historical Overview
1.1.2.1

The ticket to Higher Education – 1st Class Carriage

In the present education system, as this dissertation is weaved, students who
complete junior secondary education i.e. Form 3 move onto senior secondary
forms i.e. Forms 4 to 5. This is a two-year course which prepares students to sit
for the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE). In most
cases, only those who perform exceptionally well in this public examination is
able to move onto another two-year course i.e. Form 6 and Upper 6 (or Sixth
Form level). In order to matriculate, Sixth Formers have to pass the Hong Kong
Advanced Level Examination (HKALE). And with that qualification, students
can apply for an undergraduate programme in the local universities. According
to the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority (HKEAA),
(http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/DocLibrary/Media/Leaflets/EA_Brochure2.pdf)

over

100,000

candidates sit for the HKCEE at the end of their five-year secondary education.
5

From this batch of Form 5 graduates only round 35,000 candidates can be
promoted to a Sixth Form place and are eligible to sit for the HKALE.

After hurdling over the HKCEE, the HKALE becomes an even higher-stake
examination and earning impeccable results in this examination is the ticket to
enter university. The HKALE therefore, is also the key to an undergraduate
program that can transform the lives of many young people. In order to facilitate
HKALE students to smoothly apply for admission to tertiary institutions in Hong
Kong, a system was set up in 1990. Today, this is better known as the
Committee on Joint University Programmes Administration System or JUPAS.
However, if students do not have HKALE results, or opt to use alternative
academic qualifications to apply for admission to a tertiary institution in Hong
Kong, they can apply through the non-JUPAS route. Further elaboration about
the non-JUPAS route will be provided in section 1.1.2.2 under “The Ticket to
Higher Education – 2nd Class Carriage.” In brief, before a secondary student can
apply for a place at tertiary level, there are essentially three phases in the
schooling system in which a student has to hurdle over. These are:

a. Junior Secondary (Forms 1, 2 and 3)
b. Senior Secondary (Forms 4 and 5)
c. Matriculation1 (Forms 6 and 7 or Lower 6 and Upper 6)

There are altogether eight statutory universities and one teacher-training college
which offer undergraduate programmes in Hong Kong. In the last decade or so
however, the universities in Hong Kong have expanded into offering sub-degree
programmes. Students who are unable to enrol into a regular undergraduate
programme because their HKALE results do not meet the university
requirements for an undergraduate programme can also opt for a s sub-degree
programme which will earn him or her, an Associate Degree. These programmes
are similar to those programmes in the United States that offer community
college courses. As in many places worldwide, earning a Bachelor’s Degree is
essential in Hong Kong’s highly competitive job market, and certainly for one’s

1
The matriculation course or better known as the HKALE will be scrapped in 2012 to make way for the
implementation of the new educational reform. Junior secondary and senior secondary comprises of 3+3 years
and tertiary comprises of 4 years. This is dubbed in Hong Kong as the 3+3+4 system.

6

career advancement. This especially holds true when paper qualification is
highly regarded in Hong Kong. (See Appendix 1.3 for a general list of all the HE
institutes). These institutes are all approved for higher education by the
Education Bureau.

According to the Framework for Education Reform set by the Education
Commission (EC), a reform agenda was drawn up with a conceptual framework
for ‘The Lifelong Learning Academic Structure’ for HK. It is summarized in the
diagram below.

Fig. 1.1 Lifelong Learning Academic Structure

One of the key issues raised by the EC was to look into the feasibility of
establishing a “diverse higher education system that comprises the existing
universities, post-secondary and continuing education institutions, so that every
person who aspires to higher education will have opportunities to attend
programmes appropriate to their abilities.” (source: The Education Commission,
HK). Many full-time post-secondary colleges such at the VTC do offer bi-lingual
courses which EM students can enrol in. But these are mostly vocational courses
which are regarded as compensatory courses by the public.

7

As mentioned, the most direct way to higher education in Hong Kong, is to earn
excellent grades in the HKALE and meet the entrance requirements for a direct
entry into a local tertiary institution. However, based on the results of the
HKALE, each university in Hong Kong has its minimum grade point entry
requirement for its undergraduate programmes, and as it were, achieving the
minimum score cannot secure a student a place at university because
competition is very keen, especially for more sought after programmes. Apart
from high HKALE scores, students need to pass an interview before being
accepted. The HKALE is very close in nature, to the GCE Advanced Levels in
the United Kingdom. As one can surmise, the HKALE thrived in the shadows of
colonial influences prior to 1997. The HKALE structure is steeped in the history
of the Hong Kong education system and all the local universities give priority to
the HKALE candidates when choosing their yearly new batch of top candidates.
I will further elaborate in Chapter 5 why applying for a place at a local
university becomes almost impossible for an ethnic minority student. Appendix
1.4 is a chart prepared by the EB describing the path that an ethnic minority can
take towards HE if he or she cannot handle the regular Form 5 exit examination.
This diagram described in Appendix 1.4 is not an equitable solution for EM
students because the higher diplomas earned are not as highly regarded as other
non-JUPAS qualifications because competition for a place is keen. In other
words, this path described is not a realistic pathway to HE. And as mentioned
earlier, the first class through train ticket to a place at HE can only be enjoyed if
a student’s grades at the HKALE are in the top tier. Thus although the minimum
requirements are satisfied, admission is not guaranteed because the number of
places available is fewer than the number of applicants. Also, the selection of
suitable candidates is decided by the particular institution, which is entirely
independent of the JUPAS Office. It therefore goes to follow that high grades
earned at public examinations does not promise a place in an applicant’s firstchoice application at the desired university. There are nine institutions2 which
make up the JUPAS, and out of this total, eight of them offer publicly funded
first-year-first-degree (FYFD) places. There are 14,600 of these FYFD places
which are funded by the University Grants Committee (UGC).

2

City U, HKBU, Lingnan U, CUHK, HKIEd, Poly U, HKUST, Open U and HKU
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http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=7006&langno=1

The selection criteria for HE into the nine participating institutions under the
JUPAS are summarized as follows:
HKCEE and HKALE results are minimum requirements
Performance in interviews and/or tests, banding of programme choices
Overall grades achieved by other applicants and the number of applicants
applying to the programme in the current year, also plays a factor in the
selection of students
http://www.jupas.edu.hk/en/j3/about-jupas/important-notices

1.1.2.2

The Ticket to Higher Education – 2nd Class Carriage

If the HKALE results are not satisfactory, there are alternative routes to HE for
local students. There are post-secondary courses offered by both private and
government-subsidized institutions which offer Diploma and Higher Diploma
courses in many fields. This alternative route to an undergraduate programme
may seem like a detour, for those who are unsuccessful in the HKALE.
Eventually however, one can still earn a Bachelor’s Degree via sub-degree
programmes. For example, an Associate Degree is a possible qualification to
apply for an undergraduate programme.

In his Policy Address in October 2000, Tung Chee Hwa, the first Chief
Executive of Hong Kong after the end of British sovereignty, laid the blueprint
for a new academic programme – the Associate Degree programme. Geared
towards school leavers of Upper Sixth Form who could not make it through the
JUPAS, this new alternative route proved ground-breaking in the future of
tertiary education system in Hong Kong. The Chief Executive also mentioned
then that:
“In developed countries and some major cities in Asia, up to 60% of senior
secondary school graduates pursue tertiary education. For Hong Kong, however,
the rate is just about half that, not only are we lagging far behind, but we are
failing to meet the needs of a knowledge-based economy. It is imperative we
catch up. Our objective is that within ten years, 60% of our senior secondary
school leavers will receive tertiary education. By then, we will need to provide
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about 28 000 additional places for higher education, bringing the total number
to around 55 000.”
(http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/200010/11/1011140.htm)

In sync with the “Education for all” motif, the introduction of Associate Degree
programmes gave birth to new schools within the eight universities almost
overnight. For those who jumped aboard this new train to an Associate Degree,
some of the first batch of Associate Degree graduates donned their academic
regalia in as early as 2001 (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Community
College) or 2002 (Hong Kong Baptist University, College of International
Education). Armed with an Associate Degree, many HK graduates can apply for
a place in an undergraduate programme via non-JUPAS. This ‘mechanism’ is set
aside for candidates coming in from alternative routes of schooling, and are not
the public examination winning purebreds from the HKALE. The non-JUPAS
caters for those who wish to enrol in an undergraduate programme but might
have other types of diplomas.

The Associate Degree programmes and the Associate Degree Foundation
Programme; also known as sub-degree programmes, are offered at what is now
becoming an alternative route for HKALE and HKCEE graduates. This
alternative programmes are offered at all the tertiary institutions, except the
HKIED. Thus came to being various community colleges bearing different
names which carry different clever and suggestive acronyms. Hong Kong has an
uncanny love for acronyms. There are: SPACE; HKCC; TWGHCC; CCLU,
CCCU and CIE as a few examples. (See list of acronyms)

As mentioned in 1.1.2.1, more about the non-JUPAS system will be explained
here. Each University has its own criteria for accepting students into their
undergraduate programme via the non-JUPAS system. The following are
descriptors of Non-JUPAS Admissions Scheme from two different universities
in HK and the entrance requirements. As a point of reference these two are
chosen for comparison.3 The first one is HKU, which ranks amongst the top in
3
Times Higher Education Supplement (THES). According to the QS World University Rankings 2009, HKU is
rated 24th worldwide, followed by HKUST and CUHK.
Rank, Institution, (World Rank)
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Asia, and the other one is HKBU, which ranks mid-range in Hong Kong. The
other tertiary institutions have similar descriptors for their Non-JUPAS
Admissions.

Hong Kong University
The University of Hong Kong welcomes
applications for admission through
what is called the "non-JUPAS"
Admissions Scheme to our many
undergraduate programmes from local
candidates who are not current
students in the mainstream schools in
Hong Kong and who are not applying
for admission on the strength of Hong
Kong Advanced Level Examination
results. There are no fixed quotas for
non-JUPAS applicants, the number of
students that are admitted being a
function of the number and quality of
students applying each year from both
the JUPAS and non-JUPAS schemes.

Hong Kong Baptist University
Associate Degree Student/Holder
Holders of or final year students
studying for an Associate Degree at a
higher education institution recognised
by the University may apply for Year 1
or Year 2 entry, depending on the
depth and relevancy of the subjects
and the programme in which they are
enrolled. Non-final year students
studying an Associate Degree
programme who wish to apply for
admission must satisfy the General and
Programme Admission Requirements
for HKALE and HKCEE as listed in the
General University Admission
Requirements and Programme
Admission Requirements respectively,
and are eligible to apply for Year 1
only.

Associate Degree or Higher Diploma
(i.e. sub-degree) graduates should
apply under the non-JUPAS scheme.
Applicants who are currently enrolled in General University Admission
Requirements
a full-time bachelor's degree
Students from Hong Kong with the
programme in a local tertiary institution
Highest Qualifications/Status in:
funded by the University Grants
Committee (UGC) should also apply
HKALE AND HKCEE examinations
through this route. Please note
(JUPAS applicants). Applicants must
however that following UGC's
fulfill the following requirements for
guidelines, inter-institutional transfer is
HKALE AND HKCEE:
normally not accepted, and the
Hong Kong Advanced Level
University is only able to consider
Examination (HKALE):
applicants who are applying to
Grade E or above obtained in any
programmes which are the same as or
two sittings.
similar to the programme of their
AS Use of English1; and AS Chinese
current studies.
Language and Culture1; and either:
two AL subjects or: one AL subject
Non-JUPAS Entrance
+ two AS subjects
Requirements:
Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Students reading an Associate
Examination (HKCEE):
Degree (AD) / a Higher Diploma (HD)
Level 2/Grade E or above in at least
in a community college of a UGCsix subjects2 including Chinese
funded institution:
Language or an alternative language
(other than Chinese and English)
1 University of Hong Kong (24th)
2 HKUST (35th)
3 Chinese University of HK (46th)
4 City University of Hong Kong (124th)
5 Hong Kong Polytechnic University (195th)
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Gain in the HKCEE
Level 3 or above in English
Language;
Level 2 or above in Chinese
Language; or grade E or above in a
language other than Chinese and
English;
Grade E or above in three other
subjects;
At least 13 years of pre-university
schooling on a full-time basis,
including one year of successful
study on a full-time AD / HD
programme in a community college
of a UGC-funded institution which
should be at least two years in
duration.
Applicants who do not fulfil the
requirements above must have
successfully completed a 2-year AD /
HD programme or two years' study
on a 3-year HD programme in order
to be eligible for admission.

and English Language3 with at least
five subjects in a single sitting.

http://www0.hku.hk/admission/nonjup
as.htm#note
http://www0.hku.hk/admission/nonjup
as-entrance.htm
Fig 1.2 Non-JUPAS Admissions Scheme

In contrast to Hong Kong, Community Colleges in the United States have been a
long-standing part of their education system with well-established articulations
with universities across the US. The beginnings of community colleges in the
US can be traced back to the early 1900s, and now with a long history behind
them, and well established articulations with various state-wide universities, the
community college degree is often a recognized qualification for further studies
in the United States or can be used for transfer of credits. In contrast and strictly
speaking however, community colleges in Hong Kong have not yet celebrated
their first decade, and Hong Kong’s overall response to this alternative route to
HE has been on many occasions the topic for radio programmes and TV talk
shows, especially near the time when public exam results are to be released.
Many in HK are still reticent towards attaining a sub-degree because the
articulations with statutory universities are still not transparent enough.
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Since the inception of Associate Degree programmes across the local
universities and other post-secondary institutions, there have been mixed
feelings from the public about this academic qualification. Firstly, it is
considered as a sub-degree and is secondly, labelled as second-class academic
fall-back qualification when compared to the matriculation courses geared
towards the HKALE. On a more scholarly or political perspective however, the
response to the introduction to Associate Degree programmes are yet to be
documented. Nonetheless, when a student does not have any offers at all via
JUPAS, the best option is to enrol into a sub-degree programme. Thus, overall,
HK is steadily accepting this alternative route to an undergraduate program.
Tuition fees for an AD are higher than tuition fees for a government fully funded
undergraduate programme, and not all HK families can afford to send their
children to these AD programmes because often they are not UGC4 funded. In
contrast therefore, AD programmes tuition fees are far higher than a standard
undergraduate programme. Appendix 1.5 shows a glimpse of what HE tuition in
2009-2010 was like in Hong Kong. In putting together these facts, the core of the
apprehension for lower income families is that working towards an Associate
Degree not only costs a lot, it also does not ensure a smooth transition to an
undergraduate programme.

As far back as the days of Imperial China, the major mechanism of recruitment
into the central government was via the Imperial Examinations. Thus, traditions
of high-stake examinations such as the HKALE are not easily erased and
substituted by other entrance requirements into an undergraduate programme.
Hence, for many local students in Hong Kong, the HKALE is a “do-or-die”
experience. For many Chinese the world over, Hong Kong is also part of the
Confucius heritage. The deep seated traditions of Confucius’ teachings mean
nurturing a strong sense of hard work and endurance (Louie 1989). In fact, the
influence of his legacy among the Chinese people is so pervasive that this
Chinese demeanour towards education is well documented and researched
(Purcell 1936). One not only accumulates knowledge through education which is
4

UGC stands for The University Grants Committee. This is a non-statutory body which advises the Government
of the SAR on the funding and strategic development of higher education in Hong Kong. It also tries to preserve
institutional autonomy and academic freedom, in the context of appropriate financial and public accountability.
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the key to power and ascending the political hierarchy, but also education earns
the scholar deep respect and integrity. A Chinese family is always proud when
their children are able to achieve the high demands of scholarly achievements. In
spite of it all, children are instilled with the belief that stalwartness is a necessary
part of life even when chances of success are slim (Hau 1993). Hence reaching
beyond the upper rungs of secondary schooling is a major achievement.

Post 1997, however, brought about major revamping in systems and policies in
many areas including education. Two of the major proposed educational changes
that led to more pathways to HE are:

a. The introduction of Associate Degree programmes in 2000 and
b. The reform proposals for revamping the education system in Hong Kong laid
down in 2000.

In his speech on tertiary education to the LegCo5, Legislative Council member
(Functional Constituency) and Chairman of the Vocational Training Institute,
Andrew Leung (2007) said:
In recent years, public views have been diverse in the substantial increase in the
number of associate degree places. In promoting sub-degree programmes,
many of the institutions have advertised the possible articulation for graduates to
the second year or third year of the university programme, in order to offer a
pathway for further studies to the large number of students who fail to enrol in
universities on strength of their matriculation results. However, we can see that
the number of sub-degree programmes and the relevant student intake have
been on the increase year by year, totalling over 30,000 in 2005-2006. But only
840 subsidized second-year and third-year undergraduate places are offered for
the articulation of the graduates. That means less than three in 100 graduates
have been offered an articulation place. This ratio is probably higher than that
of winning Mark Six. But it falls far short of satisfying the needs of these
students for further education. As a result, associate degree students studying
hard for two years in difficult conditions have to "fight tooth and nail" or even
get bruised and battered before they can realize their dream of having an
articulation opportunity to the second year or third year of the university
programme. Thus, the general public has got the impression that sub-degree
students, particularly associate degree students, are inferior to others.

5

The main functions of the Legislative Council are to enact laws; examine and approve budgets, taxation and
public expenditure; and monitor the work of the Government. The Legislative Council of the HKSAR is also
given the power to endorse the appointment and removal of the judges of the Court of Final Appeal and the
Chief Judge of the High Court, as well as the power to impeach the Chief Executive.
(http://legco.gov.hk/english/index.htm)
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It is therefore of crucial importance to take an even closer look at our complex
education system and policies, and consider how it can make the academic life
of a Hong Kong student or more so, the life of an ethnic minority student doubly
difficult. If HE is the key to upward mobility both economically and socially,
then the lives of many ethnic minorities in Hong Kong have a higher mountain
to climb at a steeper incline.

In this chapter, I shall try to further elaborate on what it takes to reach the HE
summit. To recap the EC grid table (Fig. 1.1) for life-long learning in the earlier
part of Chapter 1, a student whose goal is to enter university, needs to first jump
over the hurdles of: a) the SSPA; b) the HKCEE and c) the HKALE. These three
hurdles belong to the bottom two tiers of the HK academic structure as based on
Fig. 1.1

The description of the mainstream route to HE is the same for all those who trek
the Hong Kong education system 6 . On the outset, all Hong Kong citizens,
disregarding whether one is Chinese or not, is given nine years free education by
the government. Free schooling is provided from Primary 1 to Form 3. This was
already laid down in 1978 during the days of colonial Hong Kong. In those days,
after Form 3, a student has the choice of whether or not he or she wanted to
continue to study. A student can opt to continue and prepare for the HKCEE or
enrol in a vocational school or apply for Diploma courses. In most cases, as with
Chinese students, many want to further their studies by taking the next step of
completing Form 5 and sitting for the HKCEE.

1.1.2.3

Free Education for All

All students are equal, but some are more equal than the others. A sympathetic
onlooker will understand that even though on the outset, all resident children,
regardless of their ethnicity, receive free mandatory education (free kindergarten
education excluded) until the completion of secondary school, not all of them
become proficient in the Chinese language. This is where the narratives of the
6

This education system however, is not the same for those students who, for example, prepare
for the International Baccalaureate (IB) or the General Certificate Secondary Education (GCSE).
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ethnic minorities in HK become pertinent in this study. For although HK has an
excellent education system for its youth, it falls short of catering to those who
need to learn Chinese as a second language and be immersed and assimilated
into the HK culture.
The ethnic minority community in HK is very small,7 a mere 5% of the 7 million
(and steadily growing with the monthly new immigrants from China) population
of HK. Within that 5%, around 300,000 are contract workers from the
Philippines or Indonesia who are mostly domestic helpers to middle class
families. The ‘dominant’ ethnic minority groups in HK who are residents are
Indians and Pakistanis, followed by Filipinos and Nepalese. In HK, there are
around 10,000 EM school children attending kindergarten, primary and
secondary schools altogether. One of the questions asked in this study is, how
articulate are these children in the dominant language of HK? Or, how fluent are
these EM children in Chinese? The answers to these questions will be expanded
in Chapter 5.

Understandably, the Chinese language is one of the most difficult languages to
learn especially when one’s mother tongue is fundamentally a phonetically based
language. In the Chinese language, each character is made up of a combination
strokes and each character is made up radicals that form a new character. And
thus the combinations of strokes are like codes in a combination lock that can
give way to multiple new characters and with new meanings and so forth. Every
single character has its stand-alone meaning. Chinese children both at school and
at home master their mother tongue through hours and hours of rote learning;
chanting of phrases and passages; and memorization of such characters and their
combination strokes. Needless to say, the constant drill of repetitive characterwriting is part of every Chinese child’s learning process. Rote learning is part of
Chinese language learning. Each stroke in a character should be written in a
particular direction and the completed characters should be of uniform size
throughout the whole passage, no matter how many radicals each character is
made up of. Thus it is not just learning how to make meaning of the combination

7

2006 Population By-Census. Thematic Report: Ethnic Minorities
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of strokes, but also learning how to combine the strokes in stylistic penmanship.
If a child forgets what is taught in school, there is often family at home who can
explain and help the child complete the assignment. The following is a counterstory. The protagonist is Ismail.

A short story about Ismail:
Ismail is a 13-year-old Pashtun from Pakistan, and came to Hong Kong when he
was 8 years old. He is the oldest of three siblings. No one in Ismail’s family can
read nor write Chinese. Ismail and his family are devout Muslims. His mother is a
housewife who speaks little English and no Cantonese and his father works as a
construction worker and is the sole bread winner. His family’s monthly household
income is just enough to pay rent, utility bills and daily expenses for a family of
five. Ismail’s family has no other relatives living in HK, but his father belongs to a
small community of fellow-Pakistani workers like himself. Ismail goes to a local
school which offers him nine years free education as stated under the Hong
Kong law. Like most children in Hong Kong, the learning of Chinese language is a
regular part of his schooling. Since Ismail arrived in Hong Kong when he was 8,
he did not fit the academic requirements for a typical 6-year-old Hong Kong child
who would normally be in Primary 1. So he was held back and had to start
Primary 1 at 8 years old.

The issue I wish to bring out from this is this is that learning to be proficient in
Chinese language takes endless hours of practice and for someone who is nonChinese speaking (NCS) and living in HK, often there is no support at home in
the form of someone who is literate in Chinese. Thus for the NCS student, the
assignment of copy-writing of characters can be completed, but if the assignment
involves other tasks such as reading or composition, the NCS student is unable
to receive the kind of support needed if he cannot remember what the character
means. By “default”, ethnic minority children, who live in Hong Kong, cannot
easily obtain the same kind of home support when it comes to completing
Chinese assignments, simply because they are not Chinese. Ismail’s story is
fictional. In Chapter 4, the experiences of several ethnic minority students from
the case study school and their family will be retold.

Insofar as textbooks or learning aids are concerned, there is no readily available
Chinese language learning material that schools can use to teach NCS students
Chinese. Out-of-classroom support for Chinese language learning is crucial for
NCS students. The teaching and learning of Chinese as a second language in HK,
as opposed to English as a second language, is relatively new in local
mainstream schools. The language teachers in both primary and secondary
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schools are not specially trained to teach Chinese as a second language to these
ethnic minority students. Therefore, these teachers are left to their own creativity
and working experience as a language teacher to design Chinese learning
materials for their NCS students.

Chinese language teachers who teach NCS students find it difficult to obtain
tangible support from the EB in the form of teaching materials for NCS students.
The EB has not yet, provided schools which have ethnic minority students with
an appropriate and centralized teaching material 8 for Chinese as a second
language. A sample of the teaching material can be found in Appendix 4.1 to 4.4.
This packet of Chinese language learning material can be further developed by
Chinese language teachers for EM students’ use. Although there are steadily
more and more Chinese learning material being developed, the Assessment
Guides in the grading of Chinese language learning for second language learners
have not been standardized.

Unlike Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL), Teaching Chinese as a
Second Language to immigrant children is not offered in any of the Education
Faculties in the tertiary institutions in Hong Kong. This is not to be confused
with the kind of Chinese language courses offered at Hong Kong universities for
foreign adult learners. During the colonial days of the 20th century, the expatriate
community who served in the civil service underwent intensive Chinese
language courses to serve the purpose of their job nature. The Chinese spoken
and written word was for example necessary for the English police inspector or
the English senior immigration officer because it was necessary for them to
communicate with their Chinese subordinates. Soon after the British government
left the major positions in the civil service, the “need” for Chinese as a second
language also deteriorated. Post 1997 saw a natural return to the use of the
Chinese language. The return to Hong Kong’s mother tongue and an upsurge of
the use of the Chinese language was the first step for Hong Kong people to
rekindle their national identity. English of course remains as the lingua franca
8
Appendix 5 is a sample of the (as of 2010) Chinese language teaching material being designed for NCS
students in HK. It is hoped that this set of textbooks will be part of the centralized teaching materials for
Chinese as SLA for EMs in HK.
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for the commercial aspect of Hong Kong lives, but Chinese in all its forms of
text, religion and culture had to re-imprint itself after a 99-year rule of the
British Empire (Tsui and Shum 1999).

It is important also to understand why Hong Kong had to reshape its Chinese
identity without straying away too much form the Motherland. Since reinstating
Chineseness is now crucial in the new Hong Kong (I refer to new Hong Kong as
post-1997 Hong Kong), it only becomes natural that there is a sudden thrust of a
“Chinese agenda” into every aspect of Hong Kong life, including education. Post
1997 saw the implementation of Chinese as the medium of instruction (MoI).
Much to the chagrin of many local schools, a new form of bench-marking was
introduced in which schools that could not meet a certain threshold in the
English standard had to “revert” to CMI on the grounds that the students of those
particular schools did not prove themselves proficient enough to learn in English,
and thereby were incapable of learning in English. In all fairness, the explanation
for being allotted as a CMI school, meant that learning can be enhanced because
Hong Kong is after all, predominantly Chinese and it is important to appreciate
the Chinese heritage by being instilled in the Chinese language. This meant that
if a school was categorized under the CMI label all teaching materials for all
subjects, save for English has to be in Chinese. This major revamping for the
MoI was a cause for publishers’ rejoicing and a serious moment of transition for
many schools because they were now required to teach and learn in Chinese. The
political agenda has always played an important role in language policy
formulation and implementation. (Tsui and Shum 1999)

In light of all this, the ethnic minority community in Hong Kong could only wait
and see what remained in the scraps of token help they were to receive from the
government. This was a key concern for those ethnic minority families involved
because the switch from learning in an EMI environment to a CMI environment
meant much more needed special educational support because ethnic minority
students had to first overcome the Chinese language barrier. The initial response
from top to bottom, regardless of policy makers or any individual who is part of
the Hong Kong community, felt that it is best for the ethnic minority community
to be part of Hong Kong and be integrated into CMI schools if possible. That
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way, the ethnic minority can assimilate into Chinese culture much more directly.
After all, many South Asians have made Hong Kong their home. Thus, it lies in
the hands of that particular school as to how Chinese should be taught to NCS.
The kind of support from the Head Teacher or Principal also determines how
much Chinese language teaching to NCS students can be done.

1.1.2.4

The Dominant Language of Interaction in Hong Kong

Cantonese is the vernacular language of Hong Kong. But if asked what the
lingua franca is, one stops short wondering, because it is not English. It is not
English unlike the Englishes spoken in other past British colonies like Singapore
or India. With 5% of Hong Kong’s population being ethnic minorities, which is
around 350,000 who are mostly South Asians, along with more new immigrants
from the Mainland from different provinces who speak different Chinese dialects,
it is interesting to note how Hong Kong still has not yet truly established its
lingua franca. However, for the purposes of everyday communication, Cantonese
is still the dominant language spoken in Hong Kong.

Before one can appreciate the language policy in the current education system, it
is important to consider how Cantonese became the vernacular language of
Hong Kong. One of the more pressing issues that indirectly shaped the language
policy of Hong Kong, dates back to the 1940’s when Hong Kong became the
haven for thousands of refugees from the southern provinces of Mainland China.
Fleeing the carnage of the Civil War and the Cultural Revolution, many crossed
the border into colonial Hong Kong. English, before 1997 was considered the
Supreme Language (So 1998) and it was the language that was used by
professionals, officials and the upper echelon of Hong Kong society. Aside from
the indigenous dialects, Cantonese was the language spoken inside and outside
one’s home. As a reference point, the 1991 Census and Statistics Report
recorded that 95.8% of the population spoke Cantonese which was classified
under the “usual language” spoken.

As many Chinese from the region of the Pearl River Delta made Hong Kong
their home, the population increased rapidly and schooling needs of the territory
became a high priority. Thus in 1978, the government implemented an education
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policy that all children in Hong Kong from six to fifteen years old received
compulsory education for nine years. That translates into six years of Primary
education and three years of Junior Secondary education. After 2008, students
will receive mandatory six years of Primary education and six years of Junior
and Senior Secondary Education inclusive.

Curiously, the language(s) of instruction in schools evolved from the mechanism
that promoted elitism. At the end of Primary Six, students are allocated a place
in Junior Secondary based on their academic results both internally and based on
the Territory-wide System Assessment (TSA). The students are given a place
through a Secondary School Placement Allocation System (SSPA). The
allocation of a junior secondary place itself is crucial in determining the
educational opportunities of a student. Before 1997, schools in Hong Kong were
categorized into three major types: These were 1) Anglo-Chinese secondary
schools or Grant schools 2) Chinese middle schools and 3) technical schools.

The language of instruction in these three types of schools identified with the
schools’ prestige and calibre of students. English was the dominant language of
instruction for all major subjects, except Chinese Language, in Anglo-Chinese
schools. Chinese middle schools taught all subjects in Chinese and for those who
did not have the academic aptitude, technical schools were an alternative and
Chinese language was also the main language of instruction.

Today, names have been changed, but the labelling still essentially means the
same. Instead of categorizing schools as types, schools are identified by the
medium of instruction that they use in the classrooms i.e. an EMI school meant
English medium of instruction, and CMI meant Chinese medium of instruction.

Schools that taught mainly in English were therefore by far considered topnotch and according to public opinion, preferred by parents because
academically strong pupils were allocated to these schools. The standard of
English of students in EMI schools is stronger than those who attend CMI
schools. In a short paper produced from the Hong Kong Democratic Foundation,
Lo (1990) described that in spite of the strong advocates of Chinese as MoI,
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many parents are still reluctant to send their children to CMI schools because it
lacks a promising future in the realm of HE. None of the statutory universities in
HK are completely CMI. Since most undergraduate programmes demand a
higher standard of English, the need to be proficient in English becomes much
more crucial when studying for a first degree. Thus, a pass in Chinese language
might be a pre-requisite for entering university, but the bulk of the learning and
teaching is done in English. In this light, many Chinese families try their best to
enrol their children in EMI schools so that their chances of entering university
are greater.

1.1.3 An Overview of the Education System in Hong Kong
The following grid description (Fig 1.3) of the Hong Kong education system will
however be given a new face-lift after 2009. At this moment in time, Hong Kong has
just begun her maiden voyage of the New Senior Secondary (NSS) Educational Reform.
In the NSS system there will be only one major exit examination for students at the end
of six years of secondary schooling, instead of the traditional seven years. In short, the
HKCEE and the HKALE will be a thing of the past after 2012. In place of the HKCEE
and the HKALE, students will be awarded the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary
Education (HKDSE). This is an important factor to consider because it means that the
academic life span of a student will be prolonged and many will remain at secondary
school under the NSS curriculum. In other words, students will complete their senior
secondary school at the end of their sixth year instead of five years.

The Hong Kong education system is going through this very transition as this thesis is
being shaped. By 2012, the HKALE will become another shelved colonial system in
Hong Kong schooling. Thus the old way of “5+2” is now being replaced by “3+3+4”.
This new formulaic metaphor of 334 will be in full swing in 2012.
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An Overview of the Education System in Hong Kong before 2012

Fig. 1.3 An Overview of the Education System in HK before 2012
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The following is an overview of the new Education System in Hong Kong i.e. the NSS,
which will be fully implemented after 2012.

Fig. 1.4 An Overview of the New Education System in Hong Kong after 2012
(Source: https://cd.edb.gov.hk/334info/information_page_en.asp?td=a6)

1.1.3.1 The Ulcer Beneath the Poultice
Under the NSS system the first batch of student will graduate in 2012, with a
HKDSE which will be their ticket to HE. 2012 will also bid farewell to the
HKAL. It is crucial to mention this fact here because as HK is now undergoing
this major educational revamp, there is a group of about 10,000 ethnic minority
students who are caught in this NSS educational reform and are now in limbo.
Being in limbo means that they are in junior secondary school but they have to
be prepared for their senior secondary exit examination and ready to sit for the
Chinese language exam as well. The crux of the matter is that many of these
NCS students are not ready to take on an examination at L1 level which
demands the learning of a completely new language. It is because of this
educational revamp that the EB has to confront the issue that has been
problematic but unattended to all throughout the years of colonialism. As
already mentioned, after the implementation of the NSS system, Chinese was
made compulsory and ethnic minority students had to quickly become proficient
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in as much Chinese as they could within the years of Form 1 to Form 5,
depending at what point they were in Junior Secondary, so that they could sit for
the Chinese Language exit exam.

There appears to have been a glitch when Hong Kong embarked on this
monumental educational reform. The EB may have ‘forgotten’ about the ethnic
minority community in HK, and when Chinese language was made compulsory
for all students in the 12-year free and mandatory education, the NCS children
were left to fend for themselves when it came to picking up the four skills in
language learning in Chinese. As a quick response to the protests made on
behalf of the EM students, the EB decided to allow EM students to use the
IGCSE Chinese Language exam as a qualification for further studies. Therefore,
these students had the paper qualification for Chinese Language. But in essence,
there is a big gap in the level of difficulty for the IGCSE and the HKDSE. The
table below cited from one of the Band 1 schools9 in HK, briefly describes the
criteria for the eight local universities. To be an eligible undergraduate, all of
the institutions’ require Chinese Language if the student comes from an HKAL
or HKDSE background and is applying via the JUPAS.
Comparison of General Entrance Requirements of Universities
Institution
The Hong Kong Institute of
Education
The Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology
The University of Hong Kong
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Baptist University
The Chinese University of Hong
Kong
The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University
Lingnan University

General Entrance Requirements*
4 core (Chinese Language, English
Language, Mathematics
& Liberal Studies) and 2 elective
subjects
4 core (Chinese Language, English
Language, Mathematics
& Liberal Studies) and 1 elective
subject

4 core (Chinese Language, English
Language, Mathematics
& Liberal Studies)
*Note: Individual programmes may have additional requirement(s)
(Source: http://www.smcc-canossian.org/)

Fig 1.5 Comparison of General Entrance Requirements of Universities

9

There are 3 ‘bands’ of local secondary schools in HK, with Band 1 which is the academically elite, and Band
3 are often slower learners. The allocation bands of students in HK are determined according to a scaled
internal assessment in P.5 & P.6 Hence, students in primary schools with better allocation results face keener
competition because their grades reflect the secondary school band that they will be allocated to.
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If we embrace the needs of HK’s EM as part of the entire national curricula,
then HK should grasp globalization to include not only financial superiority but
also social and cultural aspects of HK society. In other words, the forces of
globalization are evolving in nature and impact, and it is imperative that HK
takes bigger leaps into more and major inclusion of educating the EMs in HK
with Chinese literacy, and not only make cosmetic offers in the likes of
reviewing educational policies. Avis (2007) pointed out that “meritocracy is
being reconstituted in new economic and social conditions, but which, as in the
past, ultimately blames the individual for educational failure.” By developing a
Chinese language curriculum for non-Chinese speaking students in Hong Kong,
the ethnic minorities can progress based on their ability and talent rather than on
wealth or class privileges, which many of whom do not have to begin with.
Certainly, this also entails a major investment in the schooling of those ethnic
minorities in Chinese culture and Chinese language skills. If any city in the
world, Hong Kong can be the pioneer in becoming the most sought-after city in
which Chinese culture and Chinese language learning can become a hub for
both overseas students and her home-grown ethnic minorities. Lowering the
exam requirements to GCSE Level from the HKCEE Level is only a temporary
poultice to the real needs of ethnic minorities in Hong Kong if we are to prepare
them to enter the workforce in Hong Kong and make them socially and
economically viable individuals.

Without a centralized method of Chinese Language teaching to NCS, there is no
possibility in the near future that EMs in HK can enter higher education in local
tertiary institutions without having to tread a meandering route to a Bachelor’s
Degree. On one hand, students do not have the Chinese Language pre-requisite
to enter most post-secondary schools or colleges. On the other, the government
promises to give 12 years of free schooling to HK students. But in those 12
years of free schooling, there is no commitment to ensure that EMs are also
equipped with the Chinese Language skill strong enough to pursue higher
education. Thus EMs are trapped in a system of education that on the outset, has
given them the academic qualifications of secondary schooling, but not enough
to give them the choice to pursue further higher education, which can in turn
lead to better upward social and economic mobility. Ironically, except for
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Chinese related courses, most courses offered in the undergraduate programmes
are done in English.

The diagram below is the NSS curriculum from the EB describes at a glance
what a Hong Kong school leaver must cover at school before moving onto HE.
Given that all students are treated equally regardless of ethnicity, period of
residency in HK and schooling experience, the criteria below must be met
before any opportunity can be given for HE.

Fig 1.6 The New Senior Secondary Curriculum
(Source: http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/DocLibrary/HKDSE/Progress_promote_HKDSE/EDBNSS.pdf)

As seen in the core requirements, Chinese Language is at the foremost. And
upon closer scrutiny, Liberal Studies (LS), another mandatory subject in the
NSS, also encourages students to examine Chinese social, political and cultural
topics as seen in Appendix 1.8 In this reference, four slides are pinned down for
a closer scrutiny. Special attention is drawn to the second topic area, “Society
and Culture”. Under this topic, modules 2 and 3 require students to tap into
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Chinese socio-political issues. On the one hand, the NSS Liberal Studies
curriculum has enlarged the periphery for learning about socio-political issues
which concern HK and the Mainland. But on the other hand, it is hampering the
EM students from fully grasping this course because of language barriers. The
introduction of this subject in 1992 not only played a part in paving the way to
an increased sense of national belonging, but also was a major step away from
the occidental-colonial subjects of the HKALE. The LS syllabus is in every way
a method to secure and re-establish the sense of awareness and belongingness
for HK and the motherland. Hence it is not merely advocating Chinese as MOI
but also re-packaging the HK student as a Chinese National via the subjects
taught. This all makes logical sense in welcoming the 1997 handover, and
preparing for the new academic structure for senior secondary education and
higher education. Amidst all the educational revamping and code switching to
CMI, the group of South Asian ethnic minorities – residents and new arrivals
alike – are therefore caught in this educational limbo. Many are like their
Chinese classmates who were born and grew up in HK. But the only difference
is that the ethnic minority student did not have L1 competency in the Chinese
Language. By making Chinese a mandatory subject and as an entrance
requirement to HE, the NCS student’s opportunities for HE are stifled already in
the secondary school years.

In Chapter 4, the Head Teacher of the case study school narrated about how
difficult it was to implement novel methods of teaching ethnic minority students
about Chinese culture and history, let alone, the Chinese language. The Chinese
students had the upper hand when it came to learning about their cultural
heritage, while for the NCS students it was a completely new subject. The Head
Teacher mentioned how for the teacher, it was also a challenge bringing the two
camps of students en par with what was being taught. This was one of the
reasons why many mainstream schools in HK are reticent in accepting NCS
children because it meant various layers of challenges ahead for both teacher
and student. When data was being collected for this thesis between 2003 and
2010, the group of student interviewees in the case study school spoke about the
challenges of having to learn about Chinese culture ‘from scratch’ whereas their
Chinese classmates had no problem discussing Chinese cultural topics at a
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higher philosophical level because it was already part of their heritage. The
NCS students on the other hand, were constantly in a ‘catching-up’ mode of
learning. Not because they lagged behind intellectually, but because they did not
have the advantage of their Chinese counterparts.

As the NCS population grew, teachers had to quickly find methods to teach
these EM students the value of Chinese language not only for examination
purposes but also from the cultural perspective. The schools which took on EM
students grew in number over the last 10 years, until the EB decided that these
‘special’ schools which catered for NCS students were to be coined as
designated schools. In this context designated means that these schools have
predominantly large numbers of children from various other South and South
East Asian ethnicities (i.e. NCS students), but very few Chinese students. The
ratio of NCS students to Chinese students in a designated school is about 40:1
(as in the case study school in this research). At the start of this research, there
were about ten secondary schools in HK which have become designated schools
because of the sheer number of NCS students enrolled. A list of these schools is
found in Appendix 1.9. There are a few mainstream EMI secondary schools in
HK, which are not designated schools that have accepted ethnic minority
students.

1.2 THE ISSUE AT HAND
1.2.1 Research Aim
In view of the above context, this study will therefore explore the schooling experiences
of ethnic minorities, namely South Asians, in Hong Kong. The investigation looks into
the complex relationship of dominance and subordination which is at the heart of being
an ethnic minority in Hong Kong. In other words, the aims of this research is to
discover what challenges Hong Kong South Asian students encounter in the local
education system and to find out what opportunities these students have in fact for
further education. It is commonly accepted that higher education opens doors to more
opportunities and higher socio-economic status. Thus in a broader context, there is a
need to examine the micro-practices within Hong Kong’s institutional and cultural
settings, as well as within the educational milieu of South Asian students. Issues
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regarding educational governance and educational accountability will therefore be
examined as well. Special focus will be put in exploring the choices, access and equity
given to ethnic minorities regarding education in Hong Kong. Apart from being a study
of critical enquiry this particular instrumental case study in educational research aims to
inform educational judgment and hopefully contribute to the advancement of
knowledge in the making of educational policies for a more global Hong Kong. There is
very little literature available on the impact of the Hong Kong education system on the
ethnic minorities here with respect to educational accountability and the narratives of
the South Asian students. With regard to their aspirations for HE, little has been
documented which could lead to a more in-depth study of the role of the Hong Kong
government in the lives of the ethnic minority community here. The curriculum and
educational policies laid down by the Hong Kong Education Bureau have intrinsic and
far-reaching effects on South Asian students in particular. The implication therefore,
directs this study to also shed light on social justice for inclusion of the schooling of
ethnic minorities in the educational paradigm.

The figure below is the framework to the initial research question. As already
mentioned in the first half of this chapter, there is one particular factor that has been a
long-standing obstacle to most ethnic minorities in Hong Kong which is the learning of
Chinese language. Therefore, even before the pilot study took place, the initial research
area as depicted below shows the impact of Chinese language learning of NCS students
as the central focus. As the diagram below shows, the four peripheral factors which
circumscribe the circle in the middle are the areas in which I focused on. I wanted to
find out about how these factors also impacted not just the Chinese language learning,
but also the overall schooling experiences of ethnic minorities in Hong Kong.
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Fig. 1.7 Initial Research Question

After the pilot study as the methodology in Chapter 3 will show, I found out that the
four peripheral points (Fig. 1.7) had a more complex relationship with each other, and
the issue of Chinese language learning for EM students is just one of the many obstacles
that NCS students have to face en route to HE. Hence the radial Venn diagram below
could best describe the relationship of the issues above. More about how the process of
research and how the conceptual framework evolved will be elaborated on in Chapter 3.
At this opening point, however, the second diagram below describes a slight change in
presentation of ideas, but implies a larger and more complex relationship of the
schooling experiences of EM students in Hong Kong pertaining to the expectations of
Chinese language learning.
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Fig. 1.8 Radial Venn Diagram Describing the Overlapping Relationship to the Central
Idea in the Cycle

1.2.2 Research Questions
After many informal chats with friends, and friends of friends who were ethnic
minorities, and several failed visits at securing a target school, I finally zeroed in on 4
things which I wanted answers for. The crux of the study is looking into how South
Asian students in Hong Kong experienced the (pre-NSS) education system. In other
words, this study investigates what are the schooling experiences of ethnic minority
students as they move through secondary school, interact with the examination system
and the requirements needed for entering sixth form and their aspirations for higher
education. The core foci of the study led to specific questions which are:

What kinds of opportunities do ethnic minority students have for further education
in Hong Kong?
What are the unique challenges that ethnic minority students face as they complete
secondary school?
What are the Hong Kong education policies towards the provision for ethnic
minorities in the education system? and
How can ethnic minority students be empowered to be qualified for HE in Hong
Kong?
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1.2.3 Significance of the Study (Part 1)
The significance of this study is mainly twofold. In this investigation, the aim is to
acquire a better understanding of how the Hong Kong education system affects the
schooling choices of ethnic minority students. It is also important to understand how
their schooling experiences affect their choices for further and higher education. My
search for the answers to these questions stems from a deeply rooted phenomenon in
Hong Kong. As a child growing up as a non-Chinese in Hong Kong, I have often sensed
that ethnic minority residents here are treated in a somewhat lesser way. Subjective as it
is, the interaction with various aspects of the HK society, whether if it is in the options
given for a place at school, or the process in applying for a job, or something as simple
as taking a seat on the train, there is an unspoken sentiment of “us” (the ethnic
minorities) and “them” (the local Chinese in HK). Although unspoken the sentiment is
manifested in ways which ethnic minorities are treated in Hong Kong. As a person on
the “receiving end” the ethnic minority experience begins with schooling. Apart from
the sentiment that I speak of, I also want to find out if today’s ethnic minority students
experience similar trials and tribulations at school as when I was a student. It does not
require a major investigation to conclude with a formula that a good education offered
by a good school can be a meal ticket to an upward social mobility. However, published
work on ethnic minorities in Hong Kong only became prominent in the last decade or so.
Most available research done in English are conducted by NGOs and uploaded in the
EB website. As the NAS is being implemented, the reform shows no particular
emphasis on how EM students can be taught Chinese as a second language in schools in
order to cope with not only everyday needs in a Chinese community, but also how to
tackle the NSS system.

Since there is an issue with the upward social mobility of many South Asians in Hong
Kong, these people are deprived of the chance to earn a stronger visibility as
professionals or members as higher ranking staff in the Hong Kong civil service
workforce, hospitals, law firms, universities or major conglomerates. By visibility, I
mean that first and second generation South Asians who have made Hong Kong their
home in as early as the 1960s, is low and only a handful of ethnic minorities are seen in
the white collar workforce. Perhaps if these career aspirations sound too ambitious, the
lens can be shifted to job offers such as positions in the service industry as in fast-food
take aways or receptionists; or machine operators like drivers or electricians; or
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elementary occupations suitable for unskilled workers such as security guards or
cleaners. If any person in Hong Kong goes into any local bank, one will notice that a
majority of the bank tellers are Chinese. If any person enters one of the local chain
jewellery shops in Hong Kong, one will notice that a majority of the sales assistants are
Chinese. If one entered any of the government hospitals in Hong Kong or a privately
run hospital or clinic, one will also find that clinic and hospital staff alike, from the
receptionists and cashiers to the nurses and doctors is dominantly Chinese. In another
instance, if any person enters either one of the two major chain supermarkets in Hong
Kong, one will also notice a similar phenomenon as with the banks, hospitals or the
jewellery shops. The men-in-black or the women clad-in-Channel who make the central
business district buzz with activity and the scenario of the buying and selling of blue
and red chips are often not bartered by home-grown South Asians. Interestingly, if one
walks into the occasional Prêt-a-Manger, or a deli shop in Hong Kong, or the pubs and
bars along the red light districts of Wan Chai, one can observe that these types of
service industries are well manned by more of the South Asians who live in Hong Kong.
Other more popular jobs which South Asians select are construction work; kitchen and
laundry work at major hotels or smaller enterprises, delivery boys or truck drivers. Or a
more sedate job which might require wearing a uniform and clutching a rifle might be a
post for guardsman outside the aforementioned bank or jewellery shop. Albeit the types
of occupation or vocation listed above, there are also smaller Thai or Filipino restaurant
businesses or family-run import/export businesses or tailor shops run by South Asians
who are mostly Indians.

In 2010, the Hong Kong Council of Social Service (HKCSS) released some data which
showed the extent of parents’ involvement in their children’s education. It was mainly a
comparison of Chinese and ethnic minority parents on how much resource they can get
hold of in order to enhance their children’s learning at school. In total, 191 Chinese
parents and 189 EM parents took part in the survey. Part of the data released described
looked like an inverse proportion of the occupational roles. 325 parents belonging to
both groups were asked about the nature of their work. At a glance, the higher the status
of a job, the fewer the number of EM parents had it. On the other hand, the lower down
the job requirements were, the more EM parents there were that took those jobs. For
example, 32.5% EM parents held elementary occupations or were unskilled labourers as
opposed to the 11.5% Chinese parents who held the same jobs. Another piece of data
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showed that 7.1% EM parents were professionals as opposed to 17.3% who were
Chinese. And as for the top tier occupations in the survey, such as managers and other
administrators, only 5.9% were EM parents, while 14.7% were Chinese. In 2005, The
Centre for Social Policy Studies at HK PolyU also conducted a similar study on the
“Education of South Asian Ethnic Minority Groups in Hong Kong.” (Appendix 1.10a &
1.10b) In this study, the interviewees were EM students from 14 to 24 years old who
were full-time students in HK. There were 200 respondents from Filipino, Indian,
Nepalese and Pakistani ethnicities. In this 2005 study, parents who were at the top tier
income range i.e. ‘professionals’ ranged from 6.5% to 6.7%. 14.2% of the parents were
manual labourers, and 37.1% were in the service industry or shop assistants. The data
collected regarding their parents’ occupations revealed similar findings as the one
conducted by the HKCSS in 2010.

Understandably, established family businesses are a source for income and stability, but
if job searching at the end schooling is the next major step for a young adult to enter
society’s workforce, then a minimal qualification of secondary school education that
equips a students with certain life skills is what every government should provide. In
extension to this, if a sound higher education is one of the keys to the upper echelon, it
would be interesting to find out why the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong do not enjoy
the same kinds of opportunities for a better socio-economic mobility as compared to the
local Chinese residents. Upward socio-economic mobility in this context means having
the right to enjoy the same opportunities of seeking for a place in any discipline in HE.
It also means enjoying the same opportunities of seeking for a nine-to-five office job or
a position with the civil service and being hired so that the income earned can offer the
luxury of a better, if not middle class life style. In the same paradigm, it also means
having informed knowledge to make decisions in order to enhance a better quality of
life. In Chapters 2 and 9, the theories of Pierre Bourdieu on cultural capital and Antonio
Gramsci on dominant hegemony will be used to look at how ethnic minorities fare on
the socio-economic ladder in HK.

The other significant reason for this study takes upon a more personal conviction for
exploration into this topic. The personal reason is perhaps the cornerstone for this thesis.
On my part, it is significantly an internal debate of an insider/outsider who has
experiences of being an ethnic minority student in Hong Kong; and I have hurdled,
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tripped and staggered my way to higher education. The greatest concern in this part of
the expository discourse is to warrant a genuine “insider’s” narrative without giving
into the dangers of soliciting pathos and sentimentality. My personal concerns as an
educator has motivated me into probing further or as the case could be, ‘probe back’
into the issue of heightening the awareness towards ethnic minority education in Hong
Kong. Thus, I am fully aware and upfront to the readers about the kinds of biases I have
towards the Hong Kong education system when I embarked upon this research.

1.2.4 Significance of the Study (Part II)
- Personal vignettes of the researcher and weaving the narratives
Scenario 1
Setting: in a subway train; a family of three (2 parents and their baby) sitting
across from the family were two female foreign (Filipino) domestic workers.
Said one Filipino domestic worker to the other in Tagalog, as she was looking
intently at the young family sitting across them: See that man over there? His

wife must be from the poorer parts of China where people farm the land
because she looks dark. But look, their baby has very fair skin. Many Hong
Kong men today find their brides in China and bring them over to Hong Kong.
Scenario 2
Setting: a telephone conversation between a retired school principal and a
young mother who is trying to get her five-year-old daughter to enter Primary
1 in an elite mainstream school in HK.
Said the retired principal to the young non-Chinese mother: Oh, you never

know why your daughter’s application was rejected. Maybe, just maybe, I’m
not saying this is true, but maybe it’s because they know that one of the
parents is not Chinese and there can be difficulty teaching the child how to
read and write Chinese.
Scenario 3
Setting: inside a Toyota packed with 6 cackling young female secondary school
teachers.
Said one new young Science teacher (a fresh graduate from a teachers’ college)
to another new young English Language teacher (also a fresh graduate from a
HK university): You’re really very lucky to get a job here especially in this

school given your background.

The above three sketches share something in common. One person in each of
the captured dialogue made a remark about someone else based on their own
values, pre-conceptions and experience. If we take a close look at the remarks
made by the foreign domestic worker, the retired principal and the young
Science teacher, the three of them possibly share a common point of reference
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towards the people they were commenting on. It was a point of reference
engrained in the mind of the speaker - whereupon a set of values and beliefs
were taught, passed down or experienced. These remarks had triggered a form
of conviction or certainty towards those three people whom they were speaking
about - namely, the Chinese wife on the train, the young mother on the phone
and the English Language teacher in the Toyota. Based on the above remarks
made, it is not too difficult to recognize traces of biases, which for various
reasons, were naturally brought about by the speakers’ own (social) experiences.
Incidentally, the Chinese wife, the young mother and the English teacher are all
the same person. And that person is the researcher in this project. These
scenarios set the tone to the terms of endearment that many an ethnic minority in
HK might experience.

Beginning this particular section (i.e. 1.2.4) with three anecdotes about
perceptions and personal biases or rather, personal biography is like what
Goodson (2006) mentioned in The Rise of the Life Narrative about telling
(“small”) stories of individuals. In this article he mentioned the fall of the grand
narratives have given rise to smaller-scale narratives – “infinitely smaller” –
which reflect “human belief and aspiration” and that “stories are part of the
common currency of the day.” It is important he says, that we should know how
learning is contextually situated and that it also has a history. In other words,
alongside the (small-scale) life narrative that can tell us something about an
individual, we can also look to the history of the institutions that offer formal
learning opportunities and the informal learning opportunities that take place in
communities and transitional spaces. All these moments or trajectories in life, as
Goodson coins it, are opportunities for learning. The narratives of my
informants and of my own are certainly not near any of the longitudinal studies
on life narratives, but minuscule as it may, these bear testimonies of life
experiences – a snippet of life experience – which are telling of the bigger
picture of educational policies in HK that in turn, impact the lives of ethnic
minorities in HK. The opening 3 fragments in this section may have no direct
relation to the education of ethnic minorities in HK, but the thread that links the
three is the thread of imbedded bias. And how this thesis might possibly change
that canvas for a different narrative is enough grounds for excitement to research
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on this subject. In extension of this thought, Goodson (2005) mentioned that
“the way we tell our individual tales come from a wider culture.” Hence, how
we are socially structured depends on the life politics that we experience.
Goodson went on to cite Ian McEwan, Bruce Springsteen and Bob Dylan as
(fragmentary) examples of how the shift in narrative capacity is individualized.
Meaning is made from an individual’s life, and that point of view reflects well
the narrative capital. Perhaps my socially structured self is imbedded in the
nuances of how I tell the narratives of my parents – two protagonists who went
in search for cultural and symbolic capital.

My Filipino parents made their way to Hong Kong in 1964 on overseas working
contracts, just three years before the big riots in HK which kept the city in
curfews and endless tension. Sir David Trench was the governor of HK when
my parents arrived. My father arrived in HK to be a cook in one of the night
clubs and my mother took the road not typically taken by many Filipino young
women today who spend their Sundays in Central under the awning of Norman
Foster’s creativity. No, my mother hopped on a plane and tagged along with her
boss to be a hairdresser at a beauty salon in Tsim Sha Tsui. Both the night club
and the beauty salon were situated in the busier parts of Kowloon which today is
still the tourist district in Hong Kong. Apart from the influx of refugees from
the Guangdong province in China fleeing the repercussions of the Maoist regime,
home-made bombs were a major concern for the colonial government. My
parents did not meet in the Philippines. They met in HK. They got married in
HK. And I was born in HK. HK has been my family’s home since my parents
set foot on this stretch of the Chinese soil almost 50 years ago.

When I reached 4 years old, my mother was aware that I should be sent to
school but she did not know how to enrol me into a school. That was 1972. She
was not even aware where a kindergarten could be found. Neither of my parents
could speak any Cantonese back then. Since both my parents worked day and
night shifts, and my father’s day started at night, as night clubs normally would,
my schooling was the least of their problems. My parents’ predicament was in a
way, similar to the many new Chinese refugees at the time. Jobs were not easy
to come by and life in general, was not easy. But every family saved to send
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money back home to support even bigger families. My parents were no
exception. They sent home what they could back to the Philippines.

The political backdrop of Hong Kong in the late 60s and 70s was not all quiet on
the forefront. Although the manufacturing industry was at its height, and the
“Made in Hong Kong” tag was a label to be reckoned with the world over, the
people of Hong Kong also turned against its colonial government as a
ubiquitous scapegoat. There were the infamous 1966 and 1967 riots and the
Students’ Movement in the 1970s coinciding with the huge population influx
from China (Sweeting 1992). In the midst of all this, it was not a surprise that
not every child in HK had a place to study at school. The colonial government
had a massive headache of ensuring that all children attended school. The 9-year
free education policy implemented in 1978 in fact had political underpinnings
because HK was being frowned upon for exploiting child labour in the booming
manufacturing industries (Sweeting 1992).

If it was difficult for an ordinary HK Chinese family to make ends meet and
send their children to school, it would have been more difficult for a HK
Filipino family to find the appropriate sources to send their four-year-old child
to school. I was enrolled into a kindergarten quite by accident. By the time I was
4, my mother’s clientele at the beauty parlour had expanded and it so happened
that one of her clients was a primary school principal. This woman headed a
school which initially gave priority to the Portuguese-Macanese children in HK.
The eclectic mix of youngsters who attended this school was interesting. Apart
from Chinese children, there were also Indians, Pakistanis and Filipinos. And of
course the children from Macau who were half Portuguese. Perhaps unwittingly,
my mother’s symbolic capital and cultural capital was increasing because
although I was a little bit behind the usual school entrance age, I also
inadvertently entered one of the more sought after primary schools in HK.
Needless to say, how I ended up receiving schooling in HK was not because my
parents were well-informed about how a child could enter school, had it not
been for my mother’s job. How apt that it should be that this primary school
principal ran a school for ethnic minorities in HK. Coincidence? More like the
root and reason for this dissertation. My primary school experience was a ball
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compared to what I had to hurdle over as I hit my secondary school years. The
primary school I went to no longer exists, but I had fond memories of being
surrounded by Indians, Pakistanis, Portuguese, Eurasians, Chinese and of course,
Filipinos. Unfortunately, the school was taken over by a very well-established
charity organization in HK. Today, part of the original school name still remains,
but its board of governors are different. Sliding into a tangent in this educational
narrative, I must say that life hands out little ironies now and then. And I say
this with a little bit of curious recompense because that primary school which I
attended in the 1970s turned out to later be one of the pilot case study schools
for this research.

Every child had to pass a central allocation exam in the late 1970s up to the
early 1980s referred to as the Junior Secondary Education Assessment (JSEA).
The acronyms have evolved since then, but the ways of assessing primary
school children in HK are still rigorous and in template form i.e. one exam
applies to all students. My fate was sealed at 12 years old when I was allocated
to a convent school in my home district. I remember being completely
devastated because I was the only girl in my class being sent there, while most
my ethnic minority friends were sent to this one particular secondary school that
accepted many non-Chinese children. My Chinese friends were sent to other
regular mainstream schools. With hindsight I realized that most of my Indian,
Pakistani and Filipino friends were sent to the sister school of my case study
school. And only with hindsight did I realize that my being sent to the convent
school would be pivotal in the many events which were to unfold in my
schooling experience as an ethnic minority. I was clueless initially, but soon
found out that the convent school was a girls’ school ‘to-die-for’ not only
because of its long affiliation with the Catholic Church in HK, but because of its
repute and long history in HK. In other words, it was and still is an elite school.
To date, the convent school I went to is now 111 years old. I must have been
allocated there because of my grades. In my vague memory, there were probably
around 15 girls who were ethnic minorities in my secondary school in the six
years that I studied there. And by the time I left at 19, there were less than 5
ethnic minority girls in a school population of about 1,400. That was 1986.
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Coming from the primary school I attended, had its advantages and
disadvantages. Some of the advantages that I can recall are the strong academic
standards that the school maintained and how my friends and I were a rather
rowdy free-spirited group of all sorts. Not just in personality, but in ethnicity. It
was only when I entered the convent school did I realize that there existed the
wrath of the nuns. Some of the disadvantages of attending the Portuguese
primary school were that each and every ethnic minority child was placed in the
Portuguese class to learn Portuguese while the Chinese students learnt Chinese.
Why were the ethnic minority children further separated like this? I could not
come up with any reasons except perhaps for pedagogical reasons. The ethnic
minority children in my primary school days were not given the chance to study
Chinese at all. My parents did not ask and my friends’ parents did not ask.
Looking back, I did not think much of it then because Portuguese class was fun
and we knew that our other Chinese classmates had more Chinese homework
compared to us. It never crossed my mind in all my formative years that learning
Chinese was essential if I were to move further in my academic career.

At the convent school, the ratio of the Chinese girls to Filipino girls was like
690 to 1. Most of the other girls who entered the secondary school came from
the feeder primary school which was also run by the nuns. Like many teenagers,
I learnt to adapt – and quickly. Otherwise, I would have no new friends. People
of ‘my kind’ had already been segregated. And I had to quickly learn what it
was to survive in a highly competitive school. Apart from the few whom I have
still kept in touch with, many of my Chinese classmates thought me more of a
curiosity because they thought it quaint that an ethnic minority could enter a
school like this. And so at 12, I learned how to blend in. The last thing I wanted
to be was different. From the primary school I came from, difference was a
norm, but in the convent school, sameness was the norm. Unfortunately, my
primary school training left me handicapped for the next phase in a student’s life
in HK. Since I could not write any Chinese at all, I had to study French. In my
days, non-Chinese students were exempted from taking Chinese Language when
taking the graduating exam as long as they studied a second language. It was a
blessing and it was a curse. It was a blessing because only a Band 1 school like
this could afford to hire a French teacher to teach 2 students in my year group
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(my other classmate who studied French with me was a Pakistani). It was indeed
an odd class. A Filipino and a Pakistani learning French from a Chinese. But in
all truth, my French class saved me. Had it not been for my French I would not
have made it to Form 6 to study for the Hong Kong Advanced Level exams. A
second language was a mandatory requirement to enter Form 6 and university
for students who did not study Chinese in my days. As I entered my adolescent
years, I understood how much narrower my options for post secondary courses
or programmes were. Not being able to read or write Chinese proved to be a
huge disadvantage from all sides. My spoken Cantonese has always been my
instrument for survival in HK when I needed to get around. But when it came to
applying for courses that I wanted to study, or jobs that I wanted to train for, I
was stuck and cornered.

To illustrate how Chinese was still the stamp of approval for most things, I shall
recount a few life experiences that an ethnic minority student might encounter. I
had aspirations of becoming an actress doing theatre much to my mother’s
horror. But at 16 and still impressionable, that was dream worth pursuing. I sent
in an application to study at the Academy for Performing Arts, the only one in
HK, and was rejected with kind words. The Academy even returned my cheque
for the application fee. Their reason was that I cannot be accepted because
drama school was taught in Chinese which meant the scripts were in Chinese,
which I could not read. Then I wanted to apply to study at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong because I knew about the exciting Department of
Philosophy and the undergraduate programme they offered. But my handicap
was that Chinese Language was a pre-requisite to study any undergraduate
programme at CUHK, and I was automatically warded off. So I set my hopes to
Hong Kong Baptist University because I wanted to study Journalism. I received
similar treatment as with the other two institutions. This time the explanation
was that news writing was done in Chinese and what good would a reporter or
news reader would I be, if I could not read the prompter in Chinese. Job
searching was another litany of impossibilities. To join the civil service was
highly unlikely for the same reasons. My father who was still working as a cook
when I was still in university got me a part time job at a very posh Japanese
restaurant as a waitress. I desperately needed to earn some money for my
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exchange programme to France. Imagine the horror of the head waitress when
she found out that a university student could not take an order in Chinese. I had
to quit after a week of setting tables and pouring green tea and vacuuming the
floor because I was too useless for the restaurant. In spite of that, I still was able
to earn the money I needed to go to France.

These snippets are of course selective slices of my past, and I have tried to be
very self-aware each time I chose a particular part of my past to be narrated.
One conscious move in the selection of these scenes in my past is to write as
much as I could about the schooling experiences or trying to get enrolled in a
school experience logged as authentically as possible.

1.2.5 Overview of the Chapters
To revisit the reasoning behind the sequencing of the chapters, the following is a
synopsis of what is to unfold. This dissertation consists of nine chapters. The present
chapter sets the scene and outline the background to the study. It briefly describes the
context, and provides an overview of the project. Chapter 2 will try to tease out certain
themes as part of the Literature Review and looking at how some theoretical parallels
can be drawn to the Hong Kong scenario. It will also delineate some local pertinent
studies which have been conducted in Hong Kong with regard to the same topic, but
will also try to spot some gaps which have not yet been filled. Chapter 3 expounds on
the methodology introduces the main contributors. Chapter 4 chronicles the case study
school and Chapter 5 examines the pertinent parts of the Hong Kong education system
with particular focus on how the policies impact the ethnic minority community and
what is Chinese language learning like for non-Chinese speakers. Chapter 6 will try to
weave some of the vignettes together addressing the challenges faced by students who
are labelled as NCS. Chapter 7 redefines the concept of inclusive education in the
context of Hong Kong’s schooling of ethnic minorities. A discussion on how recent
studies have tried to expand the parameters of “special education needs” (SEN) to
include not only those who by conventional understanding are those with physical or
mental shortcomings, but to redefine SEN as necessitated by cultural differences.
Chapter 8 unpicks the seams of the previous chapters and recommends a way forward
and finally Chapter 9 negotiates an alternative conclusion for the cynical at heart.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 delineated the schooling context in Hong Kong and for the purposes of this
research, looking at the schooling experiences of ethnic minority students in Hong Kong led
to many more questions. The Hong Kong phenomenon of the segregated ethnic minority
student in a designated school seems to remain unchallenged. The government has paid lip
service to the protests of non-government organizations with regard to segregating ethnic
minority students, but none to the extent that warrants any possible educational policy reform
which may undo segregation. In fact, with the steady increase in numbers of ethnic minorities
who are not of Chinese origin, more and more designated schools in Hong Kong have
evolved. When research began for this project, there were 6 designated schools in Hong Kong.
In early 2011, there were 22 designated schools around Hong Kong. By the end of 2012, an
estimated 30 schools will have been set aside as designated schools. There is however, no
visible and prominent presence of ethnic minority students in tertiary institutions. In light of
this, the narrowing of the research purpose comes down to one particular question which is:
“What are the challenges that ethnic minority students face when opting for higher education
in Hong Kong?” The first part of this chapter will attempt to combine what has already been
determined in the schooling experiences of ethnic minority students in Hong Kong in terms
of local projects or published studies and other sources of local media. The second part will
attempt to make interpretations with regard to relevant theory pertinent to the inquiry of the
case study at hand. As Mitchell and Cody (1993) explained that since most qualitative
inquiries are inductive, therefore, the inquiry and the theoretical approach in this chapter
coexist, and do not follow the traditional approach of impersonal objective compilation of
“what’s out there”. The viewpoints in mind will therefore, also be substantiated with relevant
evidence.

The following local studies have delineated what most of these challenges are in terms of the
overall EM community in HK especially in the issues they have to deal with by just being a
non-Chinese from a South Asian country. These challenges they face are identified, raised
and quantified. General recommendations are offered for a better transition to integration or
assimilation. Hong Kong Unison collaborated with a few local universities to research on the
predicament of the EM community in Hong Kong. In 2003, two separate studies were done
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with the City University of Hong Kong on the employment situation of EMs in Hong Kong.
One was with the Working Group of the Social Integration Project for Ethnic Minority and
the other was with the Department of Applied Social Studies. In the following year, the same
department at CityU conducted another research entitled “Protection of Labour Rights among
South Asian People in Hong Kong”. In 2005, HK Unison published its own report entitled
“Hong Kong citizens’ perceptions and images towards Hong Kong ethnic minorities”. In
2005 the HK PolyU published their findings on the “Education of South Asian Ethnic
Minority Groups in Hong Kong”. Perhaps the most in-depth study to date was released in
2004 by Loper from HKU, done by the Centre for Comparative and Public Law, and entitled
“Race and Equality: A Study of Ethnic Minorities in Hong Kong’s Education System.” And
in 2006, the Department of Social Work at CUHK published their work on “Racial
Discrimination in Hong Kong – Prevalence and Impact”.

In the following sections of this chapter, some themes are plotted out. These themes emerged
from the conducted interviews and played a crucial part in the organization of this literature
review, beginning with addressing the concept of Bourdieu’s ‘cultural capital’ and
concluding with the challenges of a defective form of ‘social justice’. Within this train of
thoughts, however, another prominent theme which emerged that merits discussion is
addressing the issue of inclusive education. The theme of inclusive education however,
demands more discussion with respect to this study. Hence it will be examined in a chapter of
its own in Chapter 7.

2.2 Cultural Capital (Part I)
2.2.1 Cultural Capital in the Post-Colonial Era
One of the intrinsic complexities of Hong Kong’s educational settings at tertiary
institutions is that few ethnic minority students have a chance to pursue higher
education in Hong Kong. Many quantitative studies have been conducted as to what
difficulties are being faced by these group of students in Hong Kong, and the common
denominator is that they lack the necessary Chinese language skills which is a prerequisite when entering many of the universities, post-secondary institutions or
vocational institutions in Hong Kong. Chapter 5 will elaborate on these academic
requirements for HE. If education is the key to being socially privileged due to
academic success, then the simple logic is to work hard towards an undergraduate
programme and plan ahead from that accomplishment. In a paper published by the
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School of Business at the Arizona State University (2005), “Higher education provides
considerable value to individuals, the economies where educated individuals work and live
and society in general” (Hill, Hoffman & Rex, 1). And in terms of private returns, an
individual’s benefits vary with the quality of the institution that person graduated from.
Graduates from esteemed universities earn much more than those who graduate from a less
established institution (Hill, Hoffman & Rex). In the Hong Kong scenario, as in other

parts of the world, the competition for a government-funded place at tertiary level is
very keen. In 2005, 14,500 First-Year-First-Degree (FYFD) UGC-funded places were
available to the 17 to 20 age group i.e. 18% of that population (Hong Kong Yearbook
2005). In other words, over 80% of secondary school leavers who wish to enrol in a
FYFD programme in HK need to consider applying for non-UGC programmes that are
often self-funded programmes. The relationship between UGC and its funded HE
institutions is that they are “largely supported by public funds and have significant
social, cultural, and economic importance; the UGC has to ensure value for money for
taxpayers. It also provides institutions with developmental and academic advice
drawing on the expertise and experience of its members, as well as monitors the
performance of institutions and promotes higher standards at a system level.”
(Source: http://www.ugc.edu.hk/eng/ugc/faq/q105.htm)

Pierre Bourdieu postulated that there is intrinsic connection between social privilege
and academic success. A synthesis of Bourdieu’s theory of ‘cultural capital’ is that in
the appropriate circumstances, any cultural feature of a person’s life can be applied as
an explanation of that person’s achievement and with respect to this research underachievement. One of the assumptions of the theory is that the approach to
understanding achievement is to look into “culture-based” factors embedded in a
person’s life experiences (Moore 1997). Hence we need to consider closely what the
cultural values, for example, are in Hong Kong. In this context, there are two factors
embedded that need to be considered. First, is to look at what it is that underpins
dominant cultural values, and the other is to look at the potent relationship between
ideology and power. In other words, within a capitalist society for example, “a
dominant class is able, in effect, to impose its definition of reality upon all other
classes.” (Bowles 2005) Bourdieu’s idea of cultural capital is that we are not simply
socialized into a society in general. Mere integration is not sufficient for socialization,
but a whole complex set of norms and attitudes; values and beliefs which equip people
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for life in society. Like a classist, Bourdieu is saying that we are socialized into the
culture that corresponds to our class. Thereby our cultural inheritance gives us our
social resources namely money, power and prestige, all of which is packaged as our
cultural capital. Our cultural capital is then “spent” in the education system by
accomplishing and achieving things which are essential culturally. Consider then that
the education system is where we “spend” our cultural capital, and thereby the wealthier
families have more options to send their children to more esteemed schools, whilst the
working class children will have to live with what is dealt to them by the state or
government. Thus the cultural capital of a working class child is devalued and in most
cases, thus, “working-class kids get working-class jobs” (Willis, 1970). More about this
will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

Within this context, there is an intentional paradox when I try to re-establish in the subheading of this discussion what the cultural capital is in the post-colonial era of Hong
Kong. One asset demand that the education system dictates is linguistic capital in the
form of written and spoken Chinese, and this linguistic red chip further rises in market
value if it includes Putonghua or Mandarin. Within the setting of Hong Kong’s
workforce, Chinese language is essential not only as a communication tool, but also a
form of cultural capital when it comes to making investments in one’s career. In Hong
Kong, being bilingual in Chinese and English is the key to almost every job in Hong
Kong. Of course, there are those like the expatriate groups in HK who can find jobs
without worrying too much about not knowing enough Chinese. The expatriate groups
in HK are the privileged minorities whose time spent in HK is more transient than
others and expatriates often do not belong to the grassroots community unlike the South
and South East Asian residents in HK.

There is a curious phenomenon that when a student is categorized as an ethnic minority
at the end of primary school level, that student is allocated to a designated school via a
central allocation system. A reference to this is made about what the case study school
HT mentioned, with regard to how EMs were ‘recommended’ to study in a designated
school even though they were not allocated to a designated school by the CA. When a
student is placed into a school segregated from other mainstream schools based on
one’s ethnicity such as, being South Asian, then a mental category is formed believing
that being put into a designated school is “for one’s own good” (Willis, 1970) because
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learning is made easier since ethnicities that share similar cultural backgrounds can go
to school together and there is a kind of kinship based on nationality and religion. In
this light, the working class, oftentimes the ethnic minority student learns to remain
complacent within the working class. The “working class” in Hong Kong are redefined
as those who are exempted from paying taxes or those who need to rely on
Comprehensive Social Security Assistance (CSSA). Oftentimes the grassroots who earn
below the minimum wage apply for CSSA. If we consider that the higher rungs of the
economic ladder consists of professionals at the top, and elementary occupations at the
lower rungs, then the job prospects of EM parents in HK seem bleak. As shown in the
2005 study done by Centre for Social Policy Studies at the HK PolyU, a survey of the
employment status of EM parents was conducted. A total of 134 EM fathers and 62 EM
mothers were surveyed and Appendix 1.10a summarizes their range of occupation. A
quick glance at the data shows that EM breadwinners had elementary occupations as
opposed to being professionals.

At the start of this research, the case study school (as Chapter 4 will introduce) had
around 95% South Asian students. In the writing up of this thesis, this case study school
naturalized itself to 100% ethnic minorities, all of whom were not of Chinese origin. An
unheralded transformation of the school from 100% Chinese ethnicity to 100% South
Asians and South East Asians occurred before this research was completed. The reasons
for the Chinese children leaving the school is yet to be further researched, but the
school statistics of ethnic minority still remains at 100%. Those ethnic minority who
inadvertently learn to accept that not being able to pursue higher education in Hong
Kong, also learn to believe that it is due to their own lack of diligence or
competitiveness due to their being part of a designated school. Those who go to
designated schools do not have as good a chance of entering University as compared to
someone who goes to a regular mainstream school. The reasons behind this will be
further elaborated in Chapter 4 in the narrative of the Case Study school. The belief is
thus reinforced and perpetuated - amongst students themselves and those who are
familiar with the predicament of designated schools, that only very few ethnic
minorities can ever enter tertiary education in Hong Kong. This will also be further
elaborated in Chapter 5 when the narratives of the informants are analyzed. The
Bourdieunian definition also emphasizes on the “exclusiveness” of cultural capital
(Bourdieu 1984). This is seen when gatekeepers reward cultural capital, only those who
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are already in the socially dominant group gains the advantage. The less privileged are
therefore warded off by class-linked barriers. It is the elite or middle and upper middle
class which are rewarded because the cultural signals of the elite are valued. According
to the HT of the case study school, at the beginning of each academic year, fellow Head
Teachers from neighbourhood schools would call to ask if they could send over students
who had names like, Mohammed, Hussain or Daswani, because although these children
had been centrally allocated to these mainstream schools, the concerned HT, who also
had veto power over enrolment, is anxious that these one or two South Asian students
“should not” be enrolled in their school because they are not a ‘designated’ school. It is
a common (but wrong) assumption that only a ‘designated’ school can cater for the
Chinese language learning needs of the South Asian student. There is often a preference
to “keep” a mainstream school monoculture, because schools are not equipped with the
proper support or Chinese language teachers are not trained in teaching second
language learners of Chinese. Thus on many occasions the HT from the Case Study
school would reluctantly oblige to accept these ethnic minority students if there were
vacancies, because at the very least the case study school already has the experience in
dealing with the needs of ethnic minority students. And from another perspective, if
given the choice, the gatekeeper of a mainstream school would opt for local Chinese
students instead of accepting South Asian students because the former has the ‘cultural
capital’ and ‘fits’ into a mainstream school.

After a South Asian student is encouraged to enrol into a designated mainstream school,
the schooling experiences will be those of ‘segregation experiences.” (Willis 1970)
describes this as “ensembles of systematic types of relationships which set particular
choices and decisions at particular times.” How these choices are defined and how these
decisions are made will affect the education opportunities of these ethnic minorities. In
the decision-making process, whether it is the intention of the parents to send their
children to a designated school, or whether they have been allocated elsewhere but
encouraged to enrol in a designated school, in both situations, the mindset behind that
decision-making process is believing that designated schools are the appropriate choice
because these South Asian children with be studying “with their kind”. The truth behind
the reason for making this choice is that the idea of designated schools is now feeding
on itself since its implementation in 2000 because firstly, other mainstream schools,
especially those which have little or no government support to teach ethnic minority
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students would rather not accept them because of the challenges in preparing them for
the Chinese language public exams. And secondly, those ethnic minority parents who
make the purposeful decision of sending their children to attend designated schools
would hope to have their children accepted into a ‘designated’ school because they are
aware that regular mainstream schools would not have the resources or experienced
teachers to cater to the needs of their children. On the outset, it seems like a win-win
situation as both sides (parents and HTs from regular mainstream schools) see the value
of a designated school. When decisions like these are made, the idea of sustaining
designated schools is perpetuated, and as the situation already is, will give rise to more
and more designated schools. In other words, segregation will continue for as long as
the Education Bureau finds schools willing to be labelled as ‘designated school’. With
the onset of down-sizing classes and recent school closures, some schools in remote
areas or those facing imminent closure are seriously considering larger intakes of ethnic
minority students to keep the numbers up. This will be elaborated in Chapter 6 when the
discussion on the various narratives is woven together. The irony is, ‘designated school’
was an ad hoc decision for policy makers when they realized that the ethnic minority
community was not “catered for” when Chinese language was made compulsory in the
new school curriculum in 1999. In other words, as soon as the handover was
consecrated and the Motherland was now the major over-seer of political decisions,
education reform took shape with an aggressive re-instilment of the Chinese language
by making it a compulsory language for teaching and learning. And thus gave birth to
CMI schools, which used Chinese as a medium of language. Forgetting to include in its
schooling agenda the 10,000 odd or so ethnic minority students was an oversight and a
slight miscalculation on the part of the Education Bureau. The solution was:
‘Designated Schools’. These were supposed to be a temporary piece-meal solution to
group students together with similar needs. The government decided to give schools
supplementary funding for those schools willing to accept ethnic minority students.
Hence the perks from the government for schools which were about to go caput had
hopes to keep their doors open if they accepted more ethnic minority students and move
towards being a ‘designated school’. As mentioned, more will be expounded on this in
Chapter 6 when the narratives are woven together.
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2.2.2 Linguistic Capital and the New Imperialism
Hong Kong is the new imperialist whether she cares to admit it or not. In 1998, which
was almost immediately after the handover of the colony to the motherland, Chinese
Language became the core language in teaching and learning. It is understandable for
nationalistic reasons and a propagandist move to rekindle Hong Kong people back to
China. But the measures to enhance and sustain the learning of the language should
benefit all children who are citizens in Hong Kong, and not just the Chinese. The
insensitive manoeuvre of neglecting the Chinese language needs of the ethnic minority
children in Hong Kong is lamentable because Hong Kong flaunts itself as international
but it is not cosmopolitan. The move to include the ethnic minorities in the design of
Chinese language learning in the NSS education reform is lip service to the demands of
rights groups in Hong Kong such as the UNISON. Few ethnic minorities are equipped
with the Chinese language to allow them to go beyond Form 6 (point of secondary
school graduation) and thus to tertiary education10.

The problem is two-fold. 1) In the present education system, the ethnic minorities in
Hong Kong must want to learn Chinese Language. But since it is not a mandatory
requirement, these students prefer not to learn it. 2) The Education Bureau must have a
clear imperative that it can and will invest in the Chinese Language literacy of the EMs
in HK, and not just see them as a transient people who have no interest in making HK
their home. In other words, new immigrants irrespective of their ethnicity must be
offered proper education in the mother tongue of that country, and in this case, it is
Hong Kong. As earlier mentioned at the start of this chapter, there were fewer than 10
designated schools when research began for this thesis. At the closure point of data
gathering, HK has witnessed a steady and rapid rise of these designated schools. This is
not a tactful solution to the special needs of EM students in HK. This steady increase is
also not a healthy phenomenon with regard to such concepts such as globalization and
integration, because the idea of designating a school to set aside the education of ethnic
minorities from the local Chinese population can be viewed as racial segregation.

10

UNISON is one of the NGOs in HK that has a high profile in defending the EMs in HK

(http://www.unison.org.hk/)
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Hong Kong’s idea of global investment is measured in the guaranteed return of dollar
signs, but it does not see global investment in the education of NCS by enhancing their
Chinese language proficiency to that of a near native speaker. If HK has the mechanism
to teach Chinese Language to NCS, its future of being truly a world city will have a
genuinely greater asset value because people will choose to stay in HK because HK
citizenship also entails Chinese literacy for immigrant children who go to school here.
Hence, when we define power in terms a top-down hierarchy, then power is also found
in forms of social control in various institutions, in this discussion, power is manifested
in schools. The discourse in HK’s education institutions are internalized by the
individual and thus the individual falls under the education system’s social control.

2.3 Governmentality
2.3.1 Governmentality – Michel Foucault and Education
“Every education system is a political means of maintaining or modifying the
appropriateness of discourses with the knowledge and power they bring with them”
(Foucault, 1971). Governmentality as Foucault defined it was the “art of government”.
The idea behind the “art” is that governments will try to produce citizens who will best
fulfil the policies produced by that government. In other words, the people’s
rationalities, mentalities and techniques are governed. By extension, the NSS 334
education revamp that will be in full swing in 2012 is an example of a discourse of
power in which Hong Kong’s context of policy-making for the NSS focuses on an
external force with an agenda that will govern the way in which students are educated.
Governmentality and education in this context, is a neologism which refers to a
particular form of rationality (i.e. form of thought) or mentality that has a particular
technology or strategy which will govern (Dean 1999). It also means guiding and
shaping human beings as subjects within a particular context. As an analytical tool
therefore, we look at the power relations linked between the changes of educational
policies and social developments in the context of policies and support for designated
schools. These power relations will be elaborated on in Chapter 6.

2.3.2 Social Justice – John Rawls
Rawls postulated the ‘Original Position’ in which we are supposed to imagine ourselves
standing behind what he called, ‘the Veil of Ignorance’. By that Rawls meant human
beings are “ignorant” of for example, their race, their handicaps, their social status etc.
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However, since we are self-interested human beings, we are not “ignorant” of a) human
nature and b) of the typical / general conditions we find ourselves in. Hence as selfinterested rational human beings, we would not opt to belong to group considered as
lesser or be treated without respect. Another point that Rawls raised is that as selfinterested human beings we would not opt to be part of a generation that can only
receive lower or lesser than the average quantity of resources. In principle, Rawls
believes that we all have the same rights to various resources in the present moment in
which we are living and as well as the future. (Blocker and Smith 1980)

Therefore, Rawls’ principles of justice meant that a) we all have an equal right to the
most extensive liberties and b) opportunities are distributed to us in an equal manner.
There are however, those of us who might be given more income, status, power etc.
because we belong to middle management or because we are professionals, as opposed
to the bartender or the janitor. Nonetheless, Rawls argues that everyone in society
should raise their living standards and the least advantaged people should be
empowered so that they too can aspire to privileged positions. Most importantly, Rawls’
argument is that our opportunities should not be blocked by discriminating actions. And
what must not be condoned is that the privileged must not stand around and do nothing
for those who are already disadvantaged or make policies that can make life worse than
it already is for the lesser (Blocker and Smith 1980). This latter point will be expanded,
with regard to the language issues faced by the EM student in Chapter 5.

2.3.3 Cultural Hegemony – Antonio Gramsci
Antonio Gramsci formulated the theory of cultural hegemony by arguing that the values
and beliefs we have are actually imposed on us by the dominant ruling class within our
culture. Our convictions of what we think are our cultural norms are a result of social
constructs – our practices, ideals and institutions are dictated by dominant social class.
The apparent status quo for the whole society only benefits the ruling class. Our value
system i.e. societal culture is dominated by one social class. So even though there is
economic and social diversity and the presence of political freedom, the minor classes
are not fully aware of their oppression because the very existence of social diversity
gives the impression of coalescence. Gramsci explained that the different socioeconomic classes can co-exist only because of the systematic socio-economic
manipulation and exploitation of the cultural hegemony i.e. the ruling class. Hence the
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status quo is not “natural” or “inevitable” (Fontana 2002). Gramsci’s theory is best
applied in the expounding of the main idea of this thesis. The title of this thesis,
“Dividing Classes: Segregation of Ethnic Minorities in Hong Kong Schools”
encapsulates the concept of cultural hegemony. The double entendre of classes in a
designated school and classes of social hierarchy will perpetuate for as long as the EMs
in HK remains complacent and for as long as the hegemony dictates this subtle
oppression.

2.4 Understanding Power / Knowledge in Making Choices
In their chapter on ‘Ethnic Choosing’ (2003), Ball, Reay and David posed the pertinent
question of “who makes the decision for whom?” and it was discussed with regard to the
higher education of the different ethnic minority communities in the UK. As early as 2001,
the UK government laid down policy tactics to increase the percentage of ‘non-tradition’
students or ‘students from poorer backgrounds’ in highly sought-after Universities. The UK
government was hoping to “change the distribution of types of students across the different
institutions.” The reference being discussed at hand looked closely into the “processes of
student choice of University, related specifically to minority-ethnic students.” (Ball, Reay &
David). The two crucial terms which the writers coined were: ‘contingent chooser’ and
‘embedded chooser’. According to them, the contingent chooser is:
“…typically a first generation applicant to HE whose parents were educated outside of the UK.
Their parents are working class and have low incomes. The student can expect little financial
support from them in choice-making or in funding HE itself; although there may well be
emotional support and high levels of encouragement and expectation within the family for
the achievement of credentials. But expectations are ‘generic’ and sometimes unrealistic and
weakly linked to ‘real’ imagined futures. HE becomes a break or hiatus in family and personal
narratives.”

The other form of chooser defined was the “embedded chooser”. This meant someone who
belonged to a family that have parents who attended university along with other relatives and
friends. In other words, moving up and on to university was a natural part of the embedded
chooser’s personal narrative. The embedded chooser possessed the disposition which
Bourdieu (1991) described as “within the class and its trajectory.” Stephen Ball and his
colleagues also defined that for the embedded chooser:
“University is often linked to particular career trajectories and entry into prestigious
professions or highly paid commercial occupations. Career aspirations are often long standing
and vividly imagined part of a coherent and connected personal narrative. They are commonsensical and self-evident. The family are able to mobilize various forms of support and
information for the student; like arranging work experience or discussions with people in
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target occupations. Parents are directly involved in choice-making…the nature of courses as
well as institutions are attended to.”

The “ideal types of HE choosers” were summarized in a table and the pertinent reference
points of these descriptors bring uncanny similarities to the predicaments of the ethnic
minority students in this research. Of the summarized variables which stand out for
‘contingent choosers’ are the following four:
1. Main concern and constraint for HE is finance
2. Minimal support (social capital)
3. Choosing is short term
4. First-time choosers

It seems the ethnic minorities who live amidst the dominant class regardless of what the
dominant culture is, inherently a contingent chooser. And it is poignant that Ball and his
colleagues describe that the contingent choosers’ “expectations are ‘generic’ and sometimes
unrealistic and weakly linked to ‘real’ imagined futures.” In Chapter 4 of this research, the
narratives of some of the students interviewed reflect this. With hindsight, the students
interviewed displayed signs of regret or frustration because their ‘imagined future’ did not
cohere with their present status.

What becomes of the many Form Five ethnic minority graduates from designated schools is
still to be accounted for. In terms of an academic aspiration, higher education becomes a
distant reality. And for those who do make it to HE, like those interviewed in this study, it is
like hitting a glass ceiling in their aspirations. Unless enrolled in a vocational institute which
offers (core) courses in English or enrolled at University level, many students remain
stagnant after completing secondary school. This is what Willis meant when he argues that
choices and decisions made are processes which “help to construct both the identities of
particular subjects and also distinctive class forms at the cultural and symbolic level as well
as at the economic and structural level.” By reiterating what was said, if “working class” kids
go to “working class” (designated) schools, then the cycle will not break unless designated
schools are made kaput and ethnic minorities are re-assimilated into mainstream schools in
Hong Kong. The “identities of particular subjects” are shaped by the “decisions made”. In
this context, it is a story of “them and us” in terms of monoculture mainstream schools vs.
designated schools. Read in any direction, “them” is segregated from “us”. Either way, Hong
Kong is guilty of perpetuating segregation on the pre-text that it is easier to school ethnic
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minorities together because they have similar needs. That is problematic because it implies
that those children’s needs in segregated schools are similar because they are different from
the rest of the Chinese community. Segregation becomes a necessary evil because schooling
different (i.e. different from the masses) but similar children together presumes a “better”
teaching and learning environment for ethnically different children. Being different from
local Chinese children calls for a different schooling environment, and that idea in itself
becomes problematic. Upon returning to Bourdieu’s argument then, the question is: Is it the
‘cultural capital’ of the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong a hindrance by default? Put in
another way, ethnic minority students are encouraged to attend designated schools because
what they represent is not the valued signals of what Hong Kong needs at the moment.
Unsaid but understood, ethnic minority children in Hong Kong are an extra challenge or
bluntly put, a burden, to the running of a mainstream school. Take for example a child who
grew up speaking Urdu at home and knows a little English. This same student attends Form 1
in Hong Kong and has no background at all in Chinese. If the student is enrolled in a regular
mainstream school which is also CMI, the Chinese language teacher can only do so much to
help the child with learning the language from scratch. Without centralized support from the
EB and without proper teacher training for Chinese as SLA, it is very difficult for both the
EM student and the Chinese language teacher to help the student especially if there has not
been any previous special education needs (SEN) training. More about SEN will be brought
forward in Chapter 7.

Kingston (2001) however, tried to challenge this very notion saying that there are too many
“conceptually distinct variables have been labelled cultural capital, creating a distorted sense
of what accounts for academic success.” He explained that the valued signals are not
“meaningfully related to what schools and work organizations must centrally purport to
accomplish, namely, mastery of academic material in schools and productive performance on
the job.” Also, Bourdieu (1984) had stressed that valued signals are arbitrary. So the
argument is that the kind of exclusionary class-rooted cultural practices pointed out by
Bourdieu are distinctive only to France, but they do not have any clear parallels in other
cultures Lamont and Lareau (1988). Kingston (2001) stressed that it is “impossible to draw
clear-cut distinctions between abilities that are arbitrary and those that are genuinely useful in
this society, it is still meaningful to discuss the relative usefulness or arbitrariness of
particular ability within the context of the society’s aims.” In Hong Kong’s history thus far,
the linguistic capital valued by the education system has shifted. In the days when the British
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were the gatekeepers, the added-value of French and German ranked high as second language
knowledge. When Mother China returned to claim her rights, it was natural that the new
“bias” or cultural value was Putonghua. The interesting fact is that recognized second
language subjects such as French and German have been transferable second language
requirements when applying for higher education in Hong Kong. However, second languages
such as Hindi or Urdu are not. Languages of the Continent are readily accepted in pre and
post-colonial times, but even as the number of South and South East Asian immigrants
increase in Hong Kong, their mother tongues do not rank as any form of cultural capital The
dominant decision-makers of educational policies in Hong Kong have to perhaps consider
how might the South Asian and ethnic minority community are the new arbitrary valued
signals. If Bourdieu’s theory stresses on the decisive role of arbitrary cultural displays, Hong
Kong needs to undo its blinkers to fully view and accept that Pakistanis, Indians and Filipinos,
to name a few, also have intrinsic values that can serve as cultural capital.

2.4.1 Drawing on Informed Choices
This brings us to the next theme in this chapter which teases out issues regarding school
choice and social justice. Stephen J Ball (2008), Harry Brighouse (2000) and Morwenna
Griffiths (1998, 2003), to name just a few, have all expounded on how educational
reforms and policies, with their meta-agenda for teaching and learning, do not
necessarily promote educational equality. And social and political institutions do not
address the needs of all individuals within a community, state or nation. Hence,
although we are given school choice schemes in our educational systems, we are still
framed within the social class or household wealth. More truth can be found if
egalitarianism is part of a political movement; and sceptic or not we only but realize
that the governments which try to advance that ideal is repressive or incompetent, or
both (Brighouse, 2000). Already in the 70s, Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis had
made claims about the relationship between education and social inequality. For them,
the social relationships of education replicate the hierarchical divisions of labour. And
thus schooling reproduces class inequalities (Bowles and Gintis, 2005). The case study
school in this research is just one of the many narratives of a school system in Hong
Kong which, out of measures beyond its control, transformed into a designated school.
It is a schooling system that is reproducing class inequalities for as long as the Hong
Kong government and the Education Bureau allows for its existence.
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2.5 Cultural Capital (Part II)
2.5.1 Cultural Capital embedded in the HK Education Policies
The Hong Kong’s Secretary for Education described in his message to the public that
“The Education Bureau is responsible for the formulation of policies and the
introduction of legislation to ensure that quality education is being provided for Hong
Kong's young people. The EB also oversees the implementation of programmes that are
designed to bring these objectives to fruition.” It is every government’s civic and moral
obligation to provide its people the kind of educational opportunities so that every
individual can maximize his or her own potential. Chapter 5 will consider education
policies and programmes which shape and affect the education opportunities of HK’s
students who are not ethnically Chinese. Chapter 1 has already delineated the typical
rhythm and a cultural expectation within the academic backdrop of HK and alongside
this is the schooling context in HK.

This schooling context in Chapter 1 generalizes the vast majority of HK schooling
experiences of the dominant Chinese population. However, the schooling context of
ethnic minority students in HK takes a different angle and although everyone is
receiving free and mandatory education, not all students are treated the same, and this
has led to sensitive questions regarding how HK education policies and programmes
have affected the lives of EM students in HK. Thus the narrowing of the research
purpose comes down to one particular question which is, with the steady increase in
numbers of ethnic minorities who are not of Chinese origin, what are the ultimate
challenges that these students face when opting for higher education (HE) in Hong
Kong?. In other words, what are the opportunities, if any, for NCS students to enter HE
in Hong Kong and thus enhance their cultural capital?

Similar to many other advanced countries which have an education department within
its government, Hong Kong’s own EB takes pride in its vision and mission in educating
the young in this city. The EB’s vision is to “provide quality school education for our
students, to develop their potential to the full and to prepare them for the challenges in
life” and its mission is to 1) “deliver professional services and ensure effective use of
resources” and 2) “forge partnerships to promote excellence in school education.”
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In the 2009/10 school year, there were 582 primary schools, 523 secondary day schools
and 61 special schools. Further up the ladder from secondary schools are the EB’s
policy highlights on post-secondary education. And these are summarized in the
following eight objectives. The government pledged to:
1. support the progressive increase in post-secondary education opportunities
(Currently more than 60% of our senior secondary school leavers have access to
post-secondary education);
2. further develop Hong Kong as a regional education hub and provide multiple and
flexible pathways for our young people;
3. provide around 14 600 publicly-funded first-year first-degree (FYFD) places (In the
2010-2011 Policy Address, the Chief Executive proposed to increase the number of
FYFD places to 15 000 for each cohort from the 2012/13 academic year and double
the number of senior year intake places progressively to 4 000 each year);
4. support the development of the self-financing post-secondary sector and promote
the diversification of post-secondary education through various support schemes
such as the Land Grant Scheme and Start-up Loan Scheme;
5. ensure that no qualified students are denied access to higher and post-secondary
education due to a lack of financial means;
6. make available to working adults further opportunities for higher education through
the Open University of Hong Kong;
7. assure the quality of tertiary education and ensure its relevance to the needs and
development of the community; and
8. ensure that courses leading to non-local higher academic and professional
qualifications are conducted by recognized institutions and professional bodies and
have attained comparable standards and recognition as similar courses in the home
countries concerned.
(Source http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=7002&langno=1)

As summarized in Appendix 1.5. Hong Kong has a total of eight UGC-funded 11
institutions: seven universities and the Institute of Education. On the outset, these
11

The University Grants Committee (UGC) has neither statutory nor executive powers. Each of the higher
education institutions is an autonomous body with its own Ordinance and Governing Council. The institutions
have substantial freedom in the control of curricula and academic standards, the selection of staff and students,
initiation and acceptance of research, and the internal allocation of resources. Nevertheless, because the
institutions are largely supported by public funds, and in view of the social, cultural and economic importance of
higher education, the Government and the community at large have a legitimate interest in the operation of the
institutions to ensure that they are providing the highest possible standards of education in the most costeffective manner. The UGC seeks to maintain an appropriate balance in these matters.
The UGC seeks to promote responsible understanding between the institutions, the Government and the
community at large. It mediates interests between institutions and the Administration. On the one hand, the
UGC safeguards the academic freedom and institutional autonomy of the institutions, while on the other it
ensures value for money for the taxpayers. The Committee has open channels to both the institutions and
Government, since it offers advice to, and receives advice from, both.
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universities and post-secondary institutes are open to all. However, upon a closer
scrutiny, their doors are only open to those who can meet the requirements laid down by
the gatekeepers of the institutes. As many of these requirements demand the knowledge
of Chinese in an almost native-speaker level, these educational policies are only for
those whom the government believe have potential cultural capital.

2.5.2 Hong Kong’s Untapped Capital
To what extent Hong Kong sees its South Asian (SA) population as an asset depends on
how much Hong Kong sees minority population as a source of cultural capital. It goes
without saying that there are different educational outcomes for different types of
curriculum. In Hong Kong, up until the end of the 2008 academic year, students
prepared for the HKCEE which was fashioned after the O-Levels in the UK. Also, the
advanced secondary students prepared for the HKALE which was fashioned after the ALevels in the UK. Apart from the core subjects that each school should offer to students,
the elective subjects depend on popularity, places available, subsidies, workforce and
other factors pertinent to the teaching of such subjects. One such crucial factor is that
the types of syllabi that schools can offer depend on the students’ calibre as well. This
will be further elaborated in Chapter 4 with reference to the Case Study School.

The differences in educational outcomes manifested in students’ chances to reach
higher education are traced back to how much schooling and how far up the academic
ladder they have reached. One marker for example, which parents check when opting
for a secondary school for their children is to compare what the percentage of the senior
graduates are able to enter university. HE is one of the keys for an aspiring young adult
in order to succeed in seeking well-paid jobs or establishing a career. Reaching a higher
level of education is thus linked to what Pierre Bourdieu (1973) coined as cultural
capital. Cultural capital is “the knowledge, experience and or connections one has
through the course of their life that enables them to succeed more so, than someone
from a less experienced background.” (Bourdieu, 1973) For example, parents provide
their children with cultural capital by transmitting the attitudes and knowledge needed
to succeed in the current educational system. Social networks formed with peers from
similar or different University faculties or departments are what Dewey explained as
“expanded avenues of communication”. In John Dewey and our Educational Prospect:
A Critical Engagement with Dewey’s Democracy and Education, Hansen (2006)
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mentions that in order to achieve a kind of social efficiency, one needs “genuine social
control”.

Within a system of exchange in our society, cultural capital acts like a social relation.
Part of this form of capital is the accumulated cultural knowledge that permits power
and status within society. Harker (1990) extended the definition to all “the goods
material and symbolic, without distinction, that present themselves as rare and worthy
of being sought after in a particular social formation, based on group membership,
relationships, networks of influence and support.”

For Bourdieu, another form of capital is social capital which is “the aggregate of the
actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of
more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition." If
we consider “institutionalized relationships” as a source of knowing-who’s-who, then
“working class kids get working class jobs” as Willis (1977) points out in his book,
Learning to Labour. He argues that there is a “working class cultural pattern” which has
its own processes and its own definitions. In other words, the working class, per se, has
its own version of other social groups that are considered more successful. These
versions of other social groups belong to a type of mental category or a set of variables
which are “prescribed” by the working class and how they see others who belong to the
same working class. On the outset and within the context of HK, social justice towards
the EMs is maintained pro forma in the websites of the various government departments
especially of the EB. Social justice is shown in the opportunities offered to the NCS in
terms of support groups for the learning of Chinese language or the “lowering” of
Chinese language assessments at the secondary school exit exam. But empowering
these EM NCS students to become fully functional citizens is not fully addressed.
Sustainable policies have not been drawn to ensure that the NCS in HK can steer away
from being perceived and treated like minorities. The labelling effect of being addressed
as “minorities” is still on-going. As mentioned in the earlier part of this chapter, there
were several studies that were published between 2003 and 2006 on issues relating to
the ethnic minority community in Hong Kong. Apart from Unison, the forerunner of
NGOs in Hong Kong which advocates equity and equality for Hong Kong ethnic
minorities, the other researches were conducted by various university departments from
the social sciences and law disciplines. It goes to show that the pressing issues which
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revolve around the ethnic minority communities in Hong Kong are not only a concern
within the education milieu, but also revolves around a wider issue such as
unemployment, labour rights, social welfare and racial discrimination. These various
researches bring up only the tip of the iceberg that bare the extent of the much needed
social justice for Hong Kong ethnic minorities that the HK government needs to tackle.
In these studies mentioned, researchers found that members of the ethnic minority
community had difficulties looking for jobs in Hong Kong because they felt that they
were being discriminated because of the colour of their skin (Unison 2003). Loper
(2004) also looked at how Hong Kong is in breach of certain Race Regulations because
of the CMI used in schools. Loper’s study suggests that the mandatory use of Chinese
and the language of instruction “indirectly discriminate against members of ethnic
groups who may not speak and read Chinese at adequate levels to attend CMI schools,
and therefore effectively restricts the number of schools willing to accept them as
students” (p 30). Hence the vicious cycle ensues when the debilitating education system
does not encourage EM students from attending mainstream schools, but pushes them to
join the segregated system instead for discriminatory reasons. This manner of schooling
further aggravates a stagnation of a group of students who are ill-equipped to be part of
the NAS. These recent studies have revealed how the NSS Curriculum has yet to
address all students’ needs in HK have reached “basic competencies” as brought out in
Chapter 1. One of the long-term resulting effects of condoning designated schools is
that it the segregated image of the student will procreate. And the stigma associated
with being an ethnic minority educated in a designated school can take longer to shed.
However, before discussing how identities can reproduce themselves (in Chapter 6), a
look into the methods first should give a clearer flow of the process of arguments. The
following chapter therefore describes the methodology.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
As described in the opening chapter, this is a case study of one Hong Kong designated school,
which is a mainstream school supported by government funding. This designated school has a
student population of 100% non-Chinese ethnicity who mainly come from other Asian
countries such as Philippines, Nepal, Thailand, India and Pakistan. Unlike international
schools12 or English Foundation Schools13 (ESF), the children who attend a designated school
often come from a lower income group in Hong Kong and some of these ethnic minority
families live in government public housing which is offered to the lower income groups in
Hong Kong if they so wish to apply for 14 . This study is a delineation of the schooling
experiences of the ethnic minorities and how those experiences essentially contribute to their
opportunities for higher education in Hong Kong.
The objectives of the study are: to further contribute to the awareness for stakeholders and
gatekeepers – the general public, the HKSAR government and those involved in the policymaking and running of schools across all levels – of a thriving economy that have
inadvertently affected the lives of a proportionately small but contributing sector of the Hong
Kong community. The initial grounds for this project were to articulate the general schooling
experiences of some of the ethnic minority residents in Hong Kong and in the midst of the
journey of data collection, one of the more prominent issues that emerged was how the
education system in Hong Kong in fact promotes schooling segregation in the name of
special education needs. And another aspect of this is how Hong Kong is allowing a new
form of postcolonial educational racism to fester. The other objective of this project is to
perhaps offer an additional voice for the plight of the schooling opportunities of ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong. In the following chapters after a description of the methodology

12

International schools mostly offer the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) or
International Baccalaureate (IB) programmes for their students as opposed to the Hong Kong Diploma of
Secondary Education (HKDSE) offered by many of mainstream schools in Hong Kong. Children who attend
international schools often have plans to pursue their tertiary education outside of Hong Kong, whereas students
who sit the HKDSE aim to enter local universities.
13
ESF schools also offer IB programmes and Advanced Diploma courses as well, and like many international
schools, do not offer the HKDSE courses either.
14
Dr. Liang of the designated school explained that over half of the students at MIC apply for government
welfare assistance.
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and methods, a look into how Hong Kong’s schooling system has condoned segregation and
how the segregated have become complacent to the schooling system will be articulated.

This chapter covers four major areas. The first area explains the research methodology and
the rationale behind this empirical study from the philosophical vantage point. The second
area is the overview of the research design and the main methods adopted. The third area
looks into insider / outsider issues pertinent to this study. The fourth area addresses the data
management and analysis; other pertinent ethical and political concerns. This chapter ends
with a signpost to other themes and issues teased out after gaining access to the case study
school.

3.2 Research Methodology
3.2.1 Naturalistic Inquiry
This study calls for a naturalistic inquiry because the natural setting is strongly affected
by meaning. Crucial to this is the use of human-as-instrument to provide data. Since the
underlying motivation for this research also stemmed from my own personal
experiences as an ethnic minority in Hong Kong, the data is built from tacit knowledge
and the interpretation of the data collected is filtered through my lenses, and therefore
represents “a view from elsewhere” (Diversi, 1998). Apart from personal experience,
further information collected from observations, interviews and document analysis
contribute to the mutual shapings between the enquirer and the respondents; and
thereby elucidating on multiple realities produced from negotiated outcomes (Lincoln
and Guba 1985). The interpretive research design banks on people’s perceptions. These
articulated experiences construe the world in ways which are “often similar but not
necessarily the same” (Bassey, 1999). This particular empirical enquiry is both an
evaluative and story-telling case study. That is, the interviewees share narratives about
their experiences at school and enquiries are made into the educational system via the
narratives of the interviewees. Put together, these entail value judgments. Each story
told about each experience is a reality perceived by the informant. Reality has many
layers of meaning and “the discovery of each new layer changes the perception of the
whole” (Blumer 1969). The causes and effects of such realities and how such realities
are evaluated is the crux of the study.
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3.2.2 Philosophical Approach to the Empirical Study
As the previous paragraph hints therefore, this research is a qualitative inquiry since its
scope is a case study school and the data collected shows a more in-depth study. By
convention, a case study produces information only in the periphery of that particular
case. The drawbacks of opting for a case study project is that one could only conclude
in a general manner and come up with informed assertions. But in this study, the
designated school is the case and any relevant information derived after the data
analysis could be used for generalizing beyond this particular (designated) case studied.
In shaping the framework for analysis, this study borrows some of the principles of
Foucault (1971) on knowledge/power and governmentality. In addition to this, Pierre
Bourdieu’s (1973) notions on cultural capital which articulates a person’s social
position will be used as part of this discourse. Due to the nature of the study and the
various layers of realities which are construed, the theoretical frames which inform this
research are also varied. On the top of the list for a conceptual framework, is about
power relations and thus Foucault’s ideas (1975) on governmentality underpins how I
shape the questions to collect the data I need in order to understand a growing
international proletariat – a group dubbed in Hong Kong schools as non-Chinese
Speaking (NCS) children.

On one hand, the phenomenological approach to this research sets the stage for
symbolic interactionism (Blumer 1969). Phenomenological approach is to describe a
lived experience and thus one of the methods used in the data collection is to first target
a designated school and interview students who are able to narrate their “lived
experience”. The reason why this approach sets the stage for a kind of symbolic
interactionism is because the narratives collected from the interviewees show how these
informants define themselves against their lived experience. This study also investigates
how the informants create meaning in situations around others. Blumer (1969)
described that people behave according to the meanings they ascribe to interaction with
others and with society.

On the other hand, conflict theory that introduces the concepts of asymmetries of power
and access (LeCompte and Preissle 1992) into research in education will also be
elaborated on. Conflict theories in the social sciences emphasize the material, social or
political inequality of a social group. Thus this framework also shaped the way in which
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I asked the questions in this research. I shall re-state these questions again in the
paragraphs to follow. Still yet, there is this underlying imperative to frame the
interpretations of my findings within a neo-Marxist manoeuvre. Hence, using critical
theory to unfold the sources of inequality in society and how they are produced and
reinforced within the (designated) schools is also part of the framework. For a more indepth analysis, critical theorists influenced by the neo-Marxist movement, such as
Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) and the postulations of conflict theory in education for
example, postcolonialism, will be instrumental in the interpretation of the data in this
study. Needless to say, this study looks into the residual effects of the British influence
after 1997 in the perspective of educating citizens of Hong Kong; in particular, those
students who have been cloaked under the veil of ethnic minority groups. Thus these
two philosophical frameworks side by side encompass stronger explanatory power.

3.2.3 Restating the Research Settings and Research Questions
Chapter 1 described how educational policy put into practice has led to educational
issues found within the ethnic community in Hong Kong. The far-reaching effects of
these educational policies which are pertinent to the ethnic minority community in
Hong Kong are in effect detrimental to these particular members of Hong Kong in
terms of their socio and economic growth. Based on some of the barricading conditions
of educational policies, the ethnic minorities’ educational opportunities are hampered at
the end of the twelve year free education because of the Chinese language shortcomings
these ethnic minorities have.

As mentioned in the opening chapter, the foci of the study led to specific questions and
again, these are:
What kinds of opportunities do ethnic minority students have for further education
in Hong Kong?
What are the unique challenges that ethnic minority students face as they complete
secondary school?
What are the Hong Kong education policies towards the provision for ethnic
minorities in the education system? and
How can ethnic minority students be empowered to be qualified for HE in
Hong Kong?
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3.3 Research Design Overview
The plan for how the research is conducted and how the data is collected is delineated in this
section. Before I address the data management and analysis, I will plot how I arrived at the
case study school – the story of how it happened – and the “uneven, stumbling, wavering
progress” (Griffiths 1998) of data collection.

3.3.1 Refining the Focus and Main Methods Adopted
I opted for purposive sampling (Lincoln and Guba 1985) because I had a “specific
predetermined group in mind” and thus designated schools in Hong Kong were targeted
because these schools have a high student population of ethnic minorities who were
mainly South Asians. Purposive sampling is not new in qualitative research. The sample
choice is not a representative of the group nor does it focus on being proportional. Thus
the purpose of the sample is to bring newer perspectives. It also leads to the
construction of knowledge and understanding of human experiences (Stake 1995) of
ethnic minorities and their narratives of schooling experiences. Through exploring these
particular stories, I was able to unfold themes from the data. (Lincoln and Guba 1985;
Ely 2001).

With a predetermined group in mind, it was natural to zero in on all the possible
designated schools in HK. The initial fear was the possibility that none of the
designated schools would open its doors for an independent researcher like me. Thus
within the range of possible ‘samples’ of designated schools, being accepted as
researcher into the first designated school was the start of data collection for this case
study. In deciding the sampling, the choice of using this designated school as the case
study school was “convenience sampling” which is also known as opportunistic
sampling. Within the context of being the lone-ranger researcher, “selecting from
whoever happens to be available” (Bogdan and Biklen 1992; LeCompte and Preissle
1993) was decided. The option to use case study is not without problems either. Case
studies research is often frowned upon even though these have, since the 1980s,
contributed to a vast corpus of knowledge. Adelman et al (1980, 47) however, listed
several advantages of using case study and the list below shows why in educational
research, for example, this is fitting. Case studies:
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1. Are ‘strong in reality’
2. Often show attention to subtlety and complex issues, and this is befitting to merit
a peculiar strength
3. are complex issues which display an ‘embeddedness’ of social truths
4. Offer alternative interpretations (as opposed to quantitative data) to tabulations,
surveys and charts
Yin (1993) argued that case studies are empirical studies that can investigate a
contemporary phenomenon with real-life context. And since data needs to be
triangulated, there are multiple sources of evidence. Bassey (1999) explained that
Stenhouse (1985) identified “four broad styles of case study” and the one most pertinent
to this research is the evaluative case study. This is a study in depth “with the purpose
of providing educational actors or decision makers (administrators, teachers, parents,
pupils etc) with information that will help them to judge the merit and worth of policies,
programmes or institutions” (Stenhouse 1985, 50). The issue of the designated school is
problematized here because since the handover of HK to China in 1997, the number of
segregated schools for ethnic minorities has increased. This is a phenomenon that
should not be swept under the carpet of piece-meal policies and programmes. Stake
(1995) explained that “issues are not simple and clean, but intricately wired to political,
social, historical and especially personal contexts. All these meanings are important in
studying cases (p 16).

After access and permission were gained from the gatekeepers from the case study
school, the ensuing steps in the plan of this naturalistic research fell into place, from
finding the informants to “leaving the field” (Bogdan and Biklen 1992; LeCompte and
Preissle 1993).

3.3.2 Narrative Reporting
Since the approach to this qualitative research is a naturalistic inquiry, the “narrative
style of report writing tells more of the story of how the research was conducted”
(Bassey 1999 86). The stages through which the research developed and what decisions
were made can also be seen in the diagrams in this chapter. The figures 3.1a) to 3.1f)
are my ‘adopted style’ of how I came about my data and conducted the research.

Although there is a need to strike a balance between thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973)
and paraphrasing these particular stories in distilled editions, I have chosen to now and
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then insert the informants’ story in verbatim so as to illustrate as well the ‘rawness of
the moment’ as their narratives unfolded. For some points in the dialogue, it does
injustice to the data if every detail was retold entirely in paraphrase. Although not
ethnographic in nature, the following interviews with the informants are presented in
unconventional paragraphs and dotted with ellipses and incoherence. But it is within
this “richness” of ellipses and incoherence that contribute to the shaped behaviours of
the informants. Hence “thick” descriptions, because it is an interpretation of the
narratives in search for meanings. It is the researcher’s construction of other people’s
construction. In other words, thick description is the meaning behind the action (Geertz,
1973).

3.3.3 The Road Not Taken
In the initial stages of the research, I tried to generate knowledge by testing the waters
about the schooling experiences of ethnic minorities in Hong Kong, by visiting primary
schools. Potential schools for data collection were chosen from a list of designated
schools for NCS students found in the Education Bureau website. Letters were sent out
to the principals of these primary schools and the patient wait was part of the process in
the making of these cold calls in hope of data collection. It was a hit-and-miss approach
and I was glad for any opportunity to enter the schools and meet with the Head
Teachers and other teaching staff of those primary schools.

These visited places eventually turned out to be pilot case study schools because after
visits to the two primary schools and meeting their principals, teachers and students, I
realized that interviewing students in their prepubescent years posed some problems. I
soon realized that interviewing primary school children demanded experienced
interview techniques which I did not have. As a new-comer in the field of educational
research, I found out that semi-structured interviews with children below 12 years old
elicited very sparse responses which were dotted by shyness and long pauses. Although
the children were willing to talk to me, they could only offer short phrases or singleword answers which could not serve as data rich enough for me to draw themes or
conclusions from. It was difficult to ‘fill-in’ the gaps of their responses and as a
researcher I cannot put words into their mouths. Many of those that I spoke to told me
that they were happy studying in their school because they had friends who were “like
them”, which meant that most of the other classmates were also Pakistanis, Filipinos,
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Indians etc. However, when I tried to probe further to ask them about going to school in
Hong Kong or how they learnt Chinese language, many simply shrugged their shoulders.
Others could not yet grasp the question itself. For example, in response to a ‘howquestion’ such as: “How do you learn Chinese at school?” or “How much Chinese
homework do you have in a week?”, the response was sometimes, “very difficult” or
“many homework” or “I don’t like Chinese”.

Another reason why I soon moved away from researching schooling experiences of
primary pupils was the ethical issues involved. They were too young to understand the
nature of my research and I was also advised by one of the Head Teachers that it would
be difficult to get consent for extended interviews from the parents. That would prevent
me from triangulating my data. Apart from requesting permission to speak to their
parents and permission from the parents to interview the children, I understood that
younger students could not yet reflect with hindsight about their schooling experience.
For many of these primary school children with whom I talked to, schooling meant
going to school to attend lessons and having fun when you can. As a researcher, I was
looking for non-Chinese students who could tell me their story about what it is and was
like to grow up in a Hong Kong school. And I wanted them to share with me if they had
any challenges for example, in learning a new subject such as Chinese language. And
that kind of information could only be elicited if I spoke to a student who has
experienced secondary school life in Hong Kong. A good threshold for the kind of
informants I needed was to interview students who had completed secondary 5 or
secondary 7 (Upper Six).

The rationale for this latter choice was that being at the upper end of secondary school
is a crucial point for the lives of any Hong Kong student because this is the time they sit
the public examinations15 for either the Hong Kong Certificate of Examination or the
Hong Kong Advanced Level examination. Therefore, I abandoned the idea after visiting
three primary schools. Nonetheless, the interviews with the Head Teachers of the three
designated primary schools for ethnic minorities which I visited offered me much
15

The beginnings of this research took root in 2003 and secondary school students sit the HKCEE which is the
graduating exit exam. Those who have aspirations to move onto tertiary education sit the HKALE and this takes
another 2 years to prepare for. With the implementation of the New Academic Structure in 2009, the final year
for the HKCEE is 2011 and the final year for the HKALE is 2013. The pioneers who will sit the HKDSEE will
be in 2012 (also the end of the 12-year free and mandatory education).
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insight and appreciation of the challenges of being a South Asian pupil studying in
Hong Kong.

On this road not taken, there was also a fourth designated school which I visited. The
deputy principal was very cautious with regard to my research project and was sceptical
about what I might do with the data that I collected from their school. I was not able to
meet with the principal at all, because the deputy principal was a staunch gate-keeper
who made sure that I first sent them an official letter of explanation regarding my
research project and they also requested a formal letter from the University of East
Anglia acknowledging that I was a PhD candidate, and specifically asked that my
supervisor endorse my research project. Along with those documents, they insisted that
I submit a list of all the interview questions that I had in mind, in case the interview
digressed to other issues. The deputy principal further explained that when they
received my letters, they would then give consideration to my request and asked me to
wait for a month or so for a further response from them. With so much red tape
involved; my being an independent researcher – intimidated at this point of the pursuit and taking into account that my research is a part-time programme, time was a crucial
factor in the collection of data. With no regrets, I abandoned that fourth school as well.
The first three primary schools which I visited yielded interesting notes in my journal
that shared some common strands with which I used later in the overall conclusion of
this research. In short, the journey in search of a case study school for this project was
not totally in vain.

My ensuing site selection landed me a plethora of purposeful sampling of informants. It
began with a principal who was willing to allow me access to the school and to freely
contact both staff and students in order to gather data that I needed at my own time and
pace. Soon after I presented my researcher’s pitch, I was introduced to the deputy
principal who was to be my main liaison if there was anything or anyone I needed that
could help with my research. Within a few months, I found myself sitting in on staff
meetings, attending and observing classes, speaking to teachers and interviewing
students. The network of other informants with whom I later became acquainted with
for my research sprouted from this case study school.
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3.3.4 The Road Taken
Shortly after the initial pilot visits to various schools which catered for mostly nonChinese students, a co-educational secondary school which operates under the Direct
Subsidy Scheme 16 (DSS) agreed to be the case study school for this research. The
demographics of the case study school are briefly described in this chapter, but the
details of the research setting and context are elaborated in Chapter 5.

At the very initial stage of this research, this DSS designated school offered more than
90% of its places to ethnic minority students whose ages are from about 12 to 20 and
studying from Form 1 to Form 7 (Upper 6). This particular co-educational school has a
student population of over 95% ethnic minorities who are not of Chinese descent. Over
half of the ethnic minority students in this school are of Pakistani, Indian and Filipino
heritage. The remaining parts of the student population are Nepalese, Thai, mixed
heritage. For example, one parent is Filipino and the other parent is Chinese; or one
parent is Indian and the other parent is Chinese etc. Most of the ethnic minority students
in this school were born and brought up in Hong Kong. The remaining 5% of the
student population were Chinese.

Before the explanation of my role negotiation in this study, I shall use the following
definition of “entrée.” Chavez (1996) describes the term “entrée” as the phase of the
qualitative evaluation process. The researcher selects or specifies a research site and
obtains the necessary agreements from participants to conduct the research in ‘their
space’. In zeroing in on a school, an initial search was done on the Hong Kong
Education Bureau website to gather information on possible choices of schools in Hong
Kong which caters for non-Chinese speaking (NCS) students. I approached this coeducational school based on the fact that it is well known in Hong Kong for accepting
NCS students who are mostly of South Asian and South East Asian ethnicity. This
school became the case study school for this project because the Head Teacher
welcomed my efforts to collect data in order to research the schooling experiences of
ethnic minority students. Before landing on this case study school, I had approached

16

DSS schools in Hong Kong operate under a scheme whereby the Head Teacher is given more autonomy in the
running of the school, and at the same time receives support from the government in terms of monetary aid and
infrastructure improvements.
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one other government aided17 school also mentioned in the website of the Education
Bureau. This latter school turned me down almost immediately.

It was explained to me at the initial meeting with the Head Teacher of the case study
school that the person, who was most in contact with the main gatekeepers in the
running of the school, was the Deputy Head Teacher. The Deputy Head Teacher was
therefore delegated to be my liaison-person and consultant whenever I needed help in
my fieldwork at their school.

As mentioned earlier on, I was invited to attend and observe classes, conduct interviews
with both junior and senior students. I also met with other teachers and sat in staff
meetings. The Head Teacher also introduced me to the Supervisor of the school.

The Deputy Head Teacher was the person whom I went straight to each time I paid
visits to the school to conduct my interviews. It was through the Deputy Head that I met
the chairwoman from the school’s Parent-Teacher Association and other subject
teachers’ and the school counsellor whom I interviewed. With recommendation from
the PTA Chair, I was able to interview 3 parents altogether. Since the epistemological
orientation of this study is constructivist (Guba and Lincoln 1985), the entrée in this
study means “interaction between researcher and informants is ongoing” (Pitman and
Maxwell 1992) and that interaction requires a lengthy time commitment from those
involved. As an independent researcher, perseverance was one of the key factors in
collecting data.

Apart from the above network, the Deputy Head also introduced me to other sources
such as members from the Faculty of Education at the University of Hong Kong, who
are specifically involved in the designing of Chinese language syllabi and the teaching
of Chinese language to South Asian students. These sources were contracted by the
Education Bureau of the government and this tertiary institute had a pioneering part to
play in the implementing of Chinese teaching and learning materials tailored for ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong. Later, the Deputy Head of the case study school also
17

a government aided school in Hong Kong operates under a scheme whereby the Head Teacher does not have
as much autonomy as a DSS Head Teacher would. The government also has a bigger say in the enrolment of
students into an aided school as opposed to a DSS school.
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recommended that I approach one of the more outspoken non-governmental
organizations in Hong Kong, also known as Hong Kong Unison. This NGO was the
instigator in speaking out for a more comprehensive education policy for the ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong. The founder of the Hong Kong Unison is also an advocate for
human rights and equal opportunities especially in the milieu of the ethnic minority
community in Hong Kong.

3.4 Researcher as Both Insider/Outsider
With my personal agenda which entails both rich and biased information, it is still the
backdrop to which this project materialized. Since the handover to China a great number of
studies regarding the education of the ethnic minorities in HK have been published. But a
project researched by an ethnic minority who experienced the present HK education system
first hand can offer a fresher (insider) perspective on the intrinsic value of this topic. As
narrated in Chapter 1, the personal road to higher education for an ethnic minority is not as
straight as compared to a local Chinese student who has Chinese language skills.

I am aware that there are certainly issues of insider/outsider factors which may be reasons
that could have affected the reliable delivery of this project. But the other forms of
triangulation such as thick descriptive data of the students’ experiences, prolonged
engagement with informants, theoretical perspectives and self-reflexivity are also part of the
rigor in this study. The telling of my personal schooling experience uses a narrative form as a
template (Goodson, 2006). This template is for the “telling of (my) story” as well as imposes
a structure on experiences and perceptions. Erben (1998) explained that “lives have to be
understood as lived within time and time is experienced according to narrative.” My personal
narrative therefore served as the initial template for the search of other ‘similar’ narratives
found in the ethnic minority community in Hong Kong. The searing curiosity at the initial
phase of framing the research questions were: What happens to today’s ethnic minority
students after they graduate from secondary school in Hong Kong? Do they have the same
educational opportunities as I did as a student or do they have better opportunities today as an
ethnic minority? As a teacher of literature, I am familiar with the Freytag theory for drama
students that every narrative has a beginning, middle and an end. But in the case of this
project, the recapturing of life history or lived experience cannot be simplistically put in a life
story (Goodson, 2001). It goes without saying therefore, that for the sake of the discussion in
the education of ethnic minorities in HK, there is a ‘need’ to “prioritize one story over
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another”. In other words, as researcher and insider, I have to consciously and as objectively
as possible prioritize certain snips of an autobiography or my lived experience as an ethnic
minority student in order to highlight or serve as triangulated data the narratives shared by
my informants. There is also the issue of gaps as mentioned by Goodson and Sikes (2001).
The omissions in the telling of a narrative are just as important as the telling itself. But any
researcher knows that it is impossible to find out what omissions informants have made
(Sikes, 2000). Sikes also explains that omissions made in the telling of a story might not be
deliberate. It could be that the informant was consciously sifting through memory in order to
provide the best and relevant piece of information the researcher is seeking for. In light of
this, as an insider and researcher, my ethical aim is to offer the most relevant piece of
experience as data for this project from the point of view of a past ethnic minority student.
And as an outsider, I have the privilege to tease out the patterns and themes from the
information given by the various interviewees.

The dividing line therefore is to differentiate between when I am an insider and when I am an
outsider. And to problematize the insider/outsider binary is to closely look into how my role
as ethnic minority (insider) and researcher (outsider) become a continuum instead of a clearcut black-and-white position. First of all, to say that I am “one of them” (EM NCS students)
is to claim that I too experienced what it is like to not be able to learn the Chinese language
fluently in all the language skills combined – reading, speaking, listening and writing. To say
that I am “not one of them” is to claim that I am different from them because a) I have no
(more) worries that I cannot receive tertiary education; b) I have landed myself in a
profession that I sought for; and c) I do not belong to the lower income group (anymore). The
characteristics of the outsider in this scenario is one who has accumulated the Bourdieunian
cultural capital and be part of the differentiated social structure – one who has advantages
and favours received via and as a consequence of formal education (Bourdieu, 1977). It is
extremely difficult articulating this point to my readers without sounding pretentious and selfaggrandizing. And only to point out the irony that Bourdieu and Passeron (1979) were correct
in saying that economic obstacles are not enough to explain the disparities in the educational
attainment of children from different social classes. It is the “inheritance” of “cultural
dispositions” that are essentially important to school success. The outsider-identity I possess
is looked upon with a conscious hindsight that my children can now enjoy the ‘advantages’ I
could not. But having been in a former predicament of a segregated school, as were my
informants, I was also part of a system that encouraged ethnic minority students to remain
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oblivious of what possible ‘advantages’ there were out there. Being segregated meant being
blinkered to the possibilities of “exclusive advantages” because being segregated meant not
enjoying the institutionalized cultural capital. My positionality therefore, cannot be conceived
as one-dimensional, because I have moved along “varying degrees of mobility” (Alcoff,
1995). My lived experience as a segregated student earned me the shared subject position as
my student interviewees in this project.

Butler (2004) explained that the inner/outer binary is a stabilizing and consolidating
distinction. In other words, as the researcher positions herself as “insider” or “outside” there
is an attempt to “make coherent that which is tenuous and discursively constituted.” On my
part as researcher therefore, my orientation as insider has shaped the representation of my
student informants as “disadvantaged” because they are segregated; and I acknowledge that
similarity of experience as they narrated to me their stories of schooling in HK. Thus the
participants, especially the students interviewed also affected the process of the data
collection. In my various dialogues with the students they regarded me both as
researcher/lecturer (outsider) who wants to know and tell their story; and at the same time
regarded me as “one of them” (insider) because I am not Chinese. Eppley (2006) describes
this insider-outsider dichotomy as:
“insider/outsider positions are socially constructed and entail a high level of fluidity that
further impacts a research situation. A researcher, by nature, has to have some level of
“outside-ness” in order to conduct research. This does not mean that the inside perspective
is surrendered; both exist simultaneously. There is othering in the very act of studying, a
necessary stepping back or distancing in varying degrees. There can be no interpreting
without some degree of othering.”

Hence, the distancing of me as outsider meant to take the collected data and triangulating the
information against other informants and other forms of literature. The writing up of the
conclusions and the findings are all part of the “othering” and the “outsidedness”.
Nonetheless, DeAndrade (2000) also argued that insider status is not a taken-for-granted
position. The insider status is “created through an ongoing process of evaluation that is
dependent on the performance of group membership by (the) researcher(s) and participants at
multiple levels.” Hence, the rapport that I formed with the student participants in this research
depended on how they viewed me as an insider-researcher. When the student-participants
understood where I was coming from, an invisible affinity was formed almost
instantaneously. My insider status rose with each consequent meeting/interview I had with
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them. They were relaxed in revealing more personal information which they felt could add to
their narratives. And in some cases, especially with the parents of the students, their guards
were let down, and the boundaries of their narratives as ethnic minorities were widened. As
researcher, I could only sit back with a nod when one of the parents said, “you should know
because you are a parent too.” Although unwittingly, that remark was heavily loaded with
meaning because on the one hand, I truly did understand as a parent (insider) what the
interviewee had to also go through as an ethnic minority parent juggling work and taking care
of my own children’s needs, such as trying to enrol them in mainstream schools without
being discriminated for various reasons. On the other hand, I had to keep the distance from
absorbing the volunteered information over-sympathetically. Hence, as researcher, I had to
constantly consider my elusive and unpredictable positioning and how all this data collected
writes my work (DeAndrade, 2000).

Troyna (1995) argued that all research “reflects a partisanship which derives from the social
identity and values of the researcher,” (p 403) in which case Bassey (1999) agreed that most
researchers have a vested interest in the research subject. Hence one’s social identity and
values should be revealed. The narrative of my personal experience as an ethnic minority is
construed in the various relevant chapters of this thesis and thereby as Bassey (1999) put it,
“locating the polemic firmly within an ethic of respect for truth.” In the fluidity of my
positioning, the role reversal of an outsider-insider took a turn. In the following scenario, I
emphasize with purpose the ‘role-reversal’ of being the outsider-as-researcher whose double
identity as ethnic minority (insider) did not go over as an advantage when trying to collect
data. My identity as insider became precarious when I tried to interview members of the
Education Bureau. The government officials became weary when they became aware that an
insider-ethnic-minority wanted information with regard to education policies and schooling
opportunities for ethnic minorities in HK. Phone calls were not returned, and when put
though, only the receptionist or lower rank officer responded to my requests and explained
that they would gladly send me government published material and literature with regard to
the schooling of ethnic minorities in HK. This happened when the deputy Head Teacher of
the designated school informed me that there was going to be an open seminar on the recent
developments in Chinese Language teaching for ethnic minorities. The open seminar was for
Chinese Language teachers and school principals across the territory who taught ethnic
minorities in mainstream designated schools. The deputy Head Teacher thought that it would
be good idea for me to tag along and the setting would be ideal for me to also network with
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other secondary school teachers who also taught ethnic minorities. When the EB officials
were asked however, if I could attend the seminar, the response was negative. As it was
explained, my presence as an outsider was inappropriate since I was not “one of them” and as
a researcher, the EB officials were wary that the information collected might not be
appropriately interpreted - a hidden agenda perhaps on the part of the researcher?

On another occasion at a university-wide conference on tertiary education in HK, a senior
curriculum officer stopped her conversation short with me and directed me to the Education
Bureau website explaining that “all the information” that I would need was there. Hence, the
outsider-insider positioning was both disadvantageous because the EB gatekeeper was wary
that information divulged about the policies and initiatives for ethnic minority education in
HK might be misused. Nonetheless, upon reflection, it might not have anything to do with the
researcher as being an ethnic minority but that researching on ethnic minority education in
HK is regarded as a rather sensitive topic.

3.5 Data Management and Analysis
Connelly and Clandinin (1990) described that as a research technique, the use of narrative
analysis is “the ways humans experience the world.” And Cortazzi (1993) suggested how
memory characterizes the psychological approach in narrative analysis. One looks into the
“processes of understanding, recalling and summarizing stories.” However, as Coffey and
Atkinson (1996) put it, “there are no formulae or recipes for the ‘best’ way to analyse the
stories we elicit and collect.” Nonetheless, this project is the study of experience through
stories.

As mentioned in the section on data-gathering methods, various kinds of possible resources
for data-collection were utilized. From local archives and the local media regarding
educational policy to published material regarding ethnic minority education to interviewing
various informants – EM students to EM parents to gatekeepers in the education of ethnic
minorities. At the same time, alternative explanations were searched for triangulation
purposes. Put together, themes and patterns in the data gathered opened the way for data
analysis – identifying useful and significant ‘truths’ and realities in the education of ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong. And as already mentioned, the semi-structured interviews were the
main source of my data – most of which were different people’s narratives of their experience
at the case study school. With the students, they became the more pertinent group because
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they were at the core of the study. It was not only the school that played a part in their lives,
or that they also played a part in their designated school, but that because these students who
were from different ethnical backgrounds were assumed to be the ‘same’ by the education
system in HK, and therefore segregated. Ironically their ‘differentness’ as contrasted to the
local community meant a kind of ‘sameness’ for EB because they are not Chinese and hence
put together because these children do not fit into mainstream schools. It was by listening to
their stories as an ethnic minority, segregated from other mainstream schools and growing up
in an ‘ethnic school’ that was of interest to me.

Hence the consensus of themes that emerged from the various narratives started with coding.
Much like reading a short story or a novel, themes were slowly plucked out of the narratives.
Certain points of interest are thus raised about ethnic minority schooling; expressions of
worthiness / self-deprecation, victory / failure; pride / regret; applauding / resentment and
other similar types of binaries started to form a pattern

Since the initial part of the data collection involved visits to primary schools, the decision to
move away from primary schools for data collection was quickly made because of the
awareness of the loopholes in the validity of such data. The problem of working with younger
students was twofold for me. On one level, it was how they expressed their thoughts and the
ethical issues involved in working with younger children, and on the other level, I had
planned to use open-ended interview questions to work with my informants. This procedure
of data collection proved to be rather difficult in eliciting coherent responses from the
children. As mentioned, the students who were mostly below twelve years old could not
articulate their thoughts in a long coherent manner, and their attention span was rather short.
There was also the very practical issue regarding ethical concerns in working with young
children. To approach the children’s parents and waiting for them to ensure consent to
working with their children would not be apt for this project because of the time constraint.

On the other level, as also mentioned, an open-ended interview was more suitable for older
teenagers, who were on their way to higher education. Firstly, they had something which the
younger cohort did not have, and that was hindsight into their schooling experience and
secondly, they were more capable of articulating their thoughts via an open-ended interview.
As I was a rather inexperienced interviewer, my improvised communication skills might not
work very well with younger children, and that could affect the validity of the interviews.
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Hence, after an initial trial of outreaching to Head Teachers from primary schools, I had to
immediately move onto the next more plausible source for data, and that was secondary
schools. The journey of making cold calls to various designated secondary schools was once
again repeated, and the first designated secondary school which opened its doors to this
project became my case study school.

Another area in the data analysis that needed measures to improve validity was to not just
work with the Head Teacher of the case study school. After about two years of intermittent
visits to the case study school, I realized that triangulation was needed in order to enhance the
validity of the data collected. And so for the third time, another batch of cold calls was made
to various secondary schools. This time, the calls were aimed at regular mainstream schools
which were not designated schools. A sizeable amount of information had already been
collected from the Head Teacher of the designated school. But more data from another group
of Head Teachers who did not run designated schools was needed to triangulate thoughts.
Through my networking and some very helpful people from the academia, was I able to enlist
the help of 5 Head Teachers who did not run designated schools but regular mainstream
schools.

3.5.1 Data Gathering
The school concerned in this research is an instrumental case study, which therefore
implies that conclusions drawn may apply beyond just one school that caters for ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong. In essence however, this is a case study research and not a
biographic study of the narratives articulated by the informants. This particular case
study school and the vignettes of the interviewed students, their parents, their teachers
and five other Head Teachers from non-designated schools, highlight the conditions and
practices that shape power/knowledge relationships between the Education Bureau i.e.
the Hong Kong government, the non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the
ethnic minority schools in Hong Kong. In brief, these are the parameters which the
problem is approached. Of course, the framework shifts; but only to make things clearer
as the research moved along. The explanations below are interspersed with diagrams
and texts in this chapter on how data was collected. The following describes the various
site selections before landing on the case study school which is followed by the datagathering methods and the reasons for the chosen methods.
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The basis of the main methods adopted as with many research projects is to sift through
published material – document evidence – related to the education of ethnic minorities
or immigrant education in other countries. In the local setting, the sources through
which the data was collected came through a plethora of information from the
Education Bureau website from the Hong Kong SAR government; reports from the
Census and Statistics Department, the Legislative Council, the Curriculum
Development Council and more prominent NGOs such as UNISON18, are a few of the
main sources of documents. Local documentaries, some translated from Cantonese, on
Hong Kong social issues and newspaper reports are also a source of data from the
media. The textual evidence for this study swings between library literature, multimedia and online information. Journal publications, conferences and dissertations are
also secondary sources. But the case study school itself serves as the core for the indepth look into what it is like to study in a school set apart for Hong Kong minorities.

In this chapter, there are five summary diagrams (Fig. 3.1a to Fig. 3.1f) which will
briefly describe at a glance how data collected led to themes which emerged for
discussion in the latter parts of this research. Each ensuing summary diagram unfolds
one more aspect of data collected along the way. Thus more information is included
from the preceding diagram. Colour-coded arrows will be used to describe the various
stages at which the data was collected as well. And finally, Fig. 3.1e will reveal what
often is the final outcome of most EM students who attend designated schools.

In the centre of the diagram are two over-lapping circles representing the two common
types of schools in HK. The ‘Designated Mainstream School’ is bounded by dotted
lines because in this discussion, the dotted lines suggest that the reality which EM
students experience in designated schools reflects a false reality (or only a partial reality)
of schooling experiences for minority students.

The first two diagrams Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b show how ‘hard factors’ and government
policies affect the schooling experiences of NCS students in designated schools.

18

UNISON: The Hong Kong Unison Ltd. was established in 2001 as a non-governmental organisation to
service Hong Kong's ethnic minority residents. Its founder realised that the ethnic minority community in Hong
Kong was being ignored in the inclusion of various social policies and in the provision of social services.
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Fig. 3.1a Hard Factors that Affect HE Path of NCS Students
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

Fig. 3.1b Outcomes of EB’s Educational Policies
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)
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In Fig. 3.1c there are hints at what ‘soft factors’ can have in the lives of EM students.
What they aspire to be can be affected by various people around them. These ‘soft
factors’ are represented by yellow arrows.

Fig. 3.1c Soft Factors that Affect HE Path of NCS Students
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

3.5.2

Open-ended Interview Questions

The Head Teacher and the Deputy Head Teacher helped to identify potential candidates
for the interviews. About 25 students were contacted and later, 13 consented to a more
in-depth interview in small groups of 3 to 4 people. 6 students out of the 13 agreed to a
further interview after they graduated from the case study school. Prior to working with
these “selected” interviewees, the Head Teacher invited me to attend classroom
observations. Some of the subject classes which were observed were: English Literature,
Psychology and Chinese Language. After observing the Chinese Language class, it
became evident that the learning of this subject could be the most crucial link to the
impediments experienced by these ethnic minority students in secondary school.

In short, there are 9 students, 1 Head Teacher (designated school), 5 Head Teachers
(non-designated schools), 2 parents, 1 secondary school teacher and 1 university
Chinese language consultant who make up the core participants for the data collected.
Other informants who are not directly involved with the case study school will be
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mentioned in Chapter 6, when the information from this chapter is analysed. In other
words, the issues emerging from the data presented in Chapter 5 that will be further
elaborated on; alongside data collected from informants who are teachers, parents and
other Head Teachers who run non-designated schools. As expected, the purpose of
including this information is to triangulate themes raised from different perspectives.
For ethical and privacy reasons, all the informants’ names are given aliases including
the case study school.

Below is a reference of all the major participants in the interview. These participants
form the core of the collected data and they were interviewed at least on 2 different
occasions in order to gain a wider perspective of ethnic minority schooling experiences
in Hong Kong. Most of them are members from the designated school. The acronym
MIC will be used to stand for the designated school.

Estimated
duration of
each
interview
(in hours)

Interviewee

Occupation

No. of
interviews
conducted

Dr. Liang

Head
Teacher

6

3

Juan Carlos

Student

3

2.5

Cherise

Student

3

2.5

3

2.5

2

3

2

2

2

1.5

2

2

2

2.5

2

3

Aisha
Iram
Latika
Shakana
Salim
Farid

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Husna

Remarks

MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
MIC
Member
Member of
a CMI
School

Fig. 3.2 Primary Informants for the Study
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3.5.3

Semi-structured Interviews

Semi-structured and informal interviews were used to collect data. When the Head
Teacher of MIC opened the doors to me and allowed me to freely come and go into the
school, it was important that I did not create a ‘clinical atmosphere’ each time I met a
possible new candidate as an informant. On certain occasions when I would bump into
various teachers along the corridor, or meet an ex-MIC student who just happened to
drop by, I did not want to whip out my mp3 just so that I could record every moment of
what was being said, although records were kept in journal form of a particular
acquaintance that I might have made that day. Therefore, the semi-structured interviews
were the ones which were booked ahead of time and more or less pre-meditated before
my arrival at the school. The informants were aware that a ‘proper’ sit-down interview
was going to be conducted.

Over a five-year period of intermittent visits, face-to-face interviews with Dr. Liang the
Head Teacher, the Deputy Head Teacher, teachers and senior secondary students in
Form 6 were conducted at the case study school – MIC. With Dr. Liang, most of the 6
interviews were conducted inside the Head Teacher’s office. On one occasion, the
intended interview turned out to be an informal dialogue exchange together with the
school supervisor who happened to pay MIC a casual visit. On another occasion, after
meeting with the Head Teacher for about 2 hours, the part-time school counsellor who
also happened to be on duty dropped in, and Dr. Liang introduced me to the counsellor
who later spent about an hour sharing (anonymous) stories about the plight of some of
the MIC students. As for most of the student informants, the interviews were held on
school campus. Except for the serendipitously conducted interviews, voice recordings
were made and later transcribed. Journal entries were also made after each visit.

The 2 Form 2 Chinese language classroom observations were later recorded with
journal entries as well, but not recorded with a video because the teachers were not
comfortable to have their lessons recorded on video camera, and they were worried that
students might be easily distracted by the video camera. I was invited to join 2 Form 6
English Literature classes and 1 Form 6 Psychology class. On those occasions, the
teachers invited me to be ‘part of the class’ by taking part in the group discussions as
well on the topic that was being discussed for that subject. After those 3 sessions with
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the Form 6 students, a rapport was established and some of the students from those
Form 6 classes became the core of my student informants.

The face-to-face interviewing in both semi-structured and informal dialogues were the
most appropriate forms of data collection because of the sensitive nature of this study
about the narratives which were to unfold. Respondents react to more informal cues in a
spontaneous manner and thus via introspection, students reveal their own perceived
reality. In this regard, they make sense of the experiences at school which makes them
feel like the individuals they are – as symbolic interaction describes it (Blumer, 1969).
This form of qualitative research offered the benefits of focusing n the specific
experience and perceptions of individuals engaged in the area of interest. The data of
the participants’ personal experiences provide illustrative evidence as opposed to
hypothetical deductions from theory. (Sirotnik, 1986). The interviews conducted
covered areas such as biography, ethnicity, culture, religious beliefs, curriculum,
pedagogy and the social lives of these ethnic minority students. In engaging in the
dialogue with the students, the researcher allowed conversations to linger and ramble
spontaneously on the basis that the ways of expression that the students constructed
their stories was more valuable than comparable data. The way in which the students
expressed themselves and how they situated themselves in their own narrative was also
an important part of the data. The process of analyzing the data was descriptive and it
expounded on emerging themes found within the transcriptions of the interviews.

Fig. 3.1d suggests an interesting note of how some lower Form students aspire to also
Band 1 mainstream schools; as represented by the green narrow arrows. The narrow
green arrows are not depicted in a reverse direction because it is a known but unsaid
fact that very rarely do regular Chinese children aspire to enter designated mainstream
schools where a majority of students are ethnic minorities.
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Fig. 3.1d NCS EMs’ Goals to Enter Regular Band 1 Schools
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

In order to build reciprocity and reflexivity into the analysis, four interviewees were
revisited after they had graduated from secondary school and the ensuing interviews
were conducted with the awareness and hind sight of the students. Not only did the
researcher and the interviewees recap the initial interview, this post-dialogue was to
ensure that the outcomes were “trustworthy”. This term was coined by Lincoln and
Guba (1985) as an alternative to reliability and validity which are problematic when
substantiating qualitative research.

Fig. 3.1e is a crucial summary diagram because after many chats at the designated
school with the various students from various levels at various times, I somehow
realized that there is a discrepancy of what the NCS students expected or aspired to
attain in their further education as opposed to what opportunities they are given in a
designated school. For example, some informants felt that they were on par with other
Band 1 schools students because the EM students felt that they had very strong English
language skills, which was true. Some EM students had native English language
proficiency. And that is why some (as represented in Fig. 3.1d) aspired to enter Band 1
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schools believing that they had ‘what it took’ to enrol into a Band 1 school. What some
of these NCS students did not realize is that very strong Chinese language skills are
equally important. The rectangle within the dotted periphery suggests both positive and
negative aspects of the (false) reality of these ethnic minority students because on one
hand, some of these students are not aware of the true intense sense of competitiveness
in regular Band 1 schools as opposed to their haven-like school experiences in growing
up in a designated school. True, on one hand, it gives EM students a strong sense of
belonging to their (designated) school and many of the interviewed had a healthy sense
of confidence; however, there is a danger of them growing up in their formative
secondary school years as “big fish in a little bowl” syndrome. Hence although most of
the NCS students interviewed did rather well within their school, they were still
unaware of how tough academic competition was ‘out there’.

Fig. 3.1e NCS Students Perceived Reality in Designated Mainstream Schools
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

3.5.4 Ethical and Political Concerns
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) suggested a list of ten things for analysing data as the
researcher collects them; the summary of which shall not be inventoried here save for
two from the list which is more pertinent to this research. With so much generated data
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and so much initial rudimentary analysis done, two reminders from Bogdan and Biklen
which stood out were a) to decide (for myself) what type of study is to be conducted
and b) to try out themes and ideas on subjects. They mention that “while not everyone
should be asked, and while not all you hear may be helpful, key informants, under the
appropriate circumstances, can help advance your analysis, especially to fill in the holes
of description” (1992). Hence in the autobiographical snippets produced in Chapter 1
bring together several mosaic pieces that “fill in the holes” in this study. These personal
narratives are later woven together to form the bigger tapestry. This leads to another
important aspect in the collection of data and that is the protocol of the researcher.

3.5.5 Role of the Researcher
Protecting the participants’ right to privacy is done by promising confidentiality. And
all informants in this study, those within the case study school and those outside the
case study school were given pseudonyms. The school itself was dubbed MIC, short for
Mary Immaculate College. The students were the primary informants and the HT,
teachers, parents etc. were all given anonymity. The interviews which were conducted
from 2004 to 2009 took place in appropriate, non-stressful and non-threatening manner
(Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2003). Since it was the HT who introduced me to most
of the informants, a rapport was naturally formed with the interviewees. The parents
whom I interviewed also fell into the ‘opportunistic sampling’ category because it was
appropriate to consider them as informants who could provide triangulated information.
All the informants were told about the nature of my research and apart from the
informants who were from the ‘administration’ personnel, all the South Asian
interviewees who gave consent to be interviewed did so in a welcoming manner. Other
forms of triangulation were done with notes from the recordings – verbatim – so that I
ensured that I did not misinterpret the interviewees in any adverse way.

Codes of ethics are a concern for all social scientists (Sieber, 1992) and they deal with a)
weighing the costs and benefits of the investigation b) safeguards to protect the rights of
participants and c) with ethical considerations in the presentation of research findings
(Diener and Crandal, 1978). In essence, qualitative research presents ethical dilemmas.
According to Stake (1994), “qualitative researchers are guests in the private spaces of
the world. Their manners should be good and their code of ethics strict.” Hence in all
types of qualitative interviewing, there are risks and benefits to the informants.
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Interviewees may feel intrusion into their privacy or feel embarrassed by certain
questions or might reveal more than they intended to (Merriam, 1998). Within the
process of data collection during in-depth interviews, many things can happen along the
continuum of the researcher-interviewee relationship. On one hand, it can create “longterm effects” (Merriam, 1998) such as residual effects of an interview in which a
teacher expresses frustration or resentment; or a consultant who becomes aware of her
dead-end job. Suppressed emotions or memories might resurface even though the
interview is supposed to be routine. Other possible unintended scenarios which could
happen are more of a positive nature in which the respondents or interviewees act very
positively about divulging information. It could be that they are very glad to have
shared the information which the researcher wishes to gather; or perhaps the
interviewing moment becomes a cathartic moment for the interviewees in which they
gain more self-knowledge. In other words, the sharing session with the researcher
becomes somewhat therapeutic. Nonetheless, as Patton (1990) points out, the first and
foremost is to gather data and not change people. In other words, the interviewer is not
a therapist or a judge. As far as academic researching goes, integrity on the part of the
researcher is crucial and a researcher must come to terms with whether or not sensitive
information should be disseminated or if any kind of intervention is necessary because
of the researcher-relationship. Taylor and Bogdan (1984) argued that “the literature on
research ethics generally supports a noninterventionist position in fieldwork,” yet
failure to act is itself “an ethical and political choice.” But Diener and Crandall (1978)
explain the ethical issue rationally:

“There is simply no ethical alternative to being as nonbiased, accurate, honest as is
humanly possible in all phases of research. In planning, conducting, analyzing, and
reporting his work the scientist should strive for accuracy, and whenever possible,
methodological controls should be built in to help…Biases that cannot be controlled
should be discussed in the written report. Where the data only partly support the
predictions, the report should contain enough data to let readers draw their own
conclusions.”

And as earlier mentioned, the internal validity means research findings are congruent
with reality and reliability means there is consistency in the findings. Qualitative
research is different from traditional research and thus the researcher makes the effort to
triangulate; check interpretations with informants; and clarifying his or her own biases
and assumptions.
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3.5.6 Validity and Reliability
In the earlier sections of this chapter (3.3.1), it was explained why case study was
chosen, and at this point, it is also worth mentioning that a case study is “the study of a
singularity which is chosen because of its interest to the researcher” (Bassey 1999 75).
Thus the “issues of external validity are not meaningful” Bassey goes on to say that the
concept of trustworthiness “successfully illuminates the ethic of respect for truth in case
study research” Hence this particular project goes for depth of inquiry rather than
breadth.

Goodson (2001) explained that in a life history context, our language strengths in
fluency and the ability to dramatize or narrate our life story “determines how good an
informant we are.” This in turn demonstrates the success of the identities we construct.
Goodson (2001) quotes Wittgenstein that “the limits of our language are the limits of
our world.” It means that some people are good at telling stories while others are not.
Goodson (2001) also went further to say that “the language and discourses we have
access to depend upon the social contexts we experience and how we are socially
positioned.” Hence our social position is the mark of difference, because we are
constituted in language and positioned according to the “discursive practices of gender,
race, class and ethnicity” (Usher, 1988). How I tell my story and how I re-narrate the
stories of my informants in this research is one of the concerns in the reliability of my
“facility with language” (Goodson, 2001).

Behind the tapestry of the students’ narratives, as well as mine, the data which was also
validated was information collected from the Head Teacher, Deputy Head Teacher,
teachers, and documents in archives that could give light to educational opportunities
for ethnic minority students and thereby offer a kind of realism about their schooling
experiences and the challenges they encounter. The data collected also affirms what the
educational program or policy can or cannot offer South Asian students in Hong Kong.
In light of this, the crucial gatekeeper such as the Head Teacher of the case study school
had much to articulate with regard to the educational policies in Hong Kong. Thus
triangulating his viewpoints with 5 other Head Teachers from other schools and
interviews with Chinese language consultants from universities was also conducted. In
sum, published data together with evidence from documents and other archives,
supplemented by interviews with other stakeholders are included in this study.
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Since the initial push to embark upon this project was based on personal experience as
an ethnic minority member in Hong Kong who went through the same HK public
education system, and there are implications (subconsciously or not) that this is seems
like an attempt to use collected data to vindicate the researcher’s (auto)-biographic
schooling experience. But the trends for qualitative research have moved beyond
conventional forms of triangulation in which objectivity and internal validity can be
stand-alone key issues in ‘old school’ (traditional) forms of triangulation. Guion (2002)
describes that for some of the key issues for qualitative research today, apart from
convincing arguments also rests the researcher’s role, the richness in detail and the
success of communicating those details. In light of this, my own schooling experiences
as an ethnic minority resident in Hong Kong describes part of the authenticity criteria in
this research and plays a part in the components of rigor for judging this piece of
qualitative research.

In Chapter 4, most of the account of the HT regarding the case study school, was
verified and checked. Some of the information regarding the school could be verified on
the EB website as well. Thus checking against publicly available information was also a
way for triangulation. Each visit that followed at the school was first recapped and
checked before proceeding to other questions. The past, present and future of the school
was viewed through the Head Teacher’s lens, hence it was important to first verify data,
in order for me to base my findings on such information.

3.5.7 Limitations of the Study
Like many independent research, there is bound to be limitations to the study. This
study almost turned out to be a mini longitudinal study which was out of my
expectation. But unlike funded research which can take a study to a much more in-depth
and systematic process, this particular research had a crucial time factor attached to the
overall collection of data especially when visiting with various informants and
gatekeepers was constrained by the schedules of both interviewees and interviewer.
Hence, much as the temptation was there to continue with more interviews, a decision
had to be made to wrap up each individual interview in order to meet the due date of the
thesis submission.
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There are perhaps two major areas in which the limitations of the study can be
described. The first area would be the researcher’s own limitations, and the other has to
do with how the data was collected.

It is best and easiest to describe my own limitations in my role as researcher. As this
study stemmed out from my own personal experiences as an ethnic minority student in
HK who jumped through hoops and leapt over hurdles (like many of my Chinese
counter-parts), it was very tempting to take an overly sentimental journey back to my
own academic past in order to throw some light, subjective as it may seem, as to how
limited HE opportunities are in HK for someone who cannot read or write Chinese like
myself. The autobiographical snippets in the data were also carefully ‘tailored’ just so
that its content was specific to schooling experiences. Hence it may seem paradoxical
that my personal experience was both subjectively narrated and yet at the same time
pruned to ‘fit’ the voice of objectivity.

The second area concerned with limitations rests in the process of data collection from
the various informants. The most daunting part of the research was making the cold
calls from school to school in hope that one would allow me enough time to make the
entrée, form rapports and collect the data that I needed. It very well sounds nonacademic to say so, however, many of the informants that I liaised with were a result of
serendipity and as a solo researcher, I was a more grateful student than I was a stoic
researcher. The journey in face-to-face visits lasted nearly to the end of the time period
allowed before submission of the thesis; around five to five-and-a-half years. Perhaps
that was also another one of this study’s drawbacks. I was not sure when I should stop
meeting new informants. And hence although there were pages and pages of verbatim,
not all the information collected could be thoroughly used.

Nonetheless, this ‘excess’ of data actually gives way to what could be done in the future,
if schooling of ethnic minorities in HK were still a pertinent issue in the academic,
political and social arena. Because the bulk of the interviews were done with the EM
students, and others were done for purposes of triangulation, there were some very
interesting strands which came out of speaking with the Chinese Language teachers and
HTs who were not attached to a designated school. On one hand, I could not interview
enough Chinese language teachers to gather a sample of what it is like to be given a
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language teaching job which they were not trained for nor psychologically prepared for.
I deduced that perhaps there was more a cultural difference which hampered to learning
/ teaching relationship than the actual skills acquisition. Also, when interviewing the
five HTs/principals about ethnic minority schooling, a few of them were unaware of the
intricate issues that daunted an ethnic minority student. In this perspective therefore,
further research could be done in a) the training of Chinese Language teachers to be
effective instructors of second language acquisition and b) finding out what roles
gatekeepers such as HTs or principals can play in making HK a more cosmopolitan city
through educating all children irrespective of their ethnicity.

3.6 Signpost to Other Themes
Before examining the themes which arose from the data collecting process, this chapter
concludes with Fig. 3.1f. This final diagram in this chapter summarizes what I label as
‘harsh truth’. The harsh truth for EM students who attend designated schools is that
they are given the illusion and false hope that they have just as much a chance as their
Chinese counterparts to enter HE. Fig. 3.1f is also a preview to what it is like being
schooled in a designated school. The triangular red roof suggests the harsh reality that
most students face at the end of secondary school. The NCS students are given the
option that they can sit for an alternative Chinese language exam for second language
learners. But in reality, NCS students are not linguistically prepared to enrol in
undergraduate courses which require higher levels of Chinese. In Fig. 3.1f, the single
blue narrow arrow at the top of the figure symbolizes the possibility of EMs entering
HE is lower than their Chinese counterparts. Hence the two blue wider arrows suggest
that EM students must make alternative choices if their aspirations to enter HE are
dashed.

In the process of coding the data gathered, various themes or issues seem to have
surfaced more than once. As suggested in the Abstract, some of the themes which bear
greater significance in the study fall under a) governmentality, b) cultural capital, c)
social justice and d) inclusion. These themes will continue to be addressed in the
chapters to follow along with other possible sub-themes (or issues) which may branch
out from the conflict being discussed.
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Fig. 3.1f Harsh Truth for HE Chances for NCS Ethnic Minority Students
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

In Chapter 4 which will follow, the designated school will be depicted and the main
informants introduced.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE CASE STUDY SCHOOL

4.1 Introduction
The first part of Chapter 4 delineates the case study school itself – its own journey into
becoming a designated school narrated from the HT’s point of view – namely, some pertinent
aspects of how a designated school essentially differs from a mainstream school. Included in
this chapter is also nine narratives from nine different EM students who at one point or
another, studied at the case study school. Two out of the nine students interviewed were
already graduates from the case study school when they agreed to take part in the interview.

Since the start of the research, there were a few ‘spin off’ interviews which also took place.
This means, I was able to meet various other people who were directly or indirectly involved
in designated schools. In short, I wish to include one more narrative of another ethnic
minority student who was not from the designated school, and the father of that student. The
main reason behind including this particular student is because this Pakistani student attended
a CMI school throughout her secondary school education and her narrative can solicit another
perspective of an EM experience. For privacy reasons, all the informants’ names are given
aliases including the case study school.

Below is a quick reference for Chapter 4 of all the major participants in the interview. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, these participants form the core of the collected data and
they were interviewed at least on 2 different occasions in order to gain a wider perspective of
ethnic minority schooling experiences in Hong Kong. All but one of them is members from
the designated school. The acronym MIC will be used to stand for the designated school.
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Interviewee

Occupation

Remarks

Dr. Liang

Head Teacher

Member of MIC

Juan Carlos

Student

Member of MIC

Cherise

Student

Member of MIC

Aisha

Student

Member of MIC

Iram

Student

Member of MIC

Latika

Student

Member of MIC

Shakana

Student

Member of MIC

Salim

Student

Member of MIC

Farid

Student

Member of MIC

Husna

Student

Member of a CMI school

Fig. 4.1 List of Major Participants in the Interview

4.2 Part I
Since the phenomenon being studied is the experiences of ethnic minority students in Hong
Kong, the “natural setting” is the context within which this phenomenon appears i.e. the
segregated school. In this research it is dubbed as the “designated school”. There are many
factors within the natural setting which impinge upon the phenomenon, and thus the
contextual conditions within are also highly pertinent. Since case studies tend to be selective,
the researcher usually focuses on one or two issues which are fundamental to understanding
the phenomenon. And in this case, it is illuminating with thick descriptions and in-depth
examples of what a designated school is like.

4.2.1 The Designated School – Mary Immaculate College (MIC)
The case study school in this research does not have any particular Christian affiliation
today. But the school government decided, over forty years ago, to dedicate the school
to the early founders who established the school which was based on Christian
principles. Today the case study school is essentially secular. The ironic beauty
however, is that with the rich range of ethnicities, there are students from different
religious backgrounds who attend this school. For the purpose of this research, the case
study school is baptized and renamed Mary Immaculate College (MIC) notwithstanding
the diverse ethnic and religious backgrounds the school nurtures.
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As previously mentioned, a ‘designated’ school in Hong Kong is either a primary or
secondary school which has admitted a comparatively large number of non-Chinese
speaking (NCS) students. These NCS students are in a different league of EMI
mainstream schools because they are a special needs group of individuals who need to
be offered Chinese language courses in the form of second language acquisition. One of
the differences between a regular mainstream EMI school and a designated school is
that the latter receives steady support from the EB for Chinese language learning and
teaching for NCS students. In essence however, designated is a softer word for
segregated. By the same warrant of sending gifted children to schools which offer
enhanced programmes, or sending mentally challenged children to schools which cater
for special education needs, an over-arching definition of a designated school in Hong
Kong is a school which accepts mostly South Asian children or other non-Chinese
ethnicities. Most designated schools are not given top priority by Hong Kong Chinese
parents in terms of school choice for their children. Hong Kong mainstream schools are
generally pigeon-holed into 3 types of banding. With Band 1 being the strongest band,
and Band 3 the weakest. Therefore, the higher the banding of a school, the better the
overall academic attainment of that school. In other words, Band 1 schools, often also
EMI schools, are often more competitive and the calibre of students in Band 1 schools
is very high. Most designated schools are closer to the Band 3 tier and this will be later
explained why they are not Band 1 schools.

In 1999, MIC accepted around 20 South Asian (SA) students. With four classes to each
form in Forms 1 to 5, and two classes in Forms 6 and 7 respectively, the overall student
population was approximately 1000 students. By the year 2002, out of the four classes
in each form, three of them comprised of all EM students and only one class comprised
of mainly Chinese students in each form. It is also a note of interest that during the
process when the EMs were flooding in and the Chinese were fading out, the classes
conducted at MIC were confined to either dominant EM students or dominant Chinese
students. In other words, the Chinese students still attending MIC before 2005 were
grouped into one class. After 1999, however, the slow but steady increase of NCS rose
from 20 to over half the student population. And as fewer Chinese students opted to
enrol in MIC, the vacant places were offered to EM students.
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It was not the intention of MIC to “become” a designated school. But as the numbers of
SA students increased after 1999, the number of Chinese students decreased. Hence,
although MIC was tagged as a school that uses English as the medium of instruction
(MoI), something which many Hong Kong parents and students covet when applying
for secondary schools in Hong Kong, the student population in terms of ethnicity
flipped from dominant ethnic Chinese to dominant ethnic South Asian minorities. And
that was when the clock could no longer be turned back – MIC’s fate of being a
designated school was sealed as the last of the Chinese students graduated in 2006. Of
the few Chinese students who were still there in 2005, they instead became the
“minority” group of students at MIC because by then the overall student population
comprised of over 98% South Asians. Towards the end of this research, the student
population at MIC was 100% South Asians along with other ethnic minorities.

At this point in the narrative of MIC, it is important to highlight the peripheral political
issues that were going on around Hong Kong. The return of Hong Kong to the
Motherland saw many “overnight” changes in policies including the use of Chinese as
MoI in schools across the territory in 1998. The rationale behind the blanket application
of Chinese as MoI was understandable due to the need to raise a stronger awareness
towards the mother tongue and re-kindle a relationship with the Motherland. Taking
Chinese language as a mandatory subject and making it a pre-requisite for entering into
many university programmes was one of the ‘overnight hauls’ in educational policies
made. Only schools which could produce students who scored high in English language
in Standard English language tests designed by the EB or the public examinations were
given the privilege of flying the EMI flag. Thus it is necessary to mention here why the
learning of Chinese language for NCS students in designated schools is a crucial point
of discussion in this research. And as mentioned, the language issue for NCS students in
Hong Kong will be dealt with in Chapter 5.

Before 1997, teaching Chinese to NCS students was not an issue because any student
who was not ethnically Chinese had the option of studying French in order to meet the
requirements of applying for senior secondary school and/or University if the student
wishes to. Before the handover in 1997 of Hong Kong to China by the British, MIC had
a handful of EM students. These EM students had the option of taking French as a
second language instead of Chinese. French as a second language was a recognized
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second language subject that students could take as a pre-requisite for University
entrance. The year 1999 was another turning point for MIC and most decisions made by
the school whether it was about student-intake or curriculum changes, the school had to
deal with a whole new level of coping with the government’s changes in education
policies, and this meant slowly ‘letting go’ of the number of French classes to making
way for more Chinese classes for their EM students. The government’s policy of
making Chinese language a mandatory subject and pre-requisite into Form 6 and
eventually University programmes meant a new level of complexity for designated
schools. To make it simple, if EM or NCS students aspired to enter an undergraduate
programme in HK, a pass in Chinese language is often the prerequisite, especially for
sought-after programmes such as Journalism, Law, Medicine, and Engineering and so
forth.

The major change for the HT at MIC was taking the whole school through the
transitional phase from offering French as a second language option to phasing out that
subject; or making it an optional subject; and simultaneously making Chinese language
the mandatory subject for all students (NCS included). It was like a rude awakening not
just for the administrators of MIC, but also for the EM students that in order for the
school and the students to “succeed” into Sixth Form and local universities, MIC had to
ensure that her students could measure up to other local Chinese students in the mastery
of the Chinese language.

MIC became one of the first designated schools to ask for more resources from the
government in terms of Chinese language support for teaching Chinese to NCS students
because the mandatory Chinese language classes needed much more support since MIC
was, like all the other mainstream schools, familiar with teaching Chinese language to
Chinese students, but not to students who had no Chinese background (academically or
ethnically). In the years between 1999 and the early years of this century, there was
virtually no teaching material for Chinese as a second language for these NCS students.
Help from the EB was slow and not forthcoming. The school management and the
Chinese language teachers at MIC decided that waiting for directives and practical help
from the EB was not going to solve the pressing Chinese language issue at their school.
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Therefore, in 2002, MIC applied for the Quality Education Fund19 (QEF) in order that
they could design teaching materials for Chinese language learning for NCS students.
This initial project that MIC embarked on was more for generic and immediate needs
for Chinese language learning. As the numbers of EMs multiplied in MIC, the HT and
the Chinese language teachers realized that these NCS EM students had to be
introduced, if not taught, with “everyday Chinese usage” and some kind of introduction
to Chinese culture. Since many of the students came from Indian, Pakistani, Filipino
and Nepalese backgrounds, the acquired Chinese language skills, understanding of and
knowledge about Chinese language and culture by these children could not be presumed
or taken for granted. MIC also had to demand for teaching materials for Chinese as a
second language such as textbooks or curriculum guidelines and was looking toward the
government for tangible support. Since the EB had no clear vision with regard to the
Chinese language learning support for NCS at the time, the only immediate assistance
that could be offered was in the form of funding. Thus in 2002, MIC applied for the
QEF so that they could just take the matter into their own hands, by designing suitable
Chinese-as-a-second-language textbooks for their ethnic minority students. Their
proposal to the government was welcomed and their tender for funding was successful.
The first round of QEF assistance allowed MIC to produce three sets of textbooks
written under various themes. The pleasing outcome of the pioneered work of the
dedicated Chinese language teachers at MIC and their consultants formed a kind of
template for the next few sets of Chinese textbooks for the NCS students at MIC. Hence
a second round of funding was approved and in all, twelve books were produced.

The first set of teaching materials designed by the Chinese Language Team at MIC was
published for their own use. The Chinese textbooks which they designed were geared
towards the lower secondary school i.e. Forms 1 to 3. The rationale at the time was to
equip the students with a basic understanding / comprehension of everyday Cantonese.

19

QEF stand for Quality Education Fund. In October 1997, the Chief Executive announced in his Policy
Address the establishment of the Quality Education Fund (QEF) to finance projects for the promotion of quality
education in Hong Kong. The establishment of the QEF is one of the major recommendations of the Education
Commission Report No.7 (ECR7). Formally established on 2 January 1998 with an allocation of $5 billion, the
QEF provides an effective channel for worthwhile projects from the school education sector to be funded. The
QEF mainly caters for worthwhile non-profit making initiatives within the ambit of basic education, i.e. preprimary, primary, secondary and special education.
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Many primary school NCS children were centrally allocated or applied on their own to
MIC, but their levels of Chinese language skills were disparate while some could not
understand Chinese at all because they were new immigrants. MIC named their
textbooks appropriately: “Chinese as a Second Language” comprising a series of twelve
books; each book being one unit under a particular theme. The twelve themes were: a)
School Life; b) My Family; c) School Picnic; d) Festivals; e) Entertainment; f) Sports; g)
Weather; h) Food; i) Human body and health; j) shopping; k) Career and further studies
and l) Information technology.

4.2.2 The Head Teacher (Principal) – Dr. Liang
The Head Teacher, Dr. Liang explained that it was crucial to introduce NCS students to
a more comprehensive knowledge of the Chinese language. But the school was also
aware that it was a massive task to take upon. The looming issue that they had to
confront was that the immersion programs which were NGO-operated or short term did
not have a comprehensive Chinese language learning workshop for NCS students who
were enrolled there. When these same NCS children were re-allocated to their school,
for example, MIC had to deal with the Chinese language teaching pretty much on their
own initiative. The other reason why it was a massive task was because there was no
actual direct support from the government in terms of expertise for a Chinese as a
second language program. The members of staff within MIC’s Chinese Department
approached friends of friends they knew who were also Chinese teachers, who were
interested in embarking upon a project to design Chinese language teaching and
learning material for second language learners. The QEF was therefore a quick answer
to a more formalized Chinese language course for NCS students. The first formal
Chinese language lessons for the NCS students at MIC set sail on their maiden voyage
in 2003. For Dr. Liang and the Chinese think tank group of teachers, the rationale
behind developing their first set of Chinese textbooks for second language learners was
to equip them with general expressions which could help the NCS students go about
their everyday encounters in Chinese. These were mundane but very taken-for-granted
things such as asking one’s way around or purchasing a newspaper from a street vendor
(who spoke no English); or telling a mini-bus driver where they wanted to get off; or
simply buying a soft drink from a store.
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The brainchild and blueprint for these initial teaching materials for Chinese as a second
language belongs to MIC. As more and more other designated schools were pressing for
Chinese language teaching materials for their NCS students, the EB decided that since
MIC had done such a good job in producing their first set of teaching materials for
second language learners, the twelve sets of books designed by MIC were soon
readapted and republished by the EB. And since then, the EB has repackaged these
teaching materials, and redistributed these “Chinese as a Second Language” materials to
other designated schools as reference or as actual teaching materials for NCS students
in their own schools. (see Appendix 4.1 to 4.4)

The twelve books were designed for NCS students who had completely no background
of the Chinese language and therefore MIC resolved to design the texts using a
variation of the Yale pinyin (Appendix 4.2). When the texts were designed, it was not
the intention of the MIC’s Chinese Language team to teach the students Chinese by
learning how to write Chinese characters at the same time. They felt that if character
writing was introduced alongside speaking, then the students would find the task too
difficult. Hence the group of teachers decided that romanising the Chinese language
was a better form of learning, because it was closer to the English language. After all,
the students were familiar with the English alphabet. The run up to the production of
these Chinese as second language textbooks was not without disagreements amongst the
writers. In the end however, the language team felt that Chinese character writing was
far too complex for the teenagers to grasp especially when only 2 to 3 lessons per week
could be spared to learn the new language. Also, the main point of argument on the
MIC Chinese Language Team’s part was that, they wished to train the students in
speaking Cantonese first and foremost – everyday life phrases – because that was the
crucial need. Reading and writing Chinese was not, at the time, the priority.

Dr. Liang and the deputy principal described to me how some of the students were
allocated to MIC via an ad hoc programme for new immigrants to Hong Kong. For
many new South Asian new immigrants, linguistic minority students undergo a
transition in ‘sheltered Chinese immersion’ before being allocated to a mainstream
(EMI or CMI) school setting. Students attend an ‘induction’ Chinese program for
cultural exposure. This is a six-month program organized by funded or sponsored by the
EB which was mainly aimed for newly arrived immigrants from China who were
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arriving by the hundreds soon after 1997, and who needed to learn about aspects of
Hong Kong culture and its pace of life. It was only in 2000, after complaints from
NGOs and a few designated schools lobbying for the rights of NCS students, that the
EB further extended this programme to South Asian NCS students as well those of
other Asian heritage. Since the six month programme is a general programme which
helps to initiate newcomers to Hong Kong and introduce them to the general Hong
Kong cultural agenda, only general aspects pertaining to helping students settle in could
be introduced. The six-month programme was not a formal academic programme either.
Part of this immersion program is mentioned in Chapter 3 – the pilot visits as the
methodological process. It was however, a transitional period for new arrivals and time
bought by the government so that the EB could allocate these students to various
schools in which the new arrivals lived in. After the six month programme, these new
immigrants were sorted out to join different mainstream schools and most of the NCS
or South Asian students were allocated to designated schools.

The six-month immersion program initiated by the EB is contracted out to various
NGOs or schools which operate on a smaller scale. The schools which take in these new
arrivals try to as much as possible, to fit the children into classes of similar age groups.
But when this is not possible, an immersion class might have an 11-year-old sitting next
to a classmate who is 16 years old. Therefore, not only are these children from diverse
ethnic backgrounds, but also vary in age and academic aptitude. Dr. Liang explained
therefore that it was important to understand where these children were coming from,
because even though the EB boasts a six-month immersion programme for these new
arrivals, the actual schooling and coping with various other issues – including the
teaching of Chinese as a second language – are left in the hands of a designated school
such as MIC. To put it differently, the six-month programme is like a temporary
placement for any new immigrant, irrespective of ethnicity; to be temporarily schooled
until a particular mainstream or designated school has been identified. The EB’s job is
completed once the new immigrant is placed in the allocated school, and naturally, the
student has to learn the ropes in the new school environment with the help from the
school which has enrolled him or her.

Returning to MIC’s narrative, Dr, Liang then asked me to imagine all the other “issues”
that come with accepting new EM students. Along with the process of integration, the
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new student must learn Chinese as well. Given that the students did not receive any
prior schooling in Hong Kong, one cannot expect that the newly allocated EM students
who not only are from diverse ethnic backgrounds, but also vary in age and academic
aptitude, could quickly be introduced into a language which intricacies lie in the
combination of strokes and dashes that form a single character; a language which is
rather complex and overwhelming to master especially when it is a third or fourth
language to learn. In spite of these challenges, the reality for a school like MIC is to try
as hard as it can to introduce and teach the spoken and written form of Chinese
language to the students because as policy would have it, all students are equal under
the mandate that free education in Hong Kong includes the learning of Chinese,
irrespective of one’s ethnicity. The challenge for designated schools however, is to find
the much needed support to teach Chinese to these NCS ethnic minorities, because for
many of them Chinese is second language learning. With the above concerns in mind,
MIC developed a more systematic and comprehensive Chinese language program to
offer to their students who are either accepted or allocated there. When in 1998, EB
decided that the Chinese language was a mandatory subject for all students in
mainstream schools, MIC quickly tried to be on par with the new protocol of language
pre-requisites.

A city like Hong Kong, tries hard to be global and yet loyal to the Motherland, yet there
are nuances within the education system which still prioritizes the Chinese over the
others. The symbolic power of instilling knowledge about Chinese history and culture is
reaffirmed in the complex nature of the topics that are essentially Chinese. This is a
noble and symbolic cause especially when Hong Kong has to display its affinity with
China. This has to be reflected in the core subjects being taught and learnt. Any student
who completes the HKDSE can walk away with more exposure to the Chinese heritage.
As we move away from this microscopic viewpoint of the NSS curriculum, we can see
how there is another newer challenge for ethnic minority students and those involved in
educating them. In practice, NCS students receive a lower level of simplified Chinese
language in the classroom. The six years of primary school experience in Chinese
language learning can equip them to read and write at a somewhat functional level. And
if the student continues with Chinese immersion until the end of their secondary school,
sitting for the IGCSE exam should pose no problem.
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Dr. Liang and the teachers at MIC understood all too well that since many of the
students at MIC did not know any Chinese, whether written or spoken, it was difficult
to integrate into Hong Kong as a whole. On the teaching end, the Chinese language
teachers are also wary because many do not have training in teaching Chinese as a
second language, and for the students, the inability to communicate in Cantonese in can
be encumbering in many aspects. Dr. Liang spoke about one ordinary day at school that
encapsulated what it is like to be an NCS student in Hong Kong. The HT’s story went
like this: One day, during the regular lunch hour at school, Dr. Liang went to have a
quick bite to eat at a Chinese fast-food shop which was very close to MIC. In walked
Juan Carlos (who happens to be one of the student informants in this study). Juan
Carlos was trying to order take-away – a dish of stir fried noodles with sliced pork – but
he could not make himself understood at the cashier because the woman could not
understand any English, while of course, Juan Carlos could not string his Cantonese
words together to make his order. “My heart sank,” recalled Dr. Liang when told me
about this small encounter at that fast food shop.

This designated school principal (at the time of this interview) had accepted close to
100% NCS students at MIC, and to see one of the students like Juan Carlos unable to
order lunch in Cantonese was a blatant sign that the Hong Kong education system is
very much at fault in the schooling of ethnic minorities. For Dr. Liang, it was also a
sign that MIC had to quickly remedy the situation of NCS students graduating without
being properly taught the Chinese language let alone, educated about the Chinese
culture. With hindsight, for Dr. Liang, it turned out that at one point in the late 1990’s
when MIC was at the verge of being closed down because of the poor student intake,
not being given proper teaching resources for Chinese as a second language, was just
the least of the school’s challenges which were about to unfold a few years later. When
Dr. Liang began to welcome ethnic minority students into MIC the problem of low
student numbers was soon solved, but the result of which led to a new issue in the Hong
Kong education – and not yet tackled upfront by the Hong Kong government – the
schooling of ethnic minorities in Hong Kong. It did not dawn on Dr. Liang back in the
late 1990’s that the teaching of Chinese language as a second language to the ethnic
minorities would pose so many problems. When children of families from South Asian
backgrounds began to conglomerate into a particular school, the wave of people from
similar ethnicities who wished to enrol into a designated school became bigger. The
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‘designated system’ began to feed on itself when word got out. For example,
hypothetically speaking, School X, was accepting students of ethnic minority
background. By word of mouth, therefore, more and more NCS students tried to enrol
into MIC. Dr. Liang had vivid memories of how almost overnight many NCS parents
were trying to enrol their children in MIC because relatives or friends of friends had
children who were also attending MIC.

4.2.3

Children left behind

Dr. Liang took some measures to accommodate more NCS students so that at least they
can have a chance to move on to Lower 6 (A-Levels). Most students are left to their
own resources after Form 5 because of the competition in which only the best are
allowed to continue to Form 6. The nine-year free education ends at secondary 3, and if
students are not able to move upwards academically, many are forced to enrol for other
types of diploma courses or some may need to join the work force. The nine-year free
education context was not without problems. Many students were labelled as “doomed”
to continue into senior secondary (Forms 4 and 5) and upper senior secondary (Forms 6
and 7) if they did not make it into the Science stream at Form 4. Hence, when Dr. Liang
took office over 10 years ago, a major change was needed if more schooling
opportunities were to be given to NCS students.

In this case study school, the historical context for further promotion to Form 6 was
mainly “reserved” for Science stream students. In other words, students who belonged
to the Arts stream, studying History or Literature for example, are forced to leave
school after Form 5 because most places at Form 6 are for Science stream students.
Also, in Hong Kong there is a biased culture towards appreciating the Science stream
students more because the Chinese feel that Science students are smarter students. Dr.
Liang noticed that the latent talent of many NCS students was in their English language
ability and thus they would fare better if they opted for Arts subjects or subjects that
required more written forms of expression and articulation in essay formats. Therefore,
he made a change in the choice of subjects offered to eligible Form 6 candidates. The
upper senior secondary school changed from a mainly Science stream to offering more
Arts and Business classes. Students could now opt for subjects such as History,
Geography, English Literature, Business, Commerce, Tourism and Psychology and not
solely focus on pure science subjects such as Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Dr.
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Liang realized that NCS students were more inclined to the Arts stream because it
offered more subjects which were language-oriented. As opposed to the Chinese
students the NCS students showed stronger English language abilities.

As previously mentioned, in the very early days of this case study school, it was a
school which mainly catered for Science students in which case a majority of the
student population then was boys. The Arts students, who were mainly girls, went to a
nearby sister school. It was not until the early 80’s that this phenomenon began to
change. Not only did this case study school slowly become a co-ed school, it moved
away from being a “pure science” school to being a school that offered a combination
of Science, Arts and Business subjects. In order to survive, the school had to move with
the times.

MIC had to design teaching and learning materials for Chinese as a second Language
for their school because there was over 95% of their student population were South
Asian students and there were no Chinese-as-a-second-language textbooks available
from any of the major local school textbook publishers. The explanation to that is
simple – the market demand was not great enough. There was no one ready yet to take
up the task of designing teaching materials for ethnic minorities in Hong Kong. Dr.
Liang explained that since the phonetic system they adopted was not a widely used
system, it still needed to be accepted. Nonetheless, the school became pioneers in
establishing the much needed teaching tools for ethnic minorities in Hong Kong. Also,
Dr. Liang felt that the government remained apathetic towards the urgent need of a
proper and standardized curriculum for Chinese language learning of the ethnic
minority group in Hong Kong. As earlier mentioned, the case study school slowly
developed its reputation for catering to the needs of South Asian students in Chinese
language learning that the government decided to re-adapt the material that was
produced by the school. It was “re-packaged” as a reference source for schools which
intended to accept NCS students and might need a “survival kit” for Chinese Language
learning. The NSS curriculum made it mandatory that all students who will take the
HKDSE must also sit for the Chinese Language subject. This forced all designated
schools and those which accepted NCS students to face the demand that their students,
NCS or otherwise, needed to be prepared for this new Chinese language exam.
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In 2010, French no longer was a core subject for the Form 1 NCS students at the case
study school because these batch of students are expected to sit for the Chinese
Language subject exam in 2016. One may ask if French for example, is still an option
for students as a second language equivalent. The answer is affirmative; however, the
French has to be taken at AS Level according to the UK grading system. In this context,
the threshold is raised and level of difficulty is also raised. Many students have to think
carefully if they still wish to sit for the French exam. From another point of view, there
will be a demand for a better qualified French teacher who can teach French at AS
Level. In a way, therefore, all students are “encouraged” to take Chinese Language
subject. After all, it is a subject necessary for entry into many post-secondary programs.
In the professional arena, Chinese is still a requirement in many job positions. In a way,
this also is subtle method of shedding the European language from the “localized”
curriculum.

The issue with taking Chinese Language as a core subject and acquiring it as a
qualification for post-secondary programs or job applications seems to be solved for the
time being because in 2007, the government recognized that NCS students are eligible
to take the Chinese Language subject at GCSE level. However, a newer problem arose
with the NSS curriculum.

As the Hong Kong education system is undergoing a major revamp, many of the core
subjects have also undergone a face-lift in terms of syllabus requirements. One of the
newer core subjects is Liberal Studies. Dr. Liang expressed concerns that the tackling of
this subject is also a headache. Apart from the subject being new, the demands of the
Liberal Studies (LS) syllabus are also high because there is another element within this
subject that NCS students will find more challenging than their Chinese counterparts.

It seems that NCS students have to jump over more hurdles in the new curriculum. Not
only do they have to master the Chinese language and its calligraphy, they also need to
take an exam which tests their knowledge and research abilities on the history and
culture of Hong Kong and China. There is a great demand for well qualified teachers of
LS. The teacher has not only to be adept at researching the necessary materials to
prepare students for the public exam, but in situations where teachers have to teach
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NCS students this subject, there is also a subtler anxiety on the part of the teacher of
how to motivate the NCS student to tackle the topic related to Chinese studies.

What has not been articulated in the teaching of LS to NCS students is that the Chinese
component in the syllabus is also mandatory in the exam. Teachers feel that this is again
a form of discrimination against NCS students because Chinese students have the
advantage of knowing about their own history and culture purely by being Chinese. The
Chinese children live and breathe their history and culture in their literature, their rituals,
their religion, their festivities and their core value system. All of which an NCS student
has to absorb and assimilate through textbook and internet knowledge and classroom
learning.

For the initial purposes, the Hong Kong government had no particular plan to cater for
the needs of children of NCS background. During the colonial days of Hong Kong,
NCS children were also regarded as children of the expatriates who came to live and
work for as long as their contracts allowed them. Usually these NCS children were
English, Americans, Australians, French and various nationalities from Europe. The
schooling of NCS was conveniently taken care of International schools which charge a
much higher tuition fee. The children of the Occident often took the GCSE, GCE, AP,
IB, HD because their academic path is the (privileged) path of entering universities in
the UK, USA, Australia or other parts Europe. In short, the expatriates “took care” of
themselves because the schools that their children went to suited the needs of the
expatriate community. In the meantime, the lives of school children from another type
of NCS background were quietly left unnoticed. These NCS children were children
from South Asian communities of whom many have made Hong Kong their homes,
unlike their expatriate counterparts whom many have left after 1997. Most of the South
Asian communities are immigrants from India, Pakistan, Nepal, and the Philippines etc.
Many of these NCS were grassroots families unlike those of the expatriate community
who worked for corporate magnates or the civil service under the colonial days. In
simpler perspectives the NCS children of South Asian backgrounds did not attend
international schools or schools ran by the ESF because of high tuition costs. On a
socio-political note, the Chinese Language education of the NCS community is the task
and responsibility of the government. The Hong Kong government however, had a
short term solution to this problem of avoiding the teaching of Chinese to NCS students.
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A second language such as French or German was considered as an equivalent
qualification if a student wished to further advance into upper secondary school and
sitting the Advanced Level examination. Thus a European language taken at the IGCSE
level was considered as a substitute for the numerous NCS children of South Asian
background. In fact, French was the most popular subject for these children. On an
interesting note, however, there were many children who are Pakistanis or Indians who
also went to regular mainstream local schools and wished to take their own language
such as Urdu or Hindi in hope to use it as a second language equivalent to enter Form
Six or upper secondary school. It is natural for these Pakistani and Indian children to do
well if not excel in their own mother tongue. The response from the Education Bureau
however was a firm negative. In other words, Urdu and Hindi were not considered as
equivalent subjects for entry into upper secondary school. It is rather an odd
phenomenon that Hong Kong only considers the European languages as a recognized
subject for further academic advancement. There is still that unanswered question why
Urdu or Hindi were not given equivalent academic recognition or status for entry into
an undergraduate programme, as was given to French or German.

The solution of the government was relatively simple. The initial response to the
catering for the South Asian NCS community was to “bring together” children from
different South Asian backgrounds so that there can be a better sense of belonging and
kindred. The cliché “birds of a feather flock together” is not without a certain agenda.
There were other intrinsic issues that had to be dealt with and at the same time, there
was a pressing need to also ensure that children of a NCS background were also
enjoying the nine-year free education promised by the government. The foremost
intrinsic issue which is understood but unsaid is that each time a new member of the
South Asian community joins a school, the chances of a local Chinese student leaving
that school increases. Or another phenomenon is that fewer Chinese children will enrol
at Form 1 into that school because the number of ethnic minority students attending that
school is increasing. Like many parents who conscientiously seek for a school for their
children, the word of mouth and the school’s reputation are some of the things taken
into consideration before opting to enrol. This is a phenomenon not peculiar to Hong
Kong. If we take the urban areas of any major city in the United States for example,
Ohio, we come across a similar picture. As the black community increases in the urban
areas, the white community leaves and moves into the suburbia. At some tipping point,
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all the “original” inhabitants of that particular community disappear and new
communities of non-whites occupy the area which was once populated by whites. In a
similar context therefore, the intrinsic issue which arises as with the case study school
was that the more ethnic minority students it accepted the more Chinese students left. It
was like a “natural exodus” of the original Chinese community from the case study
school. This was mentioned by the consultant who was working on an on-going project
conducted by the University of Hong Kong whom the researcher interviewed in 2009.
The expression used was “take 1 and 3 go”.

The government does not have a clear cut policy on Chinese as a second language per
se which solely serves the ethnic minority community in HK. However, the new NSS
curriculum which suits the 334 arrangements has guidelines which explains how
Chinese as a second language can be taught to NCS students. Therefore, in this
perspective it is “already a policy” (Head Teacher of case study school, 2010). In the
334 policy, adjustments have already been made for the teaching and learning of
Chinese Language subject. For NCS students, one of the adjustments in the 334
curriculum is that the GCSE Chinese Language will be accepted as an equivalent pass
to the Chinese Language taken in the HKDSE exam. However, if the student received 6
years of education in a CMI or has studied Chinese prior to the HKDSE, then they will
not be allowed to take the Chinese Language at the IGCSE level.

Some EM children have been studying Chinese Language both in a CMI and EMI
primary school for their whole primary school life. Therefore, according to the NSS
policy, these children are expected to take the HKDSE exam for Chinese Language.
However, upon closer survey, many of these primary schools which serve EMs do not
follow the curriculum of regular mainstream schools in Hong Kong. The reason is that,
much as these primary schools wish to train EMs primary school students to be fluent in
Chinese, they can only offer a lower level or simplified version of the Chinese syllabus
to these NCS. These schools do not follow the regular Chinese Language curriculum as
would other mainstream schools because the needs of the NCS community are different
from regular Chinese children in Hong Kong. Chinese Language taught to NCS is
taught as Chinese as a second language (CSL). Although dubbed as NCS, many of these
South Asian children in fact can speak Cantonese fluently. It is the acquisition of
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writing and reading skills that becomes the greater challenge of school authorities and
the government.

The schools which in truth, courageously accept a wider variety of ethnic minorities
have to design and create their own Chinese Language teaching material specifically
catered for the ethnic minorities in their school. In essence, they try to generate texts
from scratch so that the NCS children can learn Chinese language. The other reason for
“taking things into their own hands” is that there are no ready textbooks or published
teaching material or hardware available for schools to use so that Chinese can be taught
to these NCS children. For Chinese Language teachers who teach in such schools that
accept ethnic minorities therefore, there is another task on top of their teaching
workload, and that is to write up teaching materials for second language learners. Many
teachers, as Dr Liang mentioned, do not have special training in teaching Chinese as a
second language. In the recent past, in 2010, the EB decided to solicit help from various
teachers of Chinese Language from all levels. Apart from the language experts from
various universities, it was crucial to also seek advice from actual designated schools,
especially those schools who were the forerunners in the deed of educating the NCS in
Chinese language. That year, on a return visit, Dr Liang mentioned that the deputy
principal, who was also one of the Chinese language teachers, was being “borrowed” by
the EB on a 3-month contract to help design a new set of textbooks for Chinese as a
second language. See Appendix 5.1 to 5.7. These sample pages were the draft and the
Deputy Principal explained that the content of the textbook was still being fine-tuned.

4.3 Part II
One of the goals in narrative inquiry is to give voice to those whose stories have not been
heard of in educational research (Creswell, 2008; cf. Chase, 2005). The quote below is from
the author of The Peter Principle on his view about education. It can serve as kick-off to the
nine vignettes and at the same time bring out the irony of what education gives us.
“Education is a method whereby one acquires a higher grade of prejudices.” (Laurence Peter
1919 - 1988).
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4.3.1 The Ethnic Minority Vignettes
The following are eight narratives from students who at one point or another were
students. The blurb that immediately follows their name tells us some crucial
information about the interviewee at the time of the interview at Mary Immaculate
College (MIC). The ninth narrative – Husna’s narrative – is also included here. Husna’s
story shows a different perspective of an ethnic minority in Hong Kong who attended a
CMI school, unlike the other students who attended MIC which was an EMI school. As
their stories unfold, we will find out that although all of these students were not Chinese,
not all of them were NCS either, as conveniently labelled by the Education Bureau. As
with MIC, the students are given aliases. Some of the student interviewees were more
spontaneous and forthcoming than the others. Hence some of the data below are
intrinsically richer. The two parents interviewed were also candid about their thoughts
and opinions regarding their children’s schooling in Hong Kong.

4.3.1.1

Juan Carlos
At a glance: Filipino, Form 6, 18 years old, speaks no Cantonese,
reads no Chinese

I shall refer to Juan Carlos as simply Juan; he was also one of the students who
agreed to engage in an interview after he graduated from MIC; after completing
the A-Levels. He had just turned 18 years old when I first met him. Juan is a
Filipino and is the elder of 2 siblings. Like his sister Jessica, he was born and
raised in Hong Kong. His sister, a year younger, was also studying in the same
designated school i.e. MIC, in Form 6 at the time of the interview. Both their
parents were Filipinos. His mother worked at the Hong Kong International
Airport and his father was a residential services supervisor. Both parents were
permanent residents in Hong Kong. For Juan and his younger sister, MIC had
been their secondary school since Form 1. English is the main language of
communication in their home. Both attended mainstream English primary
schools in Hong Kong and learned some Chinese at primary school level. Both
of them also attended a designated primary school. The pupils from their
primary school are often allocated to MIC. After being accepted into MIC, they
were enrolled in the French class because they were part of the larger ethnic
minority students whose Chinese was not at L1 level, hence not as fluent as their
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Chinese counterparts. In other words, Both Juan and Jessica would not be able
to handle the Chinese Language syllabus and sit for the secondary school
graduating examination (HKCEE). Juan and his sister mainly spoke English at
home, and growing up, they did not see the need to learn the Chinese language
formally. Neither of them could speak Cantonese fluently either. Juan explained
that he felt comfortable just speaking in English to his friends and teachers at
school. He did not feel the need to learn how to converse in Cantonese. At one
point during the interview, Juan was asked if he felt that speaking Cantonese
was important, he shook his head firmly and replied that learning how to speak
Cantonese was not really necessary since many (if not all) of his Chinese friends
at school spoke English and in fact, he felt that he was doing his Chinese
classmates a favour because they were glad to practice their spoken English with
him. In the designated school, although the students were from different Asian
countries, all of them communicated in English. Juan also mentioned that Hong
Kong is a cosmopolitan city and thus many people can communicate in English
anyway, which therefore would not magnify his handicap in the Chinese
language.

Asked if he enjoyed studying at MIC, Juan shrugged and felt that the school was
“okay” He explained that he did not seem to have many friends at school. He
did not like to hang out much with his Chinese classmates because most of the
time they would slip back into chatting in Cantonese which he could not follow.
He also did not mingle much with his Pakistani school mates because they were
relatively sporty characters who enjoyed cricket, and Juan felt that he was not
much of sportsperson. He said he preferred mixing with other Filipino friends at
school and explained to me that it was very natural for students to hang out with
classmates who shared the same ethnicity. He also felt that although there was a
diverse mix of students from other cultural backgrounds, it was not that they
disliked each other, but that it was natural that cliques were often formed with
friends who shared the same ethnic background.

Within the classroom setting, Juan described that MIC separated their students
as well. There were four classes to each Form. Two classes comprised of all
Chinese students and two classes comprised of all ethnic minorities i.e. NCS
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students. Lessons were conducted mainly in Cantonese for the classes which had
dominant Chinese students. And lessons for the NCS students were mainly
conducted in English. Occasionally, inside the NCS classroom, the teachers
would slip back into teaching in Cantonese. The reason being, some of the EM
students can understand Cantonese, and for some year groups, there are one or
two Chinese students who opt to attend the NCS class because English was the
MoI. Juan also mentioned that sometimes he wished the teachers would not
come and go so often. There were some teachers who did not stay very long at
MIC in his seven years of study there. Some of them quit teaching at MIC after
a couple of years. In his senior secondary school years, Juan opted to study
Science. He studied Chemistry and Biology for the HKCEE and so opted for
these two subjects again for his A-Levels. At a later interview (after graduating
into University), Juan regretted making those subject choices. One of the things
he mentioned regarding the school facilities was that he wished the school could
offer more opportunities to conduct laboratory work. As Science students he felt
that they could have been given better lab equipment to work with.

The highest score he earned in his A-Level exams was in English Literature;
Juan scored an ‘A’. But the rest of his results were not good enough to earn him
points into a place at a university through the Joint University Programmes
Admissions System (JUPAS). He then decided to enrol into an Associate
Degree program20. It was a two year program that offered General Education.
Although he had to take a detour in order to have another go at university, Juan
felt that at least he could still vie for a place if he took a step back by enrolling
into an Associate Degree Programme. At University he was planning to choose
his major in Journalism. But in the end, he earned a degree in Associate in Arts
from a community college. Juan wanted very much to try again to enter the
School of Communications at the Hong Kong Baptist University, in hope to
major in Journalism. Juan’s wish is to become a reporter or a newscaster
working in Hong Kong.

20

The Associate Degree (AD) programmes in Hong Kong are fashioned like the programmes offered in
community colleges in the US. Some students in HK who were unable to enter UGC (government) funded
undergraduate programmes, opt for AD and try to get into an undergraduate programme again using their GPA
from the AD programme instead of their A-Level results.
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The last time Juan shared his story with me, he was accepted into Year 2 at the
Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU), reading Journalism. Before entering
HKBU, he chose the College of International Education (CIE) which is an
independent academic unit – a community college that offered sub-degrees - at
HKBU. Juan’s acceptance into the undergraduate programme was not without
difficulty. It was explained to him at the HKBU entrance interview that his lack
of Chinese language skills would create challenges in his studies because many
of the classes, especially the core courses, were conducted in Chinese. Juan
would not have many courses to choose from. But Juan persevered in the end.
Although he failed two out of the five subjects he took for A-Levels, he scored
3.65 for his GPA at CIE. On most occasions, a GPA score of 3.5 or more gives
an AD student a chance for an interview at a University undergraduate
programme. With hindsight, Juan again explained that had he known better, he
would not have opted for Science subjects at A-Levels. But perhaps should have
opted for Business subjects instead. He realized afterwards that options taken at
A-Levels had to be made with a strategic goal. He relied on himself when
deciding what subjects to take at senior secondary school level, and did not seek
any particular advice from teachers and friends. Juan explained that both his
parents were not familiar at all with the HK education system, and how the
subject choices should be made to enhance better possibilities of higher
education (HE). He said that his mother left it all to him and his sister to decide
what choices to make.

Researcher: Do you feel that they (parents) understand the school system and
the challenges you face?
JC: They don’t. They don’t understand the school system. Whatever I’m doing
for school right now, they will rely on me, to know exactly what I’m doing. And
as long as I tell them exactly what it is, and explain it, then if it’s okay for them…
if it’s okay for me, then it’s okay for them.

At the last interview with Juan; already in Year 2 Journalism at HKBU, he
remarked:

JC: If someone had told me that biology, chemistry will just be repeating what
you’ve already learned, and that business would be like some… actually you’ll be
learning very basic information, then maybe I would have taken it. I would have
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still being very one-track minded into being something science-related. I think
maybe something to do with my mum and her ‘be-a-doctor’ joke.

Juan also remarked that his mother kept reminding him that he had to improve
in his Cantonese so that he could find a better job than she did.

4.3.1.2

Cherise
At a glance: Filipina, Year 2 undergraduate at HKBU, 21 years old,
speaks no Cantonese, reads some Chinese

Like Juan, Cherise also agreed to be interviewed after she graduated from MIC.
She came from the year group which was a year younger than Juan’s year group.
The last interview done with Cherise was when she had just completed her
second year, English major, at the Hong Kong Baptist University. Cherise first
arrived in HK when she was around 16 years old. She is the eldest of 4 children.
Cherise is from the Philippines. Her mother is Filipino and her father is Chinese.

After her family arrived in HK, Cherise and her siblings were sent to the 6month induction programme before being re-allocated to a school in HK. When
the induction programme was over, the EB allocated her and all her siblings to a
Chinese school which was near to their home. She recalled that at first, her
father was pleased because it was a Chinese school, and all the siblings would
be together. Her father also believed that together with all her siblings, they
could learn Chinese and integrate into the HK Chinese setting quickly. She also
remembered being held back one year and was enrolled into Form 2, much to
her disappointment, because she was in Form 3 in the Philippines, before
coming to HK. She felt that she was purposely being held back by the EB
because she was from a “third world developing country” (Cherise’s own
words). The school she was allocated to, was in the New Territories and at one
point in the interview, she described her experience in that school as “one year
of pure hell.” Cherise did not understand why she was held back at Form 2 level.
She explained that the school was a Band 3 Chinese school and remembered that
some of her schoolmates were “really immature violent students.” Back in the
Philippines, Cherise and her siblings went to a private Chinese school. In fact,
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they could read and write some Chinese. In the Philippines, they learnt Chinese
in Putonghua, not Cantonese. So, one of the language transitions that Cherise
went through was to learn how to speak Cantonese when she arrived in HK. At
home they spoke mostly Tagalog and English but not much Chinese (and no
Cantonese). Cherise’s Chinese father also spoke Tagalog at home.

Since they were allocated to a CMI school, all the textbooks (except English
subject) were in Chinese and lessons were conducted in Cantonese, not
Putonghua. Although they could read Chinese, Cherise recalled how she and her
younger sister had to share a translation machine to translate their school
textbooks into English because it was easier for them to study that way. She
explained that together with all her siblings, they were all allocated to a CMI
school because they were (half) Chinese. Cherise felt that it was assumed by EB
they would just “pick up Cantonese” as they immersed themselves in the CMI
school. Her class teacher was expected to help her out with regard to the
difficulty in understanding the texts. But Cherise also understood that her
teacher was too busy to only cater for her needs as an EM student. She also
remembered how she picked up Cantonese from her classmates, and figured that
with her Putonghua background and a bit of Fujianese which she learned from
her grandmother, she was able to articulate some sort of Cantonese.

She found it strange that her HK classmates thought it was bizarre that she could
not understand any Cantonese even though she was Chinese. At the CMI school
she resorted to her own methods of translating the contents of the Chinese
lessons and other Chinese textbooks. She felt that this was a hindrance to her
learning of the subjects, because it was rather time consuming. Cherise felt that
she had double or triple work as compared to her classmates because lessons
were conducted in Cantonese. If she had been allocated to an EMI school, she
felt she could have learnt her subjects much faster. After about a year in this
Band 3 school in HK, Cherise and her family went back to the Philippines. But
they soon found themselves back in HK again, because her father had started a
business partnership with her uncle here in HK. The second time around,
Cherise persuaded her father that they must not go back to a CMI school
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because she did not want to go through again what she experienced in an allChinese school.

Cherise: How did we know? (about MIC)… wow, because actually I think my
parents were the ones who found out… oh no no no! The transition school has
links with this school…Except my dad, at the first time, had this notion that we
had to go to a Chinese school, so we can learn Cantonese…Yeah. An immersion
idea, but he didn’t know how hellish that was…So… um… Afterwards when he
decided… you know, you guys are going to come back here, we all asked him
like, we can’t go to a CMI school.

After asking around and learning from friends, they chose to enrol in Mary
Immaculate College, the case study designated school. Cherise recalled that
upon being accepted into MIC, she was still a little bit angry, somewhat
resentful, because she was already given a conditional offer at La Salle
University in the Philippines. That meant, Cherise was qualified for a place at an
undergraduate programme in the Philippines, but she can only be offered a
secondary school place in HK, and to sit for the HKCEE. With hindsight,
Cherise explained that she had to accept her reality because since her father
wanted the whole family to be in HK, it also meant that she had to make some
sacrifices in terms of her schooling choices.

Hence, the second time around, Cherise and her siblings all were enrolled in
MIC. They arrived sometime in the month of May, which in HK, was towards
the end of the academic year. Cherise explained that Dr. Liang was ready to
accept her into Form 4 at MIC, although she was qualified for Form 5, because
if Cherise had started Form 5, she would not be able to prepare in time and sit
for the HKCEE that same year, which was only three months away. Hence
another hiatus towards HE for Cherise. Among the entire core subjects she had
to sit for the HKCEE, Cherise also had to take French because she could not opt
for Chinese Language as it was too difficult. The dialogue between her and I on
the language issue at school which Cherise had to hurdle over was like this:
(R → Researcher; C→ Cherise)
R:
C:
R:
C:

Did you do Chinese or French?
French. Yeah, that was the hardest, actually.
But that was picking it up at form 4!
Yeah… no, form 5! Because form 4 I rarely came to school…
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R: So you used less than a year to prepare for…
Something they’ve been learning since form 1…
C: Yeah, tell me about it…I had to like… for French, actually… I spent more
time on French I think, because you can’t get into University unless you get
a C. That time I thought if you get an E, it was enough. I didn’t know you
had to get a C until I…
R: How did you find out?
C: When I was in form 6. I found out… I was like… ‘Oh thank God I got a C!’
Yeah. If you don’t get a C, they (University requirements) don’t consider…
R: So this is the language requirement?
C: Because for…that’s quite a long story, the struggle for JUPAS, but then for
form 5, for French, I… I bought a book in the Philippines that’s like… you
know… ‘French for Dummies’, something like that… So I just memorized
everything…
R: Translations… How did you manage?
C: Um… you know, I searched for a book that matches how I think, in a way…
so that book was like, categorized into like time… instead of those you know,
like communicative style books, it was more like a memorizing type of book,
which was what I needed because I had to memorize something in like, 7
months, before the exam. So I just memorized everything…
R: So you knew that the Cert (HKCEE) was your ticket to A levels?
C: I knew because that was what everybody kept telling me. And then, at that
time I thought, ‘Oh, okay, I have an exam to do, whatever…’, because um…
my uncle… ‘cause my father’s elder brother has this… he said that… because
he has been here… he was living here a long time ago, he said it’s quite
difficult, and it’s like nearly impossible for me to get into Form 6… so I think
my dad was quite proud when I got in. But then, at that time, I believed
him (her uncle), I didn’t really care, so I was applying for IVE. I applied for
IVE, I even had a Chinese interview for IVE.

Cherise was apprehensive about her performance in her HKCEE. She said that
she really thought that she would fail the HKCEE. And on the day of the release
of the public examinations results, Cherise did not go to school until late in the
morning. It was not only until her class teacher called her asking her to enrol
into Form 6, did she quickly get to school. Otherwise the spot would be offered
to an outsider student, that is, someone who did not graduate Form 5 at MIC.
Cherise scored 14 points for her HKCEE, which is the recommended minimum
requirement for a school to accept a student into Form 6, i.e. A-Levels. At the
start of the following new school year, in Form 6, Cherise realized that out of all
the NCS students in her entire Form 5 year group, only 11 were able to make it
back to study A-Levels. There were a total of 40 students enrolled into Form 6
in her year. She also found out that within that group of 11 NCS students, some
of them did not meet the recommended minimum 14-points entrance
requirement, but were nonetheless given a place to study in Form 6. In her
generation of Form 5 students there were altogether 4 classes (as in Juan’s year
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group). In Cherise’s cohort however, 3 classes consisted of mainly NCS and 1
class was all-Chinese (unlike in Juan’s year group in which there was 2 classes
of NCS students and 2 classes of Chinese students). Cherise further described
that in her cohort of A-Level students, most of those who were able to score
enough points to return to Form 6 were the Chinese students who came from
that one single class of all-Chinese students.

Further into the conversation, Cherise described what she felt about having to
take French as a pre-requisite to enter University. Her depiction of the
mandatory language courses necessary for University entrance for students,
Chinese or NCS students is captured as follows: (R → Researcher; C→
Cherise)
R: So okay… reflecting… do you think the form 5 or the form 7
system is… does it help people like non-Chinese people? You had the option
for taking French although you’re…
C: But now it’s gone.
R: But what do you think of…
C: Um, it gives the options but it doesn’t give you a lot of freedom. It’s kind of
like the system is forcing you to adjust to what they (EB) want because you
had to take French, you must take another language, it’s a ‘must’. It’s like
their philosophy but you had to take another language which I really did not
understand.
Because…um, you know, they are trying to be fair to
us….Chinese students had to take English and you guys had to take another
language to like… study, so you can feel what the locals are feeling, I guess,
but then… actually the French thing wasn’t really that fair either, because
not all universities and not all courses accept it. So when we applied for
form 7 JUPAS, we had to look at the course requirements, and then it always,
mostly, mostly said, ‘must have AS Chinese Language & Literature’, or, they
go ‘an equivalent language’…
R: French?
C: Yup, but then that’s only some, not all. That’s mostly for the Arts faculty.
But then some of the Science majors, they can’t go to those courses, like if
they want to study Science or Engineering, they must have Chinese…
R: Because… that’s the…
C: That’s the requirements…
R: So did you… were you given this piece of information at form 5? Or you only
realized this at form 6?
C: We realized it at form 7.
R: Because you were going to apply for JUPAS…
C: Because we were going to apply for JUPAS, that’s when they started giving
us all the… you know, the JUPAS booklets, and I think those information
should come in Form 6. Because by that time, we are too focused on
studying for your exams, and you don’t have enough to focus on what you’re
going to put on the 25 choices… or the top 6 because that’s the only one
that counts actually. And then you realize that what you’ve been studying,
or what you’ve studied before was useless. The French was so useless for
the Science majors; they all still chose teaching in the end, because that’s
the only one that’s open…
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R: So are you saying that they thought that they have the pre-requisite but
then…
C: But they didn’t…

Like Juan, Cherise also had dreams of becoming a journalist. But she was very
clear about the requirements needed for University entrance and was not ready
to take risks when filling out her JUPAS application form. One of the strategies
of filling out the joint-universities application form was to know one’s own
potential score for A-Levels; and one’s own strengths and weaknesses, to say
the least. Each Form 7 student had a maximum of 25 choices of programmes
from all the 8 universities put together. However, it is an understood exercise
that the first 6 choices that students make are the most crucial ones. It is like a
hit-or-miss competition i.e., as a strategy, students get offered a University place
based on a combination of a) the results of their A-Levels and b) how popular
the programme is and c) how big the quota for JUPAS and non-JUPAS
applicants is. And although Cherise wanted badly to study Journalism, she knew
that she could not enrol into a programme like that in HK because one of the
entrance requirements was Chinese language, which she did not have. Therefore,
even though her English language skills were strong, it was not enough to earn a
place at a journalism school. The following is what she had to say about taking
Chinese language for the HKCEE:
(R → Researcher; C→ Cherise)
R: So for you, was Baptist U… was that in your first 6 choices?
C: Yup! Baptist was… at that time… since I thought Journalism was really out
of the question ‘cause…it requires Chinese. And um…
R: Did you know this back in form 5?
C: No… no. I didn’t know.
R: But were you…sort of entertained the thought that you want to go into
Journalism?
C: It’s what I applied for back in the Philippines, and like, in UST (University of
Santo Tomas)… so I’ve always had this thought… you know… either become
a journalist or…
R: …so given the fact if you had known back in form 5 that Chinese was
required for Journalism, do you think you would have taken it?
C: No way. ‘Cause I came from the CMI school, so I know what they were
studying for Chinese, because I had to stay in the class. And it’s nearly
impossible for me to pass…
R: So even though you do have Chinese background, and you can read and
write, you know…
C: It’s not enough…for the local Chinese AS system. But I know now they have
the CSL, that might have been different, but then the Chinese…like the local
Chinese students…what they were studying, is too hard…especially the…
R: So there’s still a big gap from what…
C: It’s a really big gap.
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R: So what you have because of your background is, you’ve got the Chinese
skills that will get you around, and still get a job, you can order from a fastfood shop…
C: Yeah, I can… probably…
R: You can read signs and…
C: Yeah… or menus…
R: And menus and won’t get lost. But to take a public exam…
C: Impossible.

When asked about what she thought about other aspects of school life at MIC,
such as what her friends were like or what extra school activities were like,
Cherise thought for a short moment and described most of the students at MIC
as “a bit immature.” She said that the school emphasized a lot on the importance
of the public exams but, did not instil enough of the idea that the students ought
to be more wary about their future; or at least students should be encouraged to
plan ahead after secondary school. Cherise saw that there were many
opportunities at school for the students to have fun doing extra-curricular
activities. However, she implied that some of her schoolmates were too carried
away with other activities and said, “they kind of forget the other goals, like
what are you gonna do with your life?” Although fun, Cherise felt that the
distractions at school made some of her friends neglect their studies even though
they knew that public exams were just around the corner, because the subjects
were difficult to handle. She said:

“…one of the problems with ethnic minorities, because they group us into one
group, so we all think this is our world. So they kind of like, you know, just
internalize everything, they don’t really think about anything else.”

She went on to say that most of her peer group chose to focus on the ‘now’ only.
And when asked about what she thought about MIC being an almost ‘all
exclusive’ school with many NCS schoolmates, her opinion was:
“I think a little bit… because they are here in this school, in this world, in this
small tiny world, but they think ‘this is my world’, that they kind of neglect the
outside and what are they gonna do, when they get into that outside world, I
think that’s one of the biggest problems. That’s why they’re not focusing on
anything else…”

Cherise however also felt that her Alma Mater was doing a good job in a way
because the teachers created a home for the students. Another crucial issue that
was discussed was whether she thought there was a mismatch between what
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happened after graduating from Form 5, and how the students viewed their
academic abilities. Cherise had this to say:
“I think they have to learn that the hard way, because you’ve gotten used to
being the majority in a place, and then you come out, and you’re the minority
again. So that’s why students here often times are more arrogant, you know,
they’re kind of more proud of themselves, and I’m not saying that’s bad, you
know, you should be proud of yourself.”

She went on to express her worry over her younger brother, who at the time of
the interview, was awaiting the release of his HKCEE results. She felt that he
too was under the influence of his barcada 21 . She noticed how he enjoyed
hanging out with other Filipino classmates. Cherise also expressed her concern
about how a large number of students at MIC had a “live-for-now” attitude and
did not seem to care about what could happen to them if they did not move on to
HE. Cherise wondered if it was because MIC was such a haven for NCS
students that they did not realize how competitive the HK education system
really is, and a mere secondary school certificate is not enough to secure a wellpaid job.

4.3.1.3

Aisha
At a glance: Pakistani, Year 2 student at HKBU, 20 years old,
speaks no Cantonese, reads no Chinese

Like Cherise, Aisha had already graduated into university when I met her, and
was in her final year at university. She is the fifth of seven children. Her father
came to HK in the late 60’s when he was about 18 years old. Aisha explained
that her father left his farming community in Pakistan because many people in
his village were trying to leave the country for a better life. HK happened to be
one of the coveted destinations next to the US, and her father chose HK. He had
no family nor friends in HK back then, and ventured on his own to start a new
life in HK. Soon after he settled in HK, his relatives arrived as well. In the mid
70’s he had to return to Pakistan. An arranged marriage was waiting for him.
Her father remained there for a few years and in the late 70’s he came back to
21

“barcada” is a slang word in Tagalog for gang or groupie. It has its etymological roots in the Spanish word,
meaning boatload. Within this context, it meant that Cherie’s brother chummed around.
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HK with his wife and first three children. Aisha said that all the rest of her
siblings including her were born in HK. Her parents are now permanent
residents in HK and have been living here for just over thirty years. Aisha’s
father has worked as night watchman, construction worker and salesman in a
retail shop. In the 80’s he started a partnership business with Aisha’s uncle in
babies’ wear and the business flourished. At the time of the interview, Aisha
also said that her 2 other younger siblings were awaiting the HK public
examinations results. One was waiting for the release of the HKCEE and the
other was waiting for the HKAL.

Aisha and her six other siblings went to different types of schools in HK. From
regular mainstream Band 1 EMI schools to Band 3 designated schools. Aisha
went to a designated primary school as well and had a similar story to that of
Cherise and Juan about some of her classroom experience at secondary school.
All the EMs were allocated to one class for English language purpose, whilst all
the Chinese students were segregated to another class which was predominantly
taught in Chinese. After the release of the HKCEE, Aisha was only 1 of 4 EM
students who made to HKAL in her year group.

Aisha’s story in primary school went like this: There were three second
languages to choose from to study at her primary school. When still in the
designated primary school, Aisha remembered that her father wanted her to opt
to learn Urdu, even though it was not their mother tongue. Her native home
language was Pashto and everyone spoke that at home. Aisha’s father thought
that Urdu was an ‘international language’ and since it was being offered in HK,
she should seize the chance to study it. Urdu was the second language Aisha
learnt at school in primary school and that was the main language of
communication she used at school with her friends outside of the classroom
setting. In her words, she described:
“Yah. I mean, there were groups like Filipino speaking Tagalog, Indians
speaking Indian, except for like Filipinos when they had to talk to us, then of
course we use English.”
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In other words, in Aisha’s primary school, the NCS students were given the
choice of which second language they wanted to study. Chinese was not a
mandatory subject for the EMs. Her school was still a half-day school back then
and the morning session (8 a.m. to 12 noon) was for Chinese children and the
afternoon session (1 p.m. to 6 p.m.) was for NCS students. Aisha said there were
very few Chinese students who attended the afternoon session; and those that
did often chose to do so explicitly because the afternoon sessions were taught in
English. Parents of these Chinese children wanted them to attend school in
which English was the MoI. Aisha went back for a visit to her primary school
recently and was surprised to find out that the designated primary school that
she used to attend not only was a full-day school, but there were “no more”
Chinese children. When asked if she knew where they went, she said, “I don’t
know.” Today, her primary school is almost an all-NCS school.

When asked about her standard of Chinese language, Aisha put herself at
Primary 1 level; understanding a few simple Chinese characters, but not enough
to read a Chinese newspaper or read a menu in Chinese. She said however, that
at home, she spoke some Cantonese with her siblings because they could all
speak Cantonese, and she learnt how to speak from other Chinese children when
they used to play in the park. In recollection, Aisha said she had a happy
childhood when she was in primary school. And when asked about second
language acquisition at primary school, she said she did not think much about it
and that it was her father who helped her make the decision to study Urdu. She
said that she did not think much about the learning of Chinese back in primary
school and that it was not as much an ‘added value’ as Urdu was. However,
since she did not learn much Chinese, she had to opt for a secondary school
which offered French. And that often meant a designated school.

Aisha recalled one of the turning point moments in her junior secondary school
life when she was offered an interview at a Band 1 Catholic girls’ school; the
same school that one of her elder sisters attended. However, Aisha missed the
interview because of family matters. The girls’ school did not offer another
chance for an interview. Aisha explained: (R: researcher; A: Aisha)
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A: I was in Pakistan.
R: Did they offer you a…
A: No, competition was keen. So we were all sad in a way but… I applied for all
these band 1 schools but coming from (name of her primary school), that
school, I think they had sort of a bias towards students like us, the school
we’re from, our background, because not all of them… I’m not sure, maybe
because maybe my studies were not good or something, I have no idea, but
like hearing what my dad said, it was very difficult for…like our people, like
ethnic minority to study in those schools.
R: But why do you think so?
A: One of the reasons is maybe because of the primary school we come from,
like (name of her primary school), it’s not really a good…
R: So you think it’s the nature, the repute of the school that…
A: Yah. That’s right.

When considering all her siblings’ standard of Chinese language, she said that it
was her youngest sister and second eldest brother who both had the best
standard of Chinese in her family. Both these two siblings could read and write
Chinese as well as speaking it. The reason being, her brother went to study in a
CMI school and her sister belongs to the new generation of HK students who
have to take Chinese as a mandatory subject. In contrast to Aisha’s primary
school experience, Aisha’s sister had to take Chinese as a core subject while
Urdu became the elective subject. Aisha said that her sister was mainly her
translator when it came to sitting down and making options for University
applications. There were a lot of secondary materials such as booklets or
pamphlets which gave secondary school students advice for HE, but these were
mainly published in Chinese. University brochures were bilingual, but printed
resources for academic advice in English were few. And Aisha felt that she
needed other opinions or suggestions other than her teachers at school when it
came to making choices for HE. But she could not make proper informed
decisions because she could not read Chinese.

Aisha said that English Literature was her favourite subject at school when she
was studying for her HKCEE and perhaps that was why she did well overall.
Aisha scored 17 points and that was a guarantee to move onto A-Levels. As she
was preparing to sit for both her public exams, she remembered that sometimes
lessons became disrupted by rowdy classmates; trouble-makers who did not
want to study. Aisha said sometimes twenty minutes was spent disciplining the
class and only fifteen minutes left for an actual lesson. This became a stigma for
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the EM students. Many teachers especially the inexperienced ones, Aisha
recalled, were rather intimidated by South Asian students because, although on
one hand, there were the attention-seeking trouble-makers, EM students were
overall much more outspoken than Chinese students. Aisha felt that Chinese
students were comparatively more passive than EM students. She said that when
she was in Form 5, she found out that certain topics in some subjects such as
Maths for example, were altogether missed out, or not taught by the teacher
because the NCS students “would not be able to grasp it anyway.” Or sometimes
the reason for not covering the topic was because there was not enough time or
on some occasions, the teacher left in the middle of an academic year. Aisha
suspected that it was perhaps because the students were too difficult to handle.
She remembered how in one particular year, she had three different Accounts
teacher because they left after teaching only a couple of months. Her words
were:
“It was just like that, we had a lot of different teachers and we couldn’t learn
anything consistently.”

Something else which she remembered when she was in Form 5, was that
perhaps because the NCS students were somewhat stigmatised as being lazy or
not academically inclined, she found out one day that her Chinese counterparts
in the segregated class were given extra assignments as drills to prepare them for
the public exam. The NCS classes however, were not given as much homework
as the Chinese students. Apart from recalling classroom rowdiness or teacher
resignations that affected her schooling experience, Aisha said that on many
occasions, especially during her A-Level years, some of her teachers would
naturally switch to speaking Cantonese when teaching, irrespective of whether
or not the school should be English MoI. Aisha said she felt sorry for her other
three fellow EM classmates because there were two could not understand
Cantonese very well. So eventually they approached the teacher and arrived at a
compromise in which the teacher agreed to code-switch. Aisha said that in her
small group of 4 ethnic minority students in the A-Level class, she was the only
one who passed the exams and scored enough to earn herself conditional offers
from Hong Kong Baptist University, Lingnan University and City University.
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Aisha eventually opted for HKBU and she studied for a double degree in
English and Education. She recalled that when she was accepted into HKBU,
her whole family celebrated and her father was very proud of her. She said, “I
wanted to prove that I could be one of the first few Pakistani girls in Hong Kong
to actually go to university.” Looking back, Aisha realized that she had to put in
more effort in her work because she really wanted to go to university. She
explained that in her culture, for most girls, they were not strongly encouraged
to go beyond secondary school because they are expected to be engaged by the
time they are twenty years old and married soon after. That is why studying for
the A-Levels was not the most crucial thing for Pakistani girls, according to
Aisha. However for Aisha, she felt that career came before marriage and she
was not looking forward to being matched with someone for marriage. Aisha
believed that a degree would be the ticket to a better job. She said that without it,
she would end up in some small office job perhaps or a stay-at-home mother.
There was no discouragement from her family with regard to pursuing HE, but
she felt that it was something she had to “fight for.” She had a clear goal in mind
back then. She elaborated:
“…I would also, after school stay long periods in school and go to teachers,
people called me the nerd, I was like ‘okay, whatever’. I just wanted to go to
university cause everyone said it was difficult so I thought, no.”

Her entering university was another milestone in her schooling experience,
especially because this was not expected from a girl in a Pakistani family.
Unlike her mother, her father was not too upset that Aisha was pursuing HE.
Aisha’s father believes that “a career in teaching is pretty good in Hong Kong”
and she has made it clear that she wanted this more than getting married. When
asked about what she thought about the chances for EMs moving onto HE in
HK, she said that chances were few and in her culture, girls were not
encouraged to move further beyond Form 5 anyway. Hence she thought, there
are quite a few EM students in HK who do not see the HKCEE as a ticket to HE,
but as a closure to schooling. Girls are expected to get married anyway and raise
their families. Aisha mentioned a story about one of her Form 5 Pakistani
female classmates who was told that the only reason why her parents allowed
her to complete Form 5 in HK was because they did not want her to get too
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bored. They already had plans to marry off their daughter after she completed
Form 5.

Since Aisha did not entertain too much the thought of getting married, she felt
that she had to put all her energy into studying for her A-Levels. On hindsight,
she had a few other things to say about her classroom experiences at school. She
regretted that she was not given the chance to study Chinese in Form 1. She said
that NCS children who did not have any formal training in Chinese at primary
school level were encouraged to take French. She felt that French was a waste of
time, but she had no choice. She also said that she could feel that teachers had
various stereotypes regarding ethnic minorities. She knew that being part of the
NCS group of students, a different kind of treatment was given to them. She had
this to say:
“It’s just the way we are. I think they (teachers) were not used to students
asking them questions or challenging them once in a while, we would like, ‘Sir,
but I don’t think it’s like that, it’s supposed to be like that..’ or making jokes once
in a while. I think those teachers are used to where students are passive
learning or just listen and then do it, but for our kids, we are not like that, we
like to joke around once in a while, we like to… the smart kids will be asking a lot
of questions. I think those teachers are not used to it. I have no idea…”

As with the year group of Cherise, Aisha pointed out that there were not many
ethnic minorities who made it to A-Levels in her year group. Those who did
make it to the A-Levels, irrespective of their ethnicity were the ones who had
stronger aspirations of entering university. When Aisha spoke about her
classroom teaching experience, she felt that even though her role was temporary,
the students in the classroom, especially those who shared the same ethnicity
gave her a lot of respect. She felt this rapport with the ethnic minority students
because they realized that if they worked hard at school, they could realize their
potential to move on if they applied themselves at school. Aisha suggested that
there seemed to be an air of “that’s-not-for-us” attitude amongst some ethnic
minority students who have decided to take a negative attitude towards
schooling because they felt that they were not as deserving as the Chinese
students in terms of promotion into tertiary education. In other words, Aisha
meant that sometimes she could feel a sense of learned helplessness amongst the
ethnic minority students.
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On a final note on Aisha’s narrative, she mentioned how one day she met a
fellow worshipper at the mosque who also happened to be a young teacher who
had just graduated from university and returned to his alma mater (also a
designated school) to teach. Since the Muslim community in HK is relatively
small, both Aisha and the other teacher felt that they had a mission to actualize
in their roles as teachers in a designated school.

4.3.1.4

Iram
At a glance: Pakistani, Form 5, 17 years old, speaks near native
Cantonese, literate in Chinese

The story shared by Iram and her mother, Farva, unfolded in their home when
they agreed to let me pay them a visit one Saturday afternoon. Farva’s family
are Pashtuns from Pakistan. It was only towards the end of the interview that I
realized it was Ramadan – the period of fasting for Muslims. Although
embarrassed about my faux pas, wondering if I should have just visited them
another day because I thought Ramadan was a time of solace and meditation,
both mother and daughter treated me with utmost hospitality. They served me
homemade Pakistani snacks and desserts while they refrained from eating as the
sun had not yet set. The conversation with Farva and Iram was conducted in
almost 100% Cantonese.

Farva’s recollection of her daughter’s experience at primary school shaped a
bigger picture of Iram’s overall schooling experiences in Hong Kong, as
opposed to the other stories from Juan or Cherise. Iram’s story showed a little
more because there are also perspectives of her mother involved in helping Iram
in her education.

When Iram was ready for primary school, Farva’s family moved to Tai Wai
from Tai Po in the New Territories (NT). For residents in HK, the NT is situated
in the “outer” or urban districts of HK where most of the public housing estates
are located for lower income families. After asking around and seeking advice
from Iram’s kindergarten teachers, Farva initially wanted to send Iram to a
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Catholic school in Tai Po because schools with a religious affiliation in HK
often have the repute of being more disciplined with their students. But Iram’s
application was unsuccessful because the school was not within their home
district for central allocation by the government. At around the same time,
Iram’s mother, Farva had applied for government public housing and the
family’s housing application was successful. Hence the EB allocated Iram to a
nearby CMI school in their new home district and that meant the hopes of
applying for a school which had a better repute were dashed because
government allocation meant going to a school in one’s home district. Iram’s
younger sister was also later allocated to the same CMI school. Farva wanted
her children to learn Chinese but her biggest problem was that she was not
familiar with the school system in Hong Kong at the time and did not know how
intricate the relationship between home district and school choices was. Farva
said she felt that there was a lack of information for someone like her who could
not read Chinese. “That was the biggest problem”, Farva recalled.

Farva had no other options to choose from and could not make an informed
decision in finding a school place for Iram except for what was offered by the
EB. She did mention however, that it was acceptable since the allocated primary
school was very close to the public housing estate where they lived. Also, since
it was a CMI school, Farva felt that her daughters could still benefit from
learning Chinese.

Both Iram and her younger sister were the only two

Pakistanis in their school. The rest of the students were Chinese. Some of the
main episodes that Farva remembered very clearly about Iram’s schooling
experience were going to this CMI primary school. It was a regular mainstream
school.

Even before Iram and her sister went to this CMI school, Farva had taken pains
to learn how to recognize and pronounce the Chinese characters in the school
textbooks which her children used at kindergarten. Farva felt that it was only
through personal involvement as a parent in helping her children with
homework, especially Chinese homework, so that they could improve in their
academic work. Hence, whenever she had the chance, she would go to the
school to ask Iram’s teachers how to read the Chinese textbooks in order that
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when she went home, she could teach Iram. Farva added, “I think the teachers
must have thought I was very troublesome to keep asking about Chinese.” She
recalled that Iram’s grades were pretty good for Chinese language and
sometimes scored in the 90’s out of 100 in Chinese dictation.
“I learned the words one by one during the time they were in kindergarten…and
that was how I learned Chinese…from the words they learned. I was able to
follow until they were in Primary 1.”

Farva beamed as she described how later on, Iram came in 6th position in
Primary 1 out of a class of over 30 children. Farva felt that it was through her
diligent learning of kindergarten level Chinese that helped Iram in passing her
tests at school.

Hence when Iram moved onto primary school as they moved into the new
neighbourhood, Farva continued to help her daughters with their homework.
Since, it was also a CMI school, all subjects, except English, was taught in
Chinese. But by the time they reached Primary 3, it had become rather difficult
for Farva to help them with homework because the Chinese characters were
much more complicated. So she sent them to a tutorial centre nearby which
helped the girls temporarily. By the time Iram was in Primary 5, the tutorial
centre moved and Farva was forced to find a private tutor for her children. She
said that as a mother, she felt very helpless because without the help of the
tutorial centre, she watched how her children’s grades slowly declined. It was
demoralizing for her children because the sisters felt that their grades were a
measurement of their aptitude, and for Farva, she found it frustrating because
the Chinese language was the main barrier to her children’s learning. Another
aspect which created a headache for the family was that the hiring of a private
tutor was very costly as compared to what it costs at a tutorial centre.

Farva went on to explain that since the level of Chinese was already beyond her
ability, she could not help her children anymore, and the private tutor put a
financial burden on their family. So she felt that Iram’s grades suffered a lot
because she could not catch up with her peers at school. Farva did not doubt the
academic ability of her daughter, Iram, but felt that if Iram had the proper
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schooling in Chinese as a second language, she could have done much better at
school, or if the school curriculum was in English MoI. There was no help
available coming from home because no one else could handle a higher level of
Chinese, and at school, it was very difficult to be up to speed with Iram’s peers.
Iram’s grades suffered because coping in a CMI school was too difficult and
there was no support for students like Iram – second language learners in
Chinese.

Other fragments of Farva’s recollection of Iram’s primary school days was that
she remembered at times how her children were treated unfairly or teased by the
other children in that CMI primary school. According to Farva, she felt that the
discriminating attitude of Iram’s peers was quite serious. She went on to explain
that Iram’s class teacher was aware that Iram was having difficulties in Math
class and in Chinese class because she was too slow in catching up. The
consolation that Farva received from Iram’s class teacher was that she (Farva)
should not mind the discrimination too much because “the Chinese mind was
like that.” The class teacher promised that she would monitor the people close to
Iram and hoped that Iram would not feel being isolated too much. Another
occasion which Farva remembered was a Christmas party held at school. Every
child was asked to bring a present to school so that they could exchange gifts.
Farva remembered how bad she felt for Iram because “normally” none of the
classmates wanted to exchange presents with Iram and she would return home
with the same present which was brought to school. One particular year however,
the class teacher noticed how Iram had the same present and so the teacher gave
Iram an extra present. As Farva explained this to me, she opened both her hands
in a gesture of frustration and remarked, “but that’s the way it is” and at times
like these, she would explain to Iram that it was “their (the Chinese) problem”
and not Iram’s problem that her classmates treated her differently. Farva hinted
quite strongly that being treated differently meant being discriminated because
they were not Chinese.

As the conversation shifted to Iram, she spoke about being a lot happier when
she was sent to MIC to start her secondary school. And her mother piped in by
saying:
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“I observed a big change during the first year she entered MIC. She had a higher
self-esteem, and she regained her confidence. She became another
person…from primary school to Form 1. She had a lot of friends and was happier.
I really thought whether it was worthwhile to sacrifice all these for Chinese.”

Iram then began to explain her initial Chinese learning experience at MIC. The
sample texts are found in Appendix 4.3. Iram admitted sheepishly, when she
first started out at MIC, she failed her Chinese miserably. She also mentioned
how her mother scolded her for failing because it was impossible that Iram
should fail her Chinese in Form 1 when she had done six years of Chinese at
primary school. Farva continued to explain that Iram, like all her other ethnic
minority classmates, had to take the Chinese test in English. The Chinese tests
were done in Romanization and not in Chinese characters. (These were the
Chinese as a Second Language textbooks mentioned at the earlier part of this
chapter – the QEF Chinese textbooks designed for NCS students at MIC). Iram
said that she was actually quite surprised for failing. She knew that the Form 1
book was so easy that even a primary 4 student could manage it, but she failed.
And Farva quickly added:
“She learned to write Chinese, and now you require her to write in English, how
would she pass?”

Iram explained that her mom talked to the teachers about her failure in Chinese.
The teachers then allowed Iram to take a re-test. This time in Chinese characters,
and Iram concluded with a beam, “…then I got 100 marks.”

It was a case of presumption on the part of MIC and misunderstanding on both
sides when Farva discovered to her dismay that after the placement tests, Iram
was allocated by mistake to the French class instead of the Chinese class. Farva
had expected that Iram would continue learning Chinese at MIC since she had
already been learning the language for 6 years at primary school. One day
however, Farva discovered that Iram was not using her school’s Chinese
textbooks and only found out then that Iram was doing French instead at school.
Farva remembers being rather upset that her daughter had “wasted” her Chinese
language learning from primary school. But at that point, Iram explained to her
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mother that studying French was much simpler because had she had purposely
made French her chosen second language. Iram explained that studying Chinese
for the HKCEE would be very difficult for her to get a pass, and she realized
that the total points earned in the public exam was crucial to her entering Form 6,
and therefore did not want to risk taking Chinese at HKCEE level.

Iram understood very well that firstly, Chinese language was for L1 learners and
the subject also required some knowledge of Chinese history. Iram knew that it
was a disadvantage for her had she chosen to take Chinese. Hence, French was a
safer bet since a second language was required to be promoted to Form 6. Iram
added that although she had abandoned formal Chinese lessons at MIC, she
would regularly keep up her reading of Chinese especially the local Chinese
newspapers. She did however sit for the GCSE Chinese language as well,
because her school highly encouraged it. Firstly, it was a lot easier as compared
to the HKCEE (equivalent to Primary 3 or 4 level local curriculum). Secondly,
taking this particular GCSE public exam paper was a “privilege” for ethnic
minority students in Hong Kong. Students categorized as NCS students were
allowed to sit for this exam instead of the regular HKCEE paper. Iram therefore,
took both language exams - French and Chinese (for NCS) and passed both
subjects. Iram’s own strategy in learning and maintaining her level of Chinese
was to keep reading Chinese books on her own even though she was not
receiving formal Chinese language training at school. She said that at least she
made sure that she did not “forget the words”. Another way in which she kept
up with her Chinese privately was to read Chinese comic books that were
popular at the time.

Iram’s aspiration was to be a teacher and she knew that her knowledge in
Chinese can be a strong asset for her. Unfortunately, Iram’s HKALE results
were not satisfactory enough to earn her a place at university. She did however
land into a part-time job at HKU helping the Department of Chinese with some
of their initiatives for the teaching of Chinese to ethnic minorities in HK, the
details of which Iram did not disclose at the interview. She simply explained
that her role was like an assistant teacher; and because she was one of the few
rare ethnic minorities who was sufficiently bi-lingual in her native tongue
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(Pashtu and Urdu) and Chinese, she was a suitable candidate for the part-time
job. Iram explained that even though she could not enter into an undergraduate
programme because of her examination results, she certainly did not want to
apply for an Associate Degree programme. She was planning to apply for a
place at the Open University and study for her first degree and her part-time job
could pay for some of the tuition fees.

4.3.1.5

Latika
At a glance: Indian, Form 6, 18 years old, speaks no Cantonese,
reads no Chinese

Latika’s story is not very long. She was born in HK and 18 years old at the time
of the interview and was studying in Form 6. Latika had two older brothers
studying in another designated school. And she was the youngest and only
daughter in the family. Her mother was a stay-home mom and her father was a
business man. They are an Indian family. Latika was Juan’s classmate and they
studied very similar subjects for the HKAL. Latika’s favourite subject was
Biology and she wanted to pursue that subject when she entered university. She
said that her aspiration was to become a science teacher. Latika had been
studying at MIC all her life. She graduated from the primary school which was a
feeder school for MIC. In fact, she was the only other interviewee who was born
and raised in Hong Kong. Latika came across as a vibrant confident teenager
who liked studying and described her academic work at school as good. She
enjoyed reading a lot and that was also the reason why she opted to study
English Literature for the HKAL. When asked which university she wanted to
attend, she said University of Hong Kong. Her first choice was to study Biology
at the Faculty of Science and as a ‘fall back’ she said she would also be happy
studying English at the Arts Faculty.

Latika’s recollection of studying at the designated schools (primary and
secondary) was mainly very positive. She said school life was fun especially in
her secondary school years. In primary school, she had learnt how to write
Chinese. But it was Chinese for ethnic minority students like her. This meant
that the Chinese language classes conducted in her school were geared at a
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lower level suitable for second language learners. And compared to regular
mainstream Chinese schools, the Chinese language taught at Latika’s primary
school was not up to the regular standard. When she was promoted to Form 1 at
MIC, Latika opted to study French because it was an easier option for her. She
knew that French was also a recognized language requirement to continue into
Form 6 (HKAL). Latika was sure that she did not want to study Chinese for the
HKCEE because it was much more work than studying French. She believed
confidently that in HK, many people speak English and it was an advantage in
fact to be fluent in English. She did not worry too much about not being able to
read and write Chinese or being conversant in Cantonese. Latika felt that
“everyone around her speaks English’ so the Chinese language would not pose
an obstacle for her.

In her recollection about days of “hanging out” with friends at school, she
described that she was quite happy to know how some Chinese friends at school
enjoyed her company along with the other non-Chinese students. Latika
described that her Chinese classmates liked being part of her group because they
could practice their English when they were with their non-Chinese friends.
When asked if she would sometimes speak Cantonese with her (Chinese) friends,
Latika felt that she preferred speaking in English.

Towards the end of the interview, Latika shared that although apprehensive, she
had high hopes of continuing into University and she wanted to become a
teacher someday. Later that year, unfortunately, she found out that her HKAL
results were not satisfactory enough to continue into tertiary education. Her
university dreams were crushed and she did not wish to repeat the HKAL
because she thought that it was a waste of time. Although detracted, Latika was
not ready to give up. She had really wanted to become a teacher and since she
could not apply for an undergraduate programme, she approached the Hong
Kong Baptist University (HKBU) to enrol for a higher diploma course in Early
Childhood Education. Latika realized that although the course would not lead to
a bachelor’s degree, it would be one step closer to realizing her aspirations in
becoming a teacher. And for the second time her plans were dashed because she
found out that although she was qualified to enrol in a diploma course at a
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university, she was not capable of attending the course because it was explained
to her by HKBU that the course was conducted mainly in Cantonese and most of
the material given out in the course was in Chinese, which Latika would not be
able to understand. It was also explained to her that when it came time for the
practicum, it would be done in Cantonese as well. However, she was told,
HKBU explained that they offered one or two programmes that would lead to a
Master’s Degree in Education, and that was conducted in English. Latika
recounted to me that conversation with the university in animated frustration.
“How” Latika asked, could she be eligible to study for a Master’s programme
when she did not have a first degree yet. Her resolution was to be undeterred.

Latika soon found a full time job as an assistant kindergarten teacher and
although it was not the conventional way of earning a degree as she had
anticipated, she believed that by taking this route of earning some teaching
experience first, she could eventually enrol into a programme as a mature
student.

4.3.1.6

Shakana
At a glance: Pakistani, Form 6, 19 years old, speaks no Cantonese,
reads no Chinese

Shakana was 19 years old at the time of the interview and I was only able to
meet her twice to capture a few memories of her schooling experience in HK. I
was not able to complete a ‘mini longitudinal’ interview after she completed her
A-Level exams because she left HK soon after the release of her exam results.
Shakana came to HK from Pakistan when she was 2 and was the eldest of 6
children. She had 2 younger sisters who were also studying in MIC at the time.
Her 3 other brothers studied in a different school. She joined MIC in Form 6
after she completed her HKCEE at another designated school.

Shakana attended one of the ‘better’ designated schools in the territory in which
she completed her secondary 5. Many students who went to the same school as
she did often tried to enrol into other well-reputed schools for Form 6. Shakana
earned 16 points for her HKCEE and felt that she might try her luck at other
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schools for a Form 6 place. The nightmare began however, when she discovered
that she was not qualified to enter Form 6 even though on paper she met the
minimum points required for a Form 6 place. She was shocked and utterly
frustrated. Completely discombobulated, Shakana only found out on the day of
the exam results that apart from English language, a student should also have sat
for either Chinese or French to qualify for HE in HK. She had neither, and when
she arrived at the doorstep of the school which she yearned to enter, she found
out that she did not meet the language requirements for HKAL even though in
terms of scored points, she was qualified to enter Form 6. The other school
refused to accept her because it meant offering her a place in Form 6 which will
not bear fruit in the form of a university acceptance.

Shakana’s flashback goes like this: She was misinformed when she was in Form
4 by her own teachers that she had the choice of taking “any other” second
language if she did not wish to take Chinese. Her school offered French, but she
opted to take Urdu instead because she felt that it was her native language after
all, and she knew that it would be easy for her to score a high grade in Urdu at
the HKCEE. She made this decision because her secondary school teacher
suggested that she could opt to take Urdu because being a Pakistani, she should
be able to manage the exam quite well as it was also the language she spoke at
home anyway. Shakana agreed to this because given the choice, she would
rather take a second language exam that she was familiar with, rather than learn
French from scratch.

Shakana went ahead with the suggestion made by her secondary school teacher,
oblivious of the fact that Urdu was not a recognized second language for entry
into Form 6. That unresolved problem of course would catapult into the closed
doors of any University programme in HK. Thus Shakana was in a state of panic
after the release of the HKCEE when she only realized that she did not have the
minimum requirements to pursue A-Levels. In Shakana’s case, she was
misinformed by her school with regard to subject choices. It was too late
however to turn back. As soon as the HKCEE results were released, every Form
5 student was scrambling to secure a place in Form 6. But to her dismay, she
had to accept the fact that she was truly “unqualified” to apply for a place at her
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coveted school. The school that she wished to enter could only offer to put her
on their waiting-list. But Shakana was also told that her chances were very slim,
and that she should seriously go elsewhere to find a fall-back school that would
accept her because if she put all her eggs in that one basket, she would surely
blow her chances of getting into any secondary school for Form 6, which had a
better reputation.

Disillusioned, Shakana said that the only thing that she could do was to return to
her school principal and ask how the situation could be remedied. She felt that
her school was responsible for the fiasco and predicament in which she found
herself. Worse of all, she said that she felt betrayed by her secondary school.
Shakana’s HKCEE results could have earned her an A-Level place in her choice
of school, but she said she felt “shoved aside” by the other schools because she
made a mistake of studying a subject that cannot have credits recognized or
transferred. Hers was an unwittingly serious mistake.

It was then that Shakana’s school principal made a phone call to contact Dr.
Liang at MIC, explaining her plight. Dr. Liang agreed to offer her a place at
MIC to continue her A-Level studies even though he knew that she was not
qualified to apply for many of the undergraduate programmes at tertiary level.
Shakana was aware of this, but because she still wanted to pursue her A-Levels
and because Shakana had no other options, she accepted Dr. Liang’s offer.

Shakana’s A-Level results could only earn her offers for Diploma programmes
but not undergraduate programs. She was given offers through JUPAS but felt
that since these programmes were not what she wanted to pursue, it would be
better for her to return to her own country to “shop” for a suitable programme.
Soon after the release of her A-Level results, Shakana decided to return to her
home in Kashmir, Pakistan. In a tone of self-consolation, Shakana explained that
was in no hurry to find a place at a university in HK. She felt that if the tertiary
institutions did not offer her something that “fit” her needs, she would rather opt
out than pursuing a Diploma course in HK. Towards the end of the interview,
Shakana said that an uncle of hers came to HK to chaperon her back to Pakistan.
Her parents and siblings remain here in Hong Kong.
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4.3.1.7

Salim
At a glance: Pakistani, Form 6, 20 years old, speaks no Cantonese,
reads no Chinese

Salim was 20 years old when the initial interview took place with him. His
family is also from Pakistan. He is the youngest of three siblings and his father
is a businessman. Salim was born in Singapore and his family transferred to
Hong Kong when he was an infant. He lived in Hong Kong until he was six and
then returned to Singapore to study primary school there. When Salim turned 14,
his family returned to Hong Kong again. That was when he tried to enrol into a
regular mainstream school in Hong Kong. His parents did not wish for him to
study in a local international school. However, they could not find a regular
mainstream EMI school that would accept Salim. Salim’s family heard about
designated schools in Hong Kong and so they approached MIC, and Salim was
accepted to study in Form 2.

Salim’s case was typical of many students who are non-Chinese but wish to
study in a regular mainstream school in Hong Kong. High tuition fees are
usually the main reason why ethnic minority students cannot apply to
International schools. What differentiates Salim (and the other eight
interviewees in this research) from other non-Chinese students who attend
international schools or English Foundation Schools (ESF) in making school
choices is often, but not always, socio-economic reasons. The main points can
be summarized as:
1. Tuition fees in International schools and ESF schools are very high as
compared to a) free mandatory education offered by the HK government b)
DSS schools that are also EMI schools.
2. Most ethnic minority families who are not living on expatriate conditions in
HK cannot afford to send their children to schools in 1) and schools
mentioned in 1b) are few and very difficult to get in.
3. If an ethnic minority student is not able to enrol into a designated school, he
or she can and will be allocated by the EB on the central allocation system.
Under these circumstances, since a student is eligible for 12-year free and
mandatory education in HK, he or she can be enrolled in schools which are
similar to RMS (C), as seen in the table below.

Below is a table a sample of a general overview of the annual tuition fees paid in
various types of schools around HK. Most designated schools in HK are similar
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to the school, RMS (B). All the tuition fee figures below are in Hong Kong
dollars.

Forms 1 – 3
International Schools
IS (A)
$89,500
$148,000 – 165,000
IS (B)
ESF Schools
ESF (A)
$93,000
ESF (B)
$97,000
Regular Mainstream Schools
RMS (A)
$0
RMS (B)
$0
RMS (C)
$0
RMS (D)
$ 52,000 – 55,000
Fig. 4.2 Overview of the Annual Tuition Fees

Forms 4 – 7
$89,500
$165,000 –
165,500
$93,000 – 94,000
$97,000 – 98,000
$0
$3000
$0 (Forms 4 – 5)
$55,000 – 78,000
Paid in HK Schools

Salim’s return to HK at 14 years old posed some problems for him. He was also
held back a year (as was Cherise and Farid), compared to others in his year
group, because he was new to the school system, and in order to be properly
integrated, he was given the choice to “repeat.” Salim’s story in some ways was
similar to Farid’s (see 5.2.1.8) because his performance at the HKALE was quite
successful. Salim was MIC’s “star student” the year he completed Form 7
because he was the only one who was accepted into the University of Hong
Kong that year.

4.3.1.8

Farid
At a glance: Pakistani, Form 6, 21 years old, speaks no Cantonese,
reads no Chinese

Farid just turned 21 years old when I first met him at MIC. Amongst all the
student interviewees, he was the oldest in his class at Form 6. Farid’s family is
from Pakistan. He first arrived in Hong Kong when he was 13 years old. He
spoke very little English and needless to say, no Cantonese at all nor could he
read or write Chinese. When I met him at the initial interview, he had already
been living in Hong Kong for 9 years. Farid had a younger brother and younger
sister studying in another designated primary school. As in other designated
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schools, the primary school which his siblings went to was mostly made up of
ethnic minorities.

When Farid first arrived in Hong Kong in the late 90’s, there was very little
educational support that he could receive from local schools or the Education
Bureau. He remembered how his parents were unable to find the proper
channels to help him find a proper full-day school. His father had to work long
hours in security management, and his mother was a stay-home mom who spoke
very little English and no Cantonese. From Form 1 to Form 3, Farid attended
night school because the day schools that he applied to would not accept his
application. Farid did not have the proper network or channels back then, so his
family sent him to take part-time courses and night school instead. Farid
described those schooling conditions as atrocious and did not want to continue
studying random courses like that because he understood that it would not lead
him to a proper degree programme. Farid aspired to be a doctor. It was not until
he met someone who suggested that he could approach MIC. At this point, he
was already 17 years old. Normally, in Hong Kong a 17-year-old student would
have just completed Form 5. Farid’s case was heard and was given the chance to
study at MIC. He was held back one year to study Form 3 so that he could take
time to immerse in a fulltime day school. By the following year, Farid was ready
to embark on the first leg of the HKCE course as a Science student in Form 4.
Similar to the story of Cherise, Farid had to opt for French as a second language
in order that he met the criteria to be promoted to the HKAL and eventually
acceptance into tertiary education. And like Cherise, he took extra pains to pick
up French outside of class time because most of his classmates had already been
studying French since Form 1.

Farid’s schooling years as a junior secondary student took some twists and turns
at first, but after MIC accepted him, he was able to apply himself in a more
assertive way and knowing that he had a clearer goal in front of him – tertiary
education. He said that he could not help being held back when he enrolled into
MIC because he did not transfer from a proper full-time programme into MIC.
And although he was older than many of his classmates, he said that it did not
bother him too much because he had his heart set at entering university. Farid’s
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story as an MIC graduate was one of the few success stories in which he was
accepted into an undergraduate program via the Hong Kong education system. It
served as good publicity as well because both Farid and Salim were mentioned
in the local Chinese and English newspapers. About three months after the
release of his HKAL results, I visited Farid at the Polytechnic University. He
was studying in the Faculty of Applied Science and Textiles and although he
realized there was so much more to learn and so much work as an undergraduate,
he was enjoying a dream come true. Farid was not as apprehensive as when I
first met him when he was a Form 6 student. He said that in looking back, all he
needed was a break. And it was MIC that gave him the break he needed. He
thought about what could have happened if he had remained a ‘vagabond
student’ taking courses here and there and never really completing Form 5
properly. He was grateful for the chance that was given to him and felt a need to
reach out more to ethnic minority students like him. So he decided to return to
his Alma Mater and offered to take the role of chairperson for the Parents &
Teachers Association at MIC. Farid still had a younger brother who was
studying in Form 1 at the time. He felt that in this way, he could connect better
with students at his old school and to the parents as well, even though he was
not a parent himself. Farid mentioned also at the interview that his hopes of
becoming a doctor will not materialize in Hong Kong because he cannot read
nor write Chinese, but he said that exposure to tertiary education was making
him think about doing research. One of the last things he mentioned to me at
that visit in the PolyU grounds was that he was thinking of pursuing a PhD.

4.3.1.9

Husna and her father, Sohrab
At a glance: Husna, Form 5, 18 years old, speaks near native
Cantonese, Chinese literacy level at Form 5. Sohrab, her father
insisted that she went to a CMI school and he refused the offer
made by EB to allocate Husna to a designated school.

Similar to Iram and Farva, the story of Husna and her father Sohrab unfolded in
their home. They are a Pakistani family. They lived much farther from the main
city centre in Kowloon, which was called the New Territories (NT). The NT
districts in Hong Kong is different from the other districts in that there are far
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more government public housing estates. As a source of background to the
reader who is unfamiliar with the geography of Hong Kong, the NT districts are
not the ‘savvy’ districts. Kowloon and Hong Kong island are the areas where all
the ‘action happens’ i.e. the central business districts, higher-end residential
areas, haute cuisine, Band 1 schools, private hospitals and main tourist
attractions just to name a few. Husna and her family of 6 members altogether
live in Tuen Mun district in a 350 sq. ft. flat. The Tuen Mun district is an area in
Hong Kong in which a large majority of government public housing estates can
be found. These NT government housing estates are built around schools, wet
markets, post-offices and hospitals and most of these estates are self-contained.
It takes at least an hour’s ride to Kowloon by bus. Most residents of the NT
districts, especially those living under social welfare from the government
would rather live and work within their home district because transport costs are
high and the commute is far if they were to work in Kowloon or the Hong Kong
Island.

The semi-structured interview for this research that took place in Husna’s flat
started with Sohrab (Husna’s father) telling me a story about how he ended up in
Hong Kong. But for the purposes of the topic of this project, I shall focus first,
and more on Husna’s schooling experiences in Hong Kong. As previously
mentioned, Husna’s story was a ‘spin-off’ from my main track of collecting data
from the designated school. The deputy HT of MIC invited me to a seminar
hosted by the University of Hong Kong (HKU). The organizers of the event
were from the Chinese Department of HKU, and they were hosting an event
where ethnic minority students and their Chinese Language teachers from
several designated schools across Hong Kong were invited to attend a sharing
session about their Chinese Language learning experiences at school. The
students of the case study school, MIC were of course also there with their
Chinese Language teacher, Miss Fung. Apart from teachers and their students,
some parents of the ethnic minority students were also there to attend this
seminar. And it was after the sharing session that I jumped at the opportunity to
approach Husna and Sohrab.
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When I found out that Husna ‘grew up’ in a regular Chinese (CMI) mainstream
school, unlike MIC the case study school, I thought that it would be a good
‘triangulation’ opportunity to speak to someone who did not experience what it
was like growing up in a designated school for ethnic minorities.

It was mostly Sohrab who enlightened me about how his daughter Husna ended
up in a CMI school. First of all, he explained to me that since they were living in
the NT district all their lives, he did not wish for his children to travel all the
way to Kowloon to attend school. He felt that all the time spent on the long
commute could be spent in doing homework. He also insisted that he did not
wish for his daughters to travel alone on long distances because they were a
conservative family. Sohrab explained that when his daughters completed
primary school, he knew that his children would most probably end up being
allocated to a designated school such as MIC. He knew that the government (EB)
central schools allocation system would somehow send his children to a
designated school because of their ethnicity. When asked how he “knew about”
how ethnic minorities were allocated to designated schools, he answered me
with a question. He said:
“Why are all the Hussains, Masoods and Singhs sent to schools like MIC?”

Sohrab had other plans for his daughters’ education in Hong Kong and was at
the time, adamant not to send his children to designated schools even if they
were allocated there by the central system. By the time Husna graduated from
primary school, Sohrab had already knocked on doors of nearby schools within
his home district hoping to apply for a Form 1 place for Husna. It was to no
avail and Husna remembered being told at a Catholic school that she was not
suitable to study in that school. Husna’s words were:
“They already rejected you when they see how you looked like.”

Sohrab finally secured a place for Husna at a Chinese secondary school with the
help of the principal of Husna’s primary school. Sohrab was very pleased with
the arrangement because he felt that it was important that his daughter learnt the
Chinese language in a “proper” setting where there were mainly Chinese
children. His conviction was that if his children attended a CMI school, they
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would be properly immersed in the Chinese language setting and will be
“forced” to learn in that Chinese setting. Thus Husna’s secondary school choice
was decided mostly by her father. When asked about what it was like, Husna
explained that it was actually rather difficult at first because all the textbooks
were in Chinese and it was very difficult for her to catch up with what was
happening in class. (At this point, it is also interesting to note that 95% of this
whole interview was conducted in Cantonese. Both Husna and her father spoke
to the researcher in Cantonese). She explained that her Chinese standard was
good enough for her to read Chinese newspapers. In fact, Husna had formed the
habit of reading the Chinese news every day online. There was no problem for
her to go to a fast-food shop and read the menu in Chinese and order a meal in
Cantonese. The biggest challenge for Husna was preparing for Chinese
Language as an examination subject. She explained that there was great deal of
Chinese literature and history embedded in the works that students had to
prepare for the exam. Not only was the reading a challenge, but also she felt that
she lacked a kind of cultural background to appreciate the texts that she was
studying. Sohrab added in defence of his daughter by saying:

“Even the Chinese students find Chinese Language difficult.”

At the time of this interview with Husna, she was already awaiting her HKCEE
results for the second time. She had to repeat Form 5 because she failed in the
first HKCEE Chinese Language examination. And an ‘F’ grade meant that she
could not be promoted to Form 6 to continue studying for the HKAL.

Husna described that she nonetheless preferred to study in a CMI mainstream
Chinese secondary school because she knew that other ethnic minority students
who studied in an EMI school were taught the Chinese language at a lower
standard and at a slower pace. Husna felt that although it was difficult to catch
up with lessons in a Chinese school, at least she was receiving the “authentic”
Chinese schooling which was different from the abridged curriculum that other
non-Chinese students studied in EMI designated schools. Soon, all of Husna’s
siblings were encouraged by her father and herself to study in a CMI school near
their home in Tuen Mun.
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During her primary school years, Husna also attended a CMI primary school
which catered to a few ethnic minorities. She attended the Chinese stream but
was doing very poorly because all the texts were in Chinese. And because she
could not catch up with studying, her father felt that it was pointless to go on
insisting to be enrolled in the mainstream Chinese class. At home, Husna could
not revise what had been taught at school because no one at home could read
Chinese and when there were difficulties in doing assignments, Husna had no
one to turn to until she returned to school. The teachers at school could only do
so much in helping Husna and they could not offer long-term extra support for
Husna in all the subjects. So in Primary 3, Husna switched to the English stream
(where the ethnic minorities were put together in a class) in her CMI school.
There was however, still Chinese language learning in the English stream that
Husna attended, up until she completed Primary 6. But the Chinese language
taught was at a much lower level which was not on par with what the regular
Chinese stream was learning. For example, Husna explained, that the students in
the English stream in her Primary 6 class were learning Chinese at a Primary 3
level. She felt that even though she could read and write some Chinese, it was
not enough to prepare her to study in a CMI secondary school. But her father felt
that despite this, Husna should still be immersed in a Chinese secondary school.

By the time Husna reached Primary 6, her school had switched from being a
CMI school to an EMI school. Thus this meant that the textbooks were also
changed from all-Chinese to all-English. Husna remembered that there were only
a handful of ethnic minority students in her primary school when she studied
there, and that all these non-Chinese students were grouped together in one class,
and the Chinese students were grouped together in other classes. In other words,
Husna attended lessons amidst ethnic minorities only, even though there were
other Chinese students in the school. After her primary school phased into an
EMI school, more and more ethnic minority students living in the district
enrolled into her primary school. Husna explained that her primary school today
hardly has any more Chinese students. A majority of the school population is
now made up of ethnic minority students. Husna knew this because her mother
was a part time assistant teacher at her primary school teaching Urdu. When
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asked what her thought were the reasons for the decrease in number of Chinese
students, Husna said:
“I think it’s the name of our school. Sounds like a school for ethnic minorities.”

As mentioned above, when I met her at the time of the interview, she was
already in Form 5 (for the second time), and she explained to me that she really
wanted to pass the HKCEE this time. Her father’s aspiration for her was to
become a teacher and wanted her to find a teaching job in Hong Kong. He felt
that he had made the right decision to enrol his daughters in a CMI secondary
school, because he believed that English was a relatively easier language to learn,
whereas Chinese was far more difficult. So it was important to learn it now at
school while they could. Husna’s aspiration, on the other hand, was to become a
translator. Towards the end of the interview with Husna and Sohrab, the doorbell
rang and two primary school aged children entered the flat. Within five minutes,
another three children arrived. They huddled around a small foldable table and
sat on children’s stools and pulled out some homework from their bags. I was
pleasantly surprised to find out that Husna and her sister offered private tuitions
to neighbouring Pakistani children. Sohrab explained that when Pakistani friends
and neighbours found out that Husna and her sister could read and write Chinese,
they approached Sohrab and his wife and asked if their daughters could help by
tutoring the other Pakistani children especially in Chinese. Sohrab explained that
most of these families, like himself, were from low income groups, and it was
impossible for them to enrol in private tutorial centres or find a regular Chinese
tutor because it would be unaffordable. Since Husna and her sister could speak
both Cantonese and Urdu, learning Chinese from them would be ideal. Sohrab
thought that not only was it an opportunity to put to good use the Chinese
language skills of his daughters, but they could also help fellow Pakistanis. So
like clockwork, five days a week, these children would come to Husna’s flat and
finish their Chinese homework.

About a month after the interview, I spoke to Husna over the phone. Her hopes
of entering Form 6 were dashed because she had again failed the Chinese
Language examination. She explained that since she was not qualified for a
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Form 6 place, she and her sister were going to apply for a one year diploma
course in Putonghua. She did not mention any concrete plans but was waiting for
what her father was going to decide for her.

4.4 Conclusion
Amongst these interviewees who agreed to share some memories about their journey into
Form 7 and beyond, Aisha and Salim experienced ‘smooth’ transitions during their secondary
school years, and could directly move on to an undergraduate program after the HKALE. The
information below stands correct up until 2009, or the last interview held with the
interviewee. All of them had aspirations to enter university, but not everyone’s aspirations
could be realized. On hindsight, they realized that the choices they had for a HK education
during their junior or secondary school years were either limited or they had insufficient
information in making an intelligent and informed choice for an education beyond Form 5 or
Form 7.

Although Husna attended a CMI school at the insistence of her father, she also could not
enter Form 6 because her overall results at the HKCEE did not meet the cut-off point at her
school to enrol into the HKALE class. None of the other interviewees could read nor write
Chinese at a standard that could meet the language requirements at tertiary level as well. With
regard to choices for university education, all of the interviewees in this study had to make
one or more detours in order to reach or aim to reach the upper rung of tertiary education in
Hong Kong. One of the factors worth considering as well is that these informants were in fact
the ‘minorities of the minorities’ because they had the desire and perseverance to try to enter
university by defying the system. A few of these informants mentioned that sometimes,
however, they felt a strong sense of being ‘lost in the system’ because as they approached the
years of tackling public examinations, they realized that their choices for further education
became fewer and fewer. And on these occasions, felt a low sense of self-worth or frustration
knowing that they did not have the same kinds of choices for further education as their
Chinese counter-parts. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, some of these students expressed
resentment because they were segregated; or they felt regret because they did not realize how
crucial Chinese language was in their further education. At one point, Cherise mentioned that
many students simply gave up at the end of Form 5 because they felt that they would not have
a chance against other students from other local schools. When asked where she thought
these students moved on to, she said that if the students were fortunate, their families could
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send them back to their home country to continue with further studies. But if not, these fellow
school mates would probably be absorbed by the work force or evening schools. More will be
discussed about meritocracy in the next chapter and Chapter 8 will try to make stronger
linkage to theoretical ideas that underpin this study. But before this chapter closes, one more
look at the following table (Fig. 4.3) can give the reader a brief summary of what these
interviewees have achieved.
Interviewee

Aspiration

Juan Carlos

journalist

Cherise

teacher

Aisha

teacher

Iram

teacher

Latika

teacher

Shakana

teacher or
designer

Salim

unsure

Farid

doctor

Husna

translator

Road taken towards
tertiary education
A 2-year Associate
Degree programme
after Form 7

Repeated some
years at secondary
school because did
“not meet”
entrance
requirements
“smooth” transition
into HKBU
throughout
secondary school
Part-time job after
Form 7

University
entered

HKBU

HKBU

HKBU

N/A

Full-time job after
Form 7

N/A

N/A

N/A

Repeated some
years at secondary
school because did
“not meet”
entrance
requirements
Repeated some
years at secondary
school because did
“not meet”
entrance
requirements
N/A

HKU

Remarks
Limited course
choices at HKBU
because of lack of
Chinese knowledge
Realizes his options
of being a journalist
in HK are slim
because of
language barrier
Able to realize
aspiration in
becoming an
English teacher

Able to realize
aspiration in
becoming an
English teacher
Considering parttime degree
programme
Plans for undergraduate studies
deferred
Returned to
Pakistan after Form
7
No concrete plans
until after undergraduate

PolyU

Realizes his options
of being a doctor
(MD) in HK are slim
because of
language barrier

N/A

Not qualified for
HKALE
Enrolled in diploma
course in
Putonghua

Fig. 4.3 Achievements of Interviewees in this Research
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE LANGUAGE ISSUE IN HONG KONG

5.1 Introduction
Chapters 5 to 7 tease out separately the three issues: a) Chinese language proficiency; b) how
designated means segregation; c) and how inclusive education might be an answer to the
upward mobility of EM students in Hong Kong. These three separate chapters will serve as
background to the sequential analysis in Chapter 8, in which all the threads will be woven to
show how the ideas underpin this study. In other words, the lack of Chinese language
proficiency is a cause for segregation, and a possible remedy for segregated education is
inclusive education. This chapter will first tease out to what extent does Chinese language
learning play in being promoted to upper secondary school and eventually higher education.

5.2 The Language Issue in Hong Kong (Part I)
The high status of Chinese language in the curriculum is derived from the language’s role as
an official language of Hong Kong and from the subject’s importance as a vehicle for cultural
transmission. Its prominence has been notable in the final quarter of the last century which
has also seen the increased awareness of a Hong Kong identity amongst it citizens (Sweeting,
1995 69).

5.2.1 Linguistic Capital and Linguistic Equity
For many new South Asian new immigrants, linguistic minority students undergo a
transition in “sheltered Chinese immersion” before being allocated to a mainstream
(Chinese) school setting. Students attend an “immersion” Chinese program for cultural
exposure and very basic Chinese language learning. This is a six-month program
organized by funded welfare organizations or sponsored by the EB which was mainly
aimed for newly arrived immigrants from China who have never had any exposure to
the Hong Kong way of life. In 2000, the EB further extended similar immersion
programmes for NCS students as well who are mainly of South Asian heritage or those
from Pakistan or India. Since the six month programme is a general programme which
helps to initiate newcomers to Hong Kong and introduce them to the general Hong
Kong cultural agenda, one cannot expect that these students who not only are from
diverse ethnic backgrounds, but also vary in age and academic aptitude, could quickly
be introduced into a language which is rather complex. The spoken and written form of
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Chinese is essential for those who wish to sit the local exit examination irrespective of
his or her ethnicity, and in this aspect, one cannot argue that this is not an equitable
treatment of all citizens. But the immersion programmes are not a centralized
programme monitored by the EB to ensure that the new immigrants especially the South
Asian students learn to be fluent in Chinese. Therefore, with these concerns in mind,
MIC developed a more systematic and comprehensive Chinese language program to
offer to their students who are either accepted or allocated there.

To refresh the points made by Dr. Liang about MIC in Chapter 4, the issues on EM
students’ acquisition of Chinese as a second language will be briefly repeated here. Dr.
Liang and the deputy HT explained that it was crucial to introduce NCS students to a
more comprehensive knowledge of the Chinese language. But the school was also
aware that it was a mammoth task to take upon. The looming issue that they had to
confront was that the immersion programs which were NGO-operated or short term did
not have a comprehensive Chinese language learning workshop for NCS students who
were enrolled there. When these same NCS children were re-allocated to their school,
for example, the case study school had to deal with the Chinese language teaching
tailored for ethnic minorities, by themselves. The other reason why it was a mammoth
task was because there was no actual direct support from the government in terms of
expertise for a Chinese as a second language program. The members of staff within the
case study school’s Chinese Department approached friends of friends they knew who
were also Chinese teachers, who were interested in embarking upon a project to design
Chinese language teaching and learning material for second language learners. For the
HT and the Chinese think tank group of teachers, the rationale behind was developing
their first set of Chinese textbooks for second language learners in order to equip them
with general expressions which could help the NCS students go about their daily life.
These were mundane but very taken-for-granted expressions or phrases such as asking
one’s way around or purchasing a newspaper from a street vendor (who spoke no
English); or telling a mini-bus driver where they wanted to get off; or simply buying a
soft drink from a store.

Outside of the classroom setting, most NCS children did not have as much opportunity
to practice what they learn in their Chinese lessons because most of them are segregated
into designated schools. Since there are relatively fewer Chinese students enrolled in
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these designated schools, the NCS children naturally express themselves in their mother
tongue or in English. The use of Cantonese or Chinese becomes unnecessary outside the
classroom because their own language is a comfort zone for communication. But if a
school is to look much closer at how important Chinese language is in Hong Kong,
teachers will need to share the same vision for their NCS students and tell these children
that to live (and survive) in Hong Kong as a working adult, one must know enough
Chinese to qualify for a decent white collar office job.

Linguistic capital is based on ideological assumptions, and these assumptions are:
competition for the value between different communities, through the manipulation of
symbolic assets such as what dominant language should be used in a community. And
in this particular case for example, it is Chinese. Thus the ability to “manipulate”
Chinese as an ethnic minority (EM) in Hong Kong means less discrimination on
linguistic grounds. By that, the EMs’ symbolic asset becomes more valuable as opposed
to someone (e.g. an EM) who cannot speak, read or write Chinese.

However, in Hong Kong, the perception towards EMs who are from different South
Asian backgrounds and the perceptions of their aptitudes are somewhat stereotyped.
Some common presumptions are:
Hong Kong is a transit place for them; thereby they will leave Hong Kong and the
investments used to teach the EMs Chinese language will be wasted
It is too difficult to teach EMs this language and vice versa too difficult for them to
learn Chinese. For even the Chinese people find the Chinese language difficult to
learn

5.3 The Language Issue in Hong Kong (Part II)
5.3.1 Investing in Chinese Language Literacy of HK Ethnic Minority Students
Since many EMs cannot read or write Chinese, their job options are constrained to blue
collar jobs because many office jobs in Hong Kong requires one to be fluently bilingual in Chinese and English. It is not an uncommon remark that a lot of resources are
needed to train the EMs to reach or nearly reach L1 standard (first language) in Chinese
language. In fact, to say that Chinese is an L2 (second language) for many of the EMs
in Hong Kong is somewhat a misrepresentation and an improper conclusion about the
language abilities of EMs in Hong Kong. There are two different examples from the
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case study schools to explain this point: One of the students interviewed has parents
who migrated from Afghanistan to Pakistan. Although this interviewee grew up hearing
parents speak Pashto, many in the family spoke Urdu. And in school, (before coming to
Hong Kong), this same interviewee learnt how to communicate in English as well. Thus
if this was a kind of chronological order of language experience for the student, then
Chinese is probably the fourth language learnt. The other NCS student also has an
interesting background in language ability. The father is Chinese and the mother is
Filipino. However, the student lived and grew up in the Philippines. Chinese was
seldom spoken in the family nor was it a language they learnt formally while growing
up in Manila. The father spoke English at home. Hence, when the whole family moved
to Hong Kong (the interviewee was about 14 years old at the time), Chinese language
learning in Hong Kong became a challenge at school for the interviewee. On the
contrary therefore, Chinese was the interviewee’s L2 even though one of the parents is
Chinese.

There are many different EMs from different countries, and many argue that there are
too “few” to be taught and there is a shortage of resources and trained teachers who can
teach Chinese to these EMs. However, there are many tertiary training institutions
which offer a wealth of programmes for Chinese majors in Hong Kong. The niche and
innovation for Hong Kong would be to offer second language acquisition to trainee
teachers in Chinese Language teaching. Familiarity with the language and pedagogical
skills for teaching second language learners can be a plus for Hong Kong.

Different ethnicities have different learning needs. To say that these NCS students are
L2 Chinese language learners is a blanket-condition that all of the NCS student
population in Hong Kong only needs to deal with Chinese as a second language. One
hasty and temporary conclusion is that EMs in Hong Kong are better off together
schooled in designated schools because the one “common” lack - their weakness in
Chinese language learning.

Thompson (1981) described that “ideologies function to maintain the status quo.” And
thus “the prevailing ideology is commonly a legitimation of the status quo.” The status
quo of Hong Kong in pre-1997 is manifested in the dominant use of the English
language. It only comes as natural that after the handover to China, post-1997 Hong
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Kong pushed for a more prominent and aggressive use of Putonghua and the urgent use
of written Chinese in many aspects of everyday life in Hong Kong.

This is one of the reasons why in 1997 the Chinese medium of instruction was
implemented in many of the schools in Hong Kong. The policy for secondary schools
on the use of the MoI is below:

Policy for Secondary Schools
Medium of Instruction Policy for Secondary Schools
Our language policy is to enable students to learn effectively, to
be biliterate and trilingual.
We are implementing a comprehensive strategy to enhance
language proficiency.
Research worldwide and in Hong Kong has shown that mothertongue teaching is generally the most effective learning tool for
students. Using their mother tongue to learn, students will be
better able to understand what is taught, analyse problems,
express views, develop an enquiring mind and cultivate critical
thinking. Students can also have more time to concentrate on
the learning of English.
We are therefore committed to promoting mother-tongue
teaching.
We recognise that it will take time for schools, parents and the
community to fully appreciate the benefits of mother-tongue
teaching.
We therefore introduced measures under the Medium of
Instruction Guidance, to enable schools and parents to see for
themselves the benefits of mother-tongue teaching.
We have enhanced measures to strengthen the teaching and
learning of English in schools using Chinese as medium of
instruction.
We will closely monitor progress to see how best we could
achieve the ultimate objective of our language policy.
Source: http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=1901&langno=1

Fig 5.1 Medium of Instruction Policy for Secondary Schools

Only those schools which could exhibit a high percentage of strong English ability
could opt for English medium of instruction. This was a kind of segregation in which
only the stronger students can learn in English. Below is an excerpt from the Education
Bureau’s (EB) webpage on the medium of instruction (MoI); uploaded in preparation
for the imminent handover in 1997:
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Our students face a unique language environment:
Our community is essentially Chinese. We speak, read and write
Chinese in our daily life. Government has therefore been
promoting the use of Chinese over the years. We have also
encouraged teaching and learning in the mother tongue.
Hong Kong is an international business, financial and trading
centre, and English is the language of business worldwide. To
maintain a good standard of English is crucial to our economic
competitiveness. Learning of the English language in schools is
therefore a Government priority.
Our aim is for our students to be biliterate (ie master written
Chinese and English) and trilingual (ie speak fluent Cantonese,
Putonghua and English).
Source: http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=1902&langno=1

Fig 5.2 Highlights of Reasons for Promoting Chinese as MoI

Since Hong Kong was a British colony before 1997, the upper echelons of society along
with government officials and expatriate gate-keepers saw English as the dominant
language and lingua-franca. It was the structure for example, of the civil service and
corporate magnates that effectuated an unequal division of power and resources,
because English was the language of the elite and the social construction in the days of
colonialism legitimated that particular symbolic valorisation of the English language. In
other words, English language maintained the status quo in the socio-political
dimensions of life in Hong Kong before the handover.

The struggle over languages is not a debate over linguistic codes. Language is
conceived as ideologically saturated (Hamston 2006). For this reason, English becomes
the representative of perspectives. The institutional ideological position of English has a
higher symbolic value. For example, schools that employed EMI were considered far
more superior to schools which were designated to use CMI. The Hong Kong setting in
pre-1997 hinged on the ideologization of the English language, and thus other European
language such as French or German which were studied at school as a second language
also were “automatically” rationalized as the languages of the elite. It was “fashionable”
to take French or German as a subject for second language learning. Schools in Hong
Kong that were able to offer these European languages were considered first tier
schools or more commonly known as Band 1 schools, and often French and German
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were offered to students as an alternate second language for the public exams. This was
the convenient solution for NCS students who could not sit the Chinese Language exam
at HKCEE level because the subject is geared for L1 learners of Chinese. It was simple
enough to offer French or German to EM students in Hong Kong. French was a more
popular language and the teaching and learning of a phonetic language, as opposed to
Chinese script, was far more accessible in pedagogical terms and assessment terms. The
dominant expatriate community in Hong Kong was not unfamiliar with French or
German since these were also the “imported” occidental languages in the secondary
school curriculum during the colonial days. As such, all these foreign languages
including the institutional English are the Occitan languages of colonial Hong Kong
that were accepted as part of the secondary school curriculum. Most importantly, these
were recognized by the Education Bureau as legitimate credit bearing second languages.
As mentioned however, second languages such as Urdu and Hindi were not recognized
by the Education Bureau as legitimate credit bearing second languages. An interview
with one of the subjects in this study confirmed this. This NCS student opted for Urdu
as a second language instead of French or Chinese, but was later turned down when she
tried to apply for a place in Form 6. She was told that she did not meet the requirements
for entry into Form 6 and sit for the Hong Kong Advanced Level (HKAL) because
Urdu was not a recognized subject by the Hong Kong Examinations (HKEA) as an
entrance qualification into Form 6 and Higher Education.

Heath (1977) defined language ideology as “the self evident ideas and objectives and
group, holds concerning roles of language in the social experiences of members as they
contribute to the expression of that group.” In the context of this particular discussion,
English therefore dictated “the linguistic preferences and practices of international
alliances…regional institutions and local communities” (Heath 1977). With the return
of Hong Kong to the arms of the Mainland under the political awning of ‘One country,
two systems’, Hong Kong needed to re-establish its identity by re-grasping the symbolic
power of Chineseness, and how much better than to do this via an upsurge of learning a
new form of nationalism through (re)localization of the Chinese language. Thus
although English will remain the unspoken collateral of economic and international
partnerships, the magnum task of re-instilling a stronger sense of Chineseness into the
Hong Kong people began with polishing Putonghua and the vernacular Cantonese in all
walks of life. On the one hand, English was still the coveted language of superiority, but
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Chinese language had to find its way back into the sociopolitical dimensions of life
such as the service industry, politics and the civil service, media, education and all
possible conceivable professions. With the dawn of 1997, “Localization” was the new
buzz word and schools were quickly polarized into either the English medium of
instruction (EMI) or the Chinese medium of instruction (CMI).

Re-affirmation of identity through the Chinese language meant a robust and aggressive
move into lobbying for reverting of teaching and learning methods back to Chinese.
The decades of conditioning of English as the superior language were thus being
undone after 1997. But not so overnight, because enforcing the Chinese language as the
main tool for communicating and learning at schools were met with frowns and
scepticisms. Those in the political arena who were pro-China felt the urgent need to
(re)convert the children of Hong Kong to the values of the Chinese language. Therefore
the perceptual configuration of Hong Kong after the handover to China emerged a
spontaneous “return to Chineseness” as well. The idea of a social Gestalten code switch
(Bourdieu, 1974) from English to Chinese was a crucial symbolic move to regaining
power from the colonialists. It is therefore fair to say that Hong Kong needed a
legitimate and recognized symbolic order which framed itself in the Chinese language.

5.3.2 The White Elephants
In November 2008, the Education Bureau published the Supplementary Guidance to the
Chinese Language Curriculum for non-Chinese Speaking Students (see Appendix 5.1 to
5.5). This was recently done after many protests from schools which have a high
number of ethnic minority students enrolled and various NGOs in Hong Kong. But
according to Hong Kong Unison, this published supplementary guidance is lip service
to what the ethnic minority ardently needs. It is being argued that the EB has yet to set
up a systematic Chinese curriculum for ethnic minority students. What both teachers
and students need is a specific “national” curriculum tailored especially for second
language learners. At present, Chinese language teachers are left to their own resources
and creative genius to design and implement Chinese language teaching materials for
their (ethnic minority) students who are second language learners.

It is not surprising therefore, that the range and diversity of the materials of the Chinese
language syllabus will differ from school to school. As yet, the Education Bureau has
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not yet set a threshold for which ethnic minority students need to reach in order to be
considered competent in Chinese. Teachers are also concerned that a more streamlined
pedagogy is needed for these students because learning how to write characters is not
the same as learning a language that requires a certain alphabet which works on some
form of phonetics.

In order to appreciate the complexity of Chinese language learning for ethnic minorities
in Hong Kong, we need to first understand the unique challenges of how one can be
considered as functional with Chinese language in Hong Kong. Functional, by
definition here means that a person not only can use Chinese to go about the everyday
business of communicating with fellow Hong Kongers from buying the English
morning paper at the kerbside newspaper vendor in Cantonese, or ordering a bowl of
wonton noodles, to buying from the elderly woman at the wet market who sells kale and
cilantro and speaks no English; to being conversant, being able to read and write the
Chinese language. Appendix 5.6 is a sample released by members from MIC who are
members of the working committee which is trying to implement a more
comprehensive and ‘centralized’ Chinese textbook for second language learners at
secondary school level. The sample as seen in Appendix 5.6 is aimed for Secondary 1
second language learners of Chinese. Put next to the sample materials in Appendix 5.7,
the difference in standard is easily seen even to the untrained eye.

Chinese language learning in Hong Kong is a unique and special blend language
experience because the vernacular or lingua franca, if you may, is actually Cantonese.
Ellis (1985) explained that there is a difference between acquisition and learning. For
him, the former means picking up a second language through exposure whereas
learning for Ellis means the conscious study of a second language. His ideas on second
language acquisition (SLA) are that it refers to:

“the subconscious or conscious processes by which a language other than the mother
tongue is learnt in a natural or a tutored setting. It covers the development of
phonology, lexis, grammar and pragmatic knowledge. The process manifests both
variable an invariable features. The study of SLA is directed at accounting for the
learner’s competence, but in order to do so has set out to investigate empirically how
a learner performs when he or she uses a second language.” (Ellis 1985 6)
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In light of what Ellis describes, the complexity of Chinese i.e. Cantonese becomes even
more complex because the written is different from the spoken. The spoken Chinese i.e.
Cantonese, is a tangent different from the written word, or in this situation, the written
character as we see it in the newspapers or menus in a kaifong 22 restaurant. The
Chinese writing system is made up of a combination of thousands of strokes. One has to
know how the combination or radicals work before one can read a single character.
Unlike European or other Asian languages, Chinese does not work on a phonetic system.
Thus learning to speak Chinese in Hong Kong through immersion or assimilation of
sorts, is a different language experience from learning to read and write Chinese.
Granted however, that someone who was born and raised in Hong Kong, but whose
parents are both ethnic minorities, might be able to pick up spoken Cantonese
(i.e.acquisition) with less difficulty as compared to one who is a new arrival to Hong
Kong and has never heard Cantonese. Reading and writing Chinese hence is a different
learning curve altogether.

The issue is more complex in the perspective that Chinese Language learning for EMs
means for most, learning a completely new language from scratch as opposed to for
example, a German student learning French or an English student learning Spanish. The
learning of Chinese character writing is far more complicated because it is logographic.
In contrast to achieving literacy in a language that uses countless combinations of
strokes and radicals, learning European languages are in theory, phonetically based and
words can be strung together by understanding how the vowels and consonants work for
that particular alphabet. Learning a new language in which one shifts from a new form
of alphabet and phonemes to another new form of alphabet and phonemes, is thus
“easier” than having to rely on memorization and rote-learning of separate and
individual strokes and dashes which form characters. In Chinese language learning
therefore, the mastery of the skill takes more than just remembering an alphabet per se.

The first step in looking at the challenge of learning Chinese from the perspective of an
ethnic minority is to realize that Chinese language learning in Hong Kong is twolayered. In other words, the dominant spoken language in Hong Kong is Cantonese, a
dialect brought over to Hong Kong, and used by the many that fled from Guangdong

22

Kaifong is a Cantonese colloquialism for ‘neighbourhood’
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Province during the era of the Communist regime in the 1940s. On one hand, Cantonese
speakers in Hong Kong have their own distinct blend and accent of spoken Cantonese
with its nine tones. Hence, it being a tonal language gives it another level of difficulty
i.e. it can be more challenging to learn how to speak Cantonese as opposed to the four
tones needed when learning Putonghua, the lingua franca of China.

Simply put, when a student learns Chinese in Hong Kong, the reading of the characters
is done in Cantonese, not in Putonghua – the official language and lingua franca of
China. Since Cantonese is the vernacular in Hong Kong, reading, writing and speaking
Chinese is predominantly a Cantonese-learning experience, unique to Hong Kong.
Putonghua is not the lingua franca of Hong Kong. By describing it as two-layered
means therefore, that Chinese language learners in Hong Kong are speaking and reading
the written Chinese characters in Cantonese. The other layer is an understanding that
Chinese characters are by official standards “supposed to be read” in Putonghua. In
other words, if a student learns Chinese – reading, writing and speaking – in other major
cities in China, Chinese is taught using Putonghua. The reading, writing and speaking is
taught in Putonghua. On the other hand, if a student learns Chinese – reading, writing
and speaking in Hong Kong, Chinese is taught using Cantonese. The Chinese characters
are the same. But the reading and speaking is Cantonese in Hong Kong whereas the
reading and speaking is Putonghua in for example, Beijing.

Imagine then an everyday example of Chinese language learning in Hong Kong:

Students X, Y and Z are classmates in the same level but of different nationalities.
Chinese Hong Kong student X learns Chinese language in Cantonese. Student X can
read and write Chinese. However, this does not mean that student X can read in
Putonghua or can speak Putonghua.

Imagine also an everyday example of Chinese language learning in Hong Kong. But
this time, for a South Asian ethnic minority:
Indian-Hong Kong student Y learns Chinese language in Cantonese. Student Y was
born and raised in Hong Kong and can speak basic Cantonese that allows him to ask
for directions; order a meal at a fast food shop; or tell the bus driver that he wants to
get off. But student Y cannot read nor write Chinese. In a classroom setting, student Y
can follow simple instructions given by Chinese language teacher and can grasp the
teacher’s explanation.
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Imagine now the scenario for student Z. Student Z is a new arrival in Hong Kong from
Pakistan and has no exposure to Chinese or Cantonese prior to his arrival in Hong Kong.
He is however, put into the same class as students X and Y. Student Z will have more
challenges to face in the learning of Chinese language than would student Y.

The cluster of student samples X, Y and Z come from the case study school. The
teacher explained to me that everyday Chinese language learning is more often met with
dread than optimism because the gap in Chinese language ability varies from student to
student. The eager ones plod on stalwartly while some switch off because listening to
the spoken Cantonese is a challenge in itself. Another similar example is commonly
found in the case study school. If the lesson was a writing class, someone like student Z
cannot perform a task of stringing a sentence together. While someone like student Y
will manage to get by. And although student X can follow, he could also be
disadvantaged because the course content is at time dumbed down to cater for NCS
students. Student X is thus not pushed further for more challenging learning material
because the Chinese language teacher has to strike a balance between the learning needs
of EMS and the native Chinese speakers.

From the Chinese language teacher’s point therefore, the teaching of the language
becomes a rather complex task because of the varying degrees of aptitudes and attitudes
of the students. In one academic year (Form 1), to reach a similar standard as a Chinese
student, an EM student is expected to learn approximately 1000 characters. By the end
of Form 3, an EM student should have around 3000 characters. One needs to recognize
about 3000 Chinese characters to be able to just handle reading a newspaper. Below is a
sample of how many Chinese characters one needs to grasp in order to be ‘functional.’
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Fill in a Chinese application form

No. of
characters
2K

Read a menu

2K

Read a newspaper

3K to 4K

Read a passage for comprehension exercise (F5 level)

3K

Read a book

3K to 5K

Task

Fig. 5.3 Sample of number of Chinese Characters needed in order to be ‘functional’

For an EM therefore, to learn Chinese in Hong Kong means tackling the first layer of
Chinese learning by being conversant in Cantonese. Being conversant would be an
advantage in learning the writing system. In this perspective, to be ‘functional’ in HK,
one must be able to read and write Chinese. Hence the foremost issue as other related
research have pointed out is that the Education Bureau has yet to set down a specific
blueprint for Chinese language learning in schools catered for second language learners
who are residents in Hong Kong in order that they may be given the same opportunities
for entry into tertiary education and thereby have the same opportunities for white collar
jobs in Hong Kong. From the above classroom scenario, the senior Chinese language
teacher, Ms Fan (from MIC), also explained that she was already ‘used to’ over-coming
the eclectic mix of student aptitudes in her everyday teaching, and often after she
designed her teaching materials, there is a (long) period of trial and error to see if the
material ‘fit’ the students. She complained that students often forgot easily what was
taught from one week to the next. Retention of what was taught was therefore an issue
as well. This Chinese language teacher expressed that she hoped there were courses for
her and her colleagues so that they can be trained to teach Chinese as a second language.
As well-seasoned teacher, Ms Fan was prepared for all the challenges that classroom
management brought, but for many of the newer colleagues, teaching Chinese to
foreign students was a daunting task. This was especially true when the Chinese
teachers have to design their teaching materials as well, because there are not enough
available textbooks in the market in Hong Kong as resource to teach Chinese as a
second language. Many of the Chinese language teachers were competent in the
knowledge of the subject, but what they wanted was the pedagogy for Chinese as a
second language.
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As we see the growing numbers of designated schools in Hong Kong, the concerns for a
more systematic Chinese language curriculum for second and third generation ethnic
minorities and new NCS immigrants is not the only issue, but that HK is moving
towards a more and more segregated education community in which it has become an
issue of “them” and “us”. Educational policy has a role to play in this festering
phenomenon and the present segregation of ethnic minorities from the Hong Kong
Chinese community needs to be addressed more seriously. There are piece-meal
policies in which Chinese language classes and cultural induction programmes are held
for the new NCS immigrants, and these programmes are also more short-term intensive
classes in Chinese for NCS students. These programmes however, as suggested are only
piece-meal and many non-Chinese children are not fully functional in the lingua-franca.
Further educational opportunities lead to better job opportunities but this does not apply
to many of the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong, because their educational opportunities
are hampered because of their Chinese language shortcomings.

The story behind the white elephants during the times of the Southeast Asian
monarchies is perhaps familiar to many, and the term white elephant has more idiomatic
use today. For many, the ethnic minority and South Asians in HK are seen as white
elephants. HK does not need to feel that the South Asian community is a burdensome
concern because we have to invest in this (mammoth) undertaking to educate this small
section of the community in a language unfamiliar to them. The HK government and
particularly the EB has to step forward boldly in announcing and implementing a
feasible long-term plan that will address the issue of Chinese as a second language for
non-Chinese residents in Hong Kong. Rather than showing knee-jerk responses such as
offering outside-classroom language support for both students and teachers; or passing a
bill that recognizes varying levels of different academic qualifications as entrance into
tertiary education; or using propaganda tactics in showing how EM children are also
part of HK; or monetary incentives for establishing designated schools, the core of the
problem must be dealt with directly. And segregation is not the answer to this problem.
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5.3.3 The Language Issue According to the HT of the Case Study School
In trying to appreciate the nature of Chinese as second language learning for EMs in
Hong Kong, the dialogue excerpts below show what are the challenges faced by
students whose mother tongue is not Chinese. The following will also describe how the
Schools Banding system works and how students are assessed.

Dr. Liang from the case study school had this to say about the MoI policy in Hong
Kong. In a published article to the media in 2005, Dr. Liang explains how a designated
school is, like any other mainstream school, very much tied to the language policy set
by the EB, and being designated cannot untangle itself from the language policy. Dr.
Liang’s article stated, “Segregation is no exaggeration since these schools only start
training NCS the basic skill to immerse in local society in the beginning of this
century – Chinese Language. It is still not surprising to see NCS from these schools
who can barely comprehend the most common language, Cantonese, in Hong Kong,
even for the children who are born in Hong Kong.”

Two things stand out in Dr. Liang’s article: a) that NCS students are regarded as a
“burden” to HK society and/or because secondary schools are reticent in accepting
these ethnic minorities due to their “special needs” in Chinese language acquisition and
b) HK needs a recognized Chinese as a second language educational policy. Upon
closer examination of a) and b), it is not difficult to see what the vicious cycle in the
schooling of ethnic minorities is. After the handover of HK back to its motherland,
Chinese as MoI was quickly implemented, which intentionally or unintentionally,
neglected the Chinese language needs of the 10,000 or so ethnic minority children.
Many of these EM families also belong to the average or below average income group.
The government is still deciding whether or not Chinese should be taught to ethnic
minority children at a more comprehensively; so that they too can be on par with their
Chinese counterparts. Dr. Liang described how this was a Catch 22 situation. Regular
mainstream schools have reservations to take on EM students because firstly, they do
not have the expertise nor the manpower to bring the ethnic minority children up to
standard in Chinese acquisition in order to meet the demands of the public examinations.
The sample teaching materials as shown in Appendix 5.7 is MIC’s new attempt to assist
in helping EB produce a more comprehensive textbook that can raise the standards of
second language learners. Learning Chinese by means of Romanization, as shown in
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Appendix 4.1 to 4.4 is not a suitable method to prepare students for the eventual
HKDSE.

Chapter 6 which follows will look into how empowerment is attained through
meritocracy and that segregation hampers this. The following chapter will also show
how cultural capital is also partly due to the symbolic significance of the knowledge of
the dominant language.
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CHAPTER SIX
EMPOWERING NARRATIVE

6.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 unfolded the intricate narratives of student informants and the personified Mary
Immaculate College (MIC) whose voice is given by one of the key gatekeepers and witness
to the changes of the school’s growth – the principal and Head Teacher, Dr. Liang. Chapter 5
suggested some of the issues that ethnic minority students face as secondary students in Hong
Kong with regard to learning Chinese as a second language.

This chapter will discuss what HK education policies there are towards the provision for
ethnic minorities in the education system. In other words, the discussion surrounds to what
extent is a designated school in HK useful in the education of the ethnic minorities. More
data and analysis of the school’s responses to the policies will be raised. The title of Chapter
6, “Empowering Narrative” has a double entendre. On the one hand, I wish to elaborate on
what empowers the ethnic minority student to be en par with a Chinese counterpart in order
to enter HE. The other side of the title carries the metaphor of the ethnic minority’s
empowering narrative/story that allows him or her to be part of the upper socio-economic
strata.

The first part of this chapter is mainly derived from dialogue with the HT, Dr. Liang from
MIC. The second part of the chapter raises pertinent points regarding the nature of allowing
designated schools to continue to thrive. These perspectives are mainly triangulated from the
interviews done with a) other teachers from MIC b) Head Teachers of other non-designated
schools and c) parents of the NCS students.

6.2 The Schools Banding System and the Assessment of Students
Dr. Liang explained why it seemed that within the internal school assessment, the students
seem to be doing fine, but the overall rate of students entering university or tertiary education
was low. The reason for this backtracks to the earlier years of schooling of these ethnic
minorities. To understand this is to trace the overall aptitude of these students by looking at
their attainment test scores at the exit point from primary school. There is a mechanism (only
the EB has access to) which measures their academic aptitude at Form 1 which gives an
overall grade for Chinese, English and Math against all students in Hong Kong who are just
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starting Form 1. This mechanism takes the form of a territory-wide mandatory attainment test.
There is more than one reason why this territory-wide attainment test is conducted. It not only
gives an estimate of a school’s overall performance of their primary school students, it also
gives the stronger students a better chance into getting into a band 1 school or a school of
their own choice.

A whole school is seen as a unit and the overall score each school earns is generated in a
percentile. The bandings of the schools are represented from 1 to 5, with band 1 being the
strongest band of schools. For MIC, the NCS students ranked at position 11 out of 100
schools for English which means they rank in band 1 because they fall into the top 20% in the
whole of Hong Kong. For Math, they rank 89/100 and for Chinese they rank at 99/100. This
means therefore, that in the whole of Hong Kong, MIC ranked among the strongest for
English (top 20%) and ranks among the weakest (bottom 10%) for Chinese language. Here, it
should be noted that apart from the Chinese subject, the attainment test for Math is mainly
done in Chinese as well. For example, the problem solving questions for Math are assessed in
Chinese. Although most NCS learn Chinese at primary school, they are not rigorously trained
and drilled for such kinds of Math attainment tests done at L1 standard, unlike other Chinese
children who also go to mainstream schools but learn Math in their mother tongue. Apart
from English, the attainment tests are done in Chinese language. Thus for a subject like Math
for example, a student not only has to be both clever at solving Math problems, but also be
able to read and interpret the Math question in Chinese.

Hence, the end results of the attainment test for most NCS are somewhat predictable in terms
of academic attainment because the tools used to measure their academic aptitude are
inappropriate and somewhat unfair. The attainment tests are geared for HK born children who
are also Chinese L1 learners and in this regard, the tests do not reflect the true aptitude of
NCS students. In other words, the Hong Kong attainment tests given to Form 1 students on a
territory-wide scale cannot truly measure the academic ability of EMs because it is language
biased. Two out of three subjects are tested mainly in Chinese language. Therefore when
compared to all other Hong Kong students at Form 1 level, MIC ranked 99/100 for Chinese.
The reason being that NCS students are not adequately prepared to take a Chinese attainment
test geared for L1 learners.
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In the above context therefore, the banding of the school such as this particular case-study
school will naturally drop because the students’ overall score for the attainment tests is low as
already explained. Earning a position in the top 20% for English is not sufficient enough to
“upgrade” MIC to Band 1. In simpler terms, the banding system set by the EB is unfair to
ethnic minority students. There is a higher chance therefore, that segregated schools will
“naturally” be placed in a lower band because these schools cannot perform as well due to a
Chinese language handicap. Once the labelling sets in, the impression of NCS as weaker
students is difficult to slough off. At the primary school exit point, therefore, there is a good
chance that the NCS student could very well be placed into a lower band secondary school as
well, because the primary school in which he or she attended already belongs to a lower band
school. The banding system inadvertently breeds more NCS students, and this cumulative
effect will continue unless the ethnic minority children are given mandatory and
comprehensive training in Chinese language acquisition. The issue at hand therefore begs the
question: Who will set the educational policy, and implement it and sustain it, to truly
assimilate the ethnic minorities in HK?

To take this picture into its next frame, at the exit point of primary school every year, there
will be a scramble of ethnic minority students who wish to enrol into a designated school
because they know that at the very least, a designated school is more attuned to the needs of
the ethnic minority, whereas a regular mainstream school could very well be a lower band
school or a school that uses Chinese as MoI or both. The student is at the mercy of the central
allocation system if he or she does not approach another school to be enrolled in.

According to Dr. Liang, every year there are NCS students who are unable to enter
designated schools, and they end up in a CMI school of a lower banding. There are also of
course the few rare ones like Husna and her family who purposely choose CMI schools. But
generally speaking, comparatively few in numbers, these handfuls of EM students study in a
Chinese setting in which all subjects except English, are taught in Chinese. Although these
NCS students are not fluent in Chinese, they are centrally allocated to a CMI school because
they could not score high enough in the central allocation scheme to enter an EMI school,
which is often a higher band school.

The complex nature of sorting and streaming students around Hong Kong for secondary
school does not end there. Stronger students are allocated to EMI schools or are allocated to
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schools within their top 3 options, while weaker (NCS) students are sent to CMI schools
which are further down their secondary schools choices allocation list. They are allocated to
these schools in spite of the fact that they may not be able to fully partake in classes because
as policy would have it, lessons are mainly conducted in Cantonese and almost all the
textbooks used are published in Chinese. If the EM student is not able to read the books
which are written and geared for L1 learners, then it can become a challenge for them to
follow what the textbook knowledge is about. This is already illustrated in Cherise’s narrative
in Chapter 4. Also, if the EM student also cannot speak enough Cantonese to communicate,
then the teachers’ explanations of the on-going lessons will also pose as a challenge for these
EM students.

The Chinese language issue for NCS children is “passed on” from year to year – from
primary to secondary school – and these NCS children’s standard of Chinese is left to the
school’s internal assessment. The “quality assurance” of the standard of Chinese reached by
these NCS is not standardized. The school will decide what level of Chinese language
fluency the NCS student has or has not reached. But since these children are segregated into
such schools of which many are non-Chinese, the issue is not as prominent, because the NCS
“problem” will be passed on to the secondary school and can be later dealt with there and
then.

There are far-reaching effects of being schooled in a designated school and the kind of
Chinese language ‘handicap’ is manifested after six years of primary school education and
five years of secondary school education, when the NCS student wishes to enter Form 6. At
the exit point in Form 5 he or she realizes that Chinese Language is actually an essential
subject for entry into many university programmes. And of course Chinese language is also
essential whether one ends up doing a blue collar or white collar job in HK.

When asked how qualified were these NCS students, in terms of entering Form 6, Dr. Liang
responded with this: (R – researcher ; HT – Dr. Liang)

R

Are they qualified to… enter form 6?

HT

On the surface, their chances for entering university are considerably
low. To most, it seems like a fair situation, because they could take the
Chinese GCSE if their Chinese were not compatible. The passing rate for
GCSE is high. The passing rate (for GCSE Chinese) was 100% in the
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2009 exam, and more than half of them attained an A* result, but they
are not smart at all, most of them were actually quite surprised that they
got an A*. They could actually attain an A* result with a primary 2-3
standard, and since it’s a second-language exam in the UK, it doesn’t
examine their real ability.
In Hong Kong we have to consider the complete development of these
ethnic minorities. Did they stand a fair chance when they entered
kindergarten? Meaning, a fair chance to being successful in the future.
Perhaps since day one, they were already deprived of many things.

In trying to unpick the dense language issue faced by EMs in Hong Kong, what Dr. Liang
meant was that the reasons for the poor Chinese language abilities of EMs can be traced back
to the day they start kindergarten. What is being offered now to NCS students at secondary
school level is a “quick-fix remedy” to their inability to enter Form 6. The government is now
allowing students of NCS background to take the Chinese Language at GCSE level and they
can use this qualification to enter Form 6. As mentioned by Dr. Liang, the passing rate was
100% in 2009 and many scored A* (as in “A-star”) which is the highest score that can be
attained. But in essence, in contrast to the HKCE Chinese Language, the GCSE Chinese
language is geared for second language learners and is only equivalent to lower primary
school level in Hong Kong. The Chinese Language paper at GCSE level is nowhere near the
standard of Chinese learners at L1 level. Hence the A grade or A* grade which the NCS
students attain cannot truly reflect the Chinese language standard needed to pursue senior
secondary level.

Allowing the NCS to take the GCSE exam is like a token appreciation offered by the EB that
NCS can assimilate into the Chinese Language culture of Hong Kong, but in truth, the level
of Chinese fluency is not enough to compete with the Chinese counterparts. Any HE
programme will have its demands in entrance requirements, and for HK, it is natural that
Chinese fluency is a must. Again this begs the question: Who will assure that the ethnic
minority students are taught the Chinese language skills needed as entrance requirements for
HE. To be functional in Chinese, a second language learner needs more than an A* grade in
the GCSE Chinese language. Thus NCS students are still hampered even though they are
moved upwards towards senior secondary schooling or even tertiary education. Dr. Liang
further explained that this is all traced back to the kindergarten level of schooling because the
teaching of Chinese language to EMs is not always tailored for second language learners.
Children of non-Chinese ethnicity are already segregated into primary schools which accept
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NCS students. From then onwards, if the NCS students are fortunate enough, they are taught
the designated school’s version of Chinese as a second language (CSL) based on what the
Chinese teachers at the school have prepared or designed for these NCS students. Or if not,
the schools follow the exact same syllabus as their Chinese classmates in a sink-or-swim
manner, as in the case of Iram who was mentioned in Chapter 4. The versions and standards
of CSL can vary from school to school. There is no monitoring system that ensures NCS
children are receiving the same kind of training in Chinese as a second language.

In Hong Kong, there is no standard or “national” curriculum for CSL textbooks given to NCS
students in primary schools. In other words, since there is no “national” curriculum for
second language Chinese learners, every school has to come up with their own version of a
CSL syllabus for their NCS students and the design of such Chinese textbooks or syllabus
depend on resources available in their school. With this particular case study school, the
Chinese language department initiated their own CSL package via the Quality Education
Fund (QEF). It is therefore, understandable that the standard of Chinese language ability of
these NCS students can vary from school to school depending on the level of difficulty that
the school teaches for Chinese language. When Dr. Liang mentioned in his article that ethnic
minority students are “deprived of many things” the word “many” encompasses more than
just the learning of Chinese. “Many” is a blanket for a) lack of resources; b) lack of teachertraining; c) lack of government policy for a “national curriculum” for second language
learners such as ethnic minorities in Hong Kong; d) the general mindset of Hong Kong
towards teaching Chinese to NCS, which is diffidence.

The general mindset is: Investing in the teaching of Chinese to the ethnic minorities is costly
because there are too few learners overall. The general assumption is that the cost is more
than the demand, and hence cautious steps must be taken before investing in the Chinese
language education of these ethnic minorities in Hong Kong. For the time being therefore,
(since the 1970’s), the best way to school the ethnic minority students in Hong Kong is to
segregate the few from the many. But this should not be so. A responsible government would
ensure that not only would children be given the right to receive their education in the official
language, but they are also given the respect and integrity to uphold their native language. In
Australia, bilingual education for indigenous children was offered starting in the 1970s.
Aboriginal bilingual education in Australia represents much more than a range of education
programs. It has been a measure of non-Aboriginal commitment to either assimilation or
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cultural pluralism (Harris and Devlin 1996). Another context for example, would be Belgium.
It has three official languages, Dutch, French and German. Belgian children are
constitutionally protected with the right to receive their education through any of the three
official languages. One of the most unfortunate ethnic minority students – a Pakistani girl – in
this research was misinformed about taking Urdu for her HKCEE exam. She sat for the exam
believing that it was an accepted criterion for application into HE, but only to be told that
Urdu was not recognized by EB as a pre-requisite. However, had she taken French or German,
it would have been recognized. There seems to be two levels of second language
discrimination here. On the one hand, positive discrimination to the Occidental languages as
accepted entrance criteria into university, but Urdu will not count as an HE qualification
because it was not recognized second language subject.

6.3 Chinese Language Assessment in a Segregated System
There are many reasons as to how and why NCS children who attend mainstream CMI or
EMI are disadvantaged. One reason is that in the early stages of Chinese language learning,
for example at kindergarten, students have to follow through some stages of rote learning or
memorization of Chinese passages which are used as seen or unseen dictation exercises.
Chinese children have family members or other relatives who can help with Chinese
homework and preparation, but the Pakistani, Indian or Filipino child have to rely on his or
her own resources after school hours. Since many NCS students have NCS parents, there is a
very challenging task of preparing or revising for the scheduled dictations or tests. It then
becomes a vicious cycle when children cannot do well in Chinese language because the NCS
children do not have the same kind of support that a regular Chinese child can have at home.
In this scenario, the NCS is already disadvantaged. A typical phenomenon at home for a 10year-old HK child preparing for class the following day can for example, look like this:

a) completing a page or two in exercise workbooks for Chinese, English and Maths. b) rote
learning a Chinese comprehension passage of about 100 characters; and memorizing a
Chinese passage for the following day’s ‘seen’ Chinese dictation.

Memorization and regurgitation is a very typical method of Chinese language learning in HK.
Helping a child prepare for such a task by an NCS parent can be daunting because, there is no
one else but the child to depend on for remembering how the characters are read and
pronounced. There are a few layers of learning – reading, writing, listening and speaking - to
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be done before a child can regurgitate a passage on paper and not miss any strokes out in the
writing of the Chinese character.

Dr. Liang was asked to elaborate on the issues of Chinese language learning for EMs in Hong
Kong and whether or not segregation was a better learning environment (as opposed to
integration) in the teaching and learning of Chinese language. Below is Dr. Liang’s response.
HT:

R:
HT:

R:
HT:

What we observed in the school was that even though the children were enrolled in
Primary 1, we didn’t understand why (Chinese) teachers couldn’t affect the EM
children to learn Chinese, even at such a young age.
Who didn’t understand?
Me! I asked the teachers…(what hampered the children’s learning of Chinese)
Teachers are very direct; they say the learning environment itself is not
encouraging…for this school, there’s only 10% ethnic Chinese children studying
here… Chinese for many of the NCS students is most probably their 3rd language.
Other than the few Chinese lessons a week, the NCS children do not have the
chance to practice the language. They do not speak Chinese at home and at
school, Chinese is treated as L2 when teaching.
…for the ethnic minority children to learn Chinese as L2, and local Chinese Hong
Kong children to learn English as L2…is it actually two very different things?
Yes, absolutely treated differently.
But the Hong Kong syllabus is pretty interesting. If you compare the Chinese and
English exams in Hong Kong, in terms of the level of difficulty, I would definitely
say Chinese is an L1 subject, an exam which treats it as a mother-tongue. And
English… I’m not an expert,…but comparing that with other overseas exams for
example, I personally think that, the Hong Kong English exam is not even close to
the L1 level.
For example, the students who only gained Level 1 or Level 2 in the HKCE, we
have special descriptors for that, but when you compare these descriptors with
those of TOEFL or IELTS, we find the standard of an English exam at HKCE level is
only compatible and similar to those of TOEFL. It’s also after all, only a test of the
use foreign language. Therefore I believe the Hong Kong English syllabus is still an
L2 syllabus.
Our children gain an advantage in this way. Since you are assessing them using an
appropriate tool, as our students are also L2 learners; English is not their mothertongue either. The English Language assessment is an appropriate tool for
assessment, but the assessment tool used for Chinese Language is not appropriate.
Therefore when you look back on the development (schooling experience) of these
ethnic minorities from the day they enter school…there are several types of schools
in HK…say, if they enter a local Chinese school, they are doomed. They stand no
chance at all for Chinese language learning. They do not have teachers who will
spend extra time teaching them individually. There is no extra mentoring or
Chinese language coaching that can be given to these EMs.
Therefore the first question is: What could the government do? The government
has to identify this problem. It has to allocate resources to schools.
I think about it this way, we have around 5000 ethnic minority primary school
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R:
HT:

children, and 3000 ethnic minority secondary school children (in all of Hong Kong).
(For me) the best thing to do is to close our school; but this is not ideal… here we
have around 90% ethnic minorities. Why is it not ideal? No matter how we boast
about our school – “Harmony in Diversity” – that the children are very happy
here… that the teachers have autonomy over what they want to do here…we make
it sound like the relationship between teachers and students is harmonious or as
you say, very intimate. But somehow when they leave the school after form 5 they
realize the school has been giving them an illusion. They soon realize that in
reality, society is not as welcoming as the teachers in school.
So,…the harshness is when you realize that you are considered handicapped when
you can’t read and write Chinese…
Every year when I receive applications for Form 1, there are around 20-30 students
from local schools…These students came from a peculiar education system…in a
sense that they might excel in certain subjects, but on the other hand, they feel
really desperate in other subjects.
In the Hong Kong system, these (EM) children will never be able to enter Band 1
schools, or those other coveted schools. So naturally they will enter local schools
which might not have the readiness to cater to the needs of these children.
Therefore they might immediately have to worry about how the new school or new
environments will perceive them.
After 6 years of atypical education, they have to face another familiar moment (of
not being catered for)…I believe they experience a hard time in search of their own
identity...I suppose you have a more thorough understanding of this than I do…

Dr. Liang was trying to explain how the intricate language assessment system works in Hong
Kong at exit level in secondary school. On a personal level, he believes that the actual
HKCEE English exam is still tailored for L2 learners. This belief is based on how for
example the TOEFL is also geared towards non-native English language learners. In other
words, if a high grade in English is achieved at HKCEE, the results needs to be compared to
the descriptors for a TOEFL or a TESL in order to find out that the level of HKCEE English
is really not for L1 but L2 learners. Based on this assumption Dr. Liang thinks that HKCEE
English is a “lower” level assessment tool when compared to internationally recognized tests
such as TOEFL or IELTS. Thus for the Hong Kong EMs, taking the English exam is
appropriate for their level because this assessment tool is geared for L2 learners, and because
for many of the NCS, English is their second language as well, just as it is with the local
Chinese Hong Kong students. In the above dialogue, the HT mentioned that Chinese for
many NCS is their third language. On the one hand, it is advantageous for EMs to sit the
English language exam, but they fall short when it comes to being tested for Chinese
language proficiency because the assessment tool for Chinese language is geared for L1
(mother tongue) learners. Therefore, this is what Dr. Liang meant by EMs being “doomed” if
they were allocated to a regular mainstream Chinese school. These EMs often have no extra
Chinese language support service when they enter CMI schools because not all schools in HK
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have special resources for the teaching of Chinese language geared for NCS students. Above
all, the subjects are all taught in Chinese and the textbooks are all in Chinese, save for
English language.

Another issue that emerged in this dialogue was the conflict of whether or not segregation of
NCS was an ideal learning environment. On the one hand, there is a kind of “convenience” in
grouping all ethnic minorities under one roof because their common language is English and
they share a similar level of challenge in the learning of Chinese. For most, speaking
Cantonese does not come naturally to them; and the learning of reading and writing is also a
high hurdle for the EMs. By putting them in a designated school, there is an understood but
unspoken streaming of these children into (Chinese) classes which are catered to their level.
It is understood that these EMs will not be able to sit the regular Chinese language exam at
HKCEE because the exam is geared for native speakers. And within this context, the EMs are
“doomed” because not only will their learning needs not be catered for because of the
Chinese language issue, but there is another racial facet which the ethnic minority student has
to deal with. Iram and Husna both spoke about how difficult it was for them to be part of a
larger Chinese school community because they were often targets of verbal bullying.
Nonetheless, within the context of the year 2010, it is relatively better for an ethnic minority
to study in a designated school not only because of the cliché, “birds of a feather flock
together” but he or she will be protected from the “indifferent” system of regular mainstream
Chinese school. In other words, opting for a designated school is better because resources for
designated schools have been improved in the last five years or so. The EB has links on their
website that are specially designed for ethnic minority students in HK, and the EB has
recently taken steps to translate some necessary information for parents in certain languages
of the NCS communities in HK can illustrate this again.

On the one hand, it is preferable to opt for a designated school because the overall school
ethos caters for the type of diversity that is part of the evolving school heritage and the sense
of belonging for these EMs is further strengthened. But on the other hand, the system will
feed on itself and thereby encouraging more and more designated schools to evolve. Agreeing
to school NCS students in the name of a designated school is to agree with segregation. And
not to address the problematic issues intertwined in segregating darker skinned children from
the dominant Chinese children is widening the parameters of cultural and racial biases. But
the fact of the matter is, for now, apart from designated schools, a majority of mainstream
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schools in Hong Kong might not have the same kind of readiness as would a designated
school, in the education of an ethnic minority. This not only is true at an academic and
pedagogical level, but on a larger scale, what slackens the education of the Hong Kong South
Asians is also the overall mindset or attitude of the Chinese Hong Kong people towards the
South Asians in Hong Kong. According to Dr. Liang, as long as Hong Kong does not
perceive the NCS students as assets and future professionals in our society, they will always
be treated as lower class citizens. However, the complexity has to be acknowledged as well in
that EM parents and immigrants must also want their children to be educated in Chinese.
Schooling itself will not right the problems of socio-economic status of ethnic minorities.
There is a need for a stronger integrated approach whereby the EM parents also must be
educated to know that being fluent in English alone will not make job-seeking any easier. EB
must promote more vigorously to EM parents the imperative and the work can be done by the
schools; to invite EM parents to know more about the system and know what is needed to be
in the system. Hence, the EM parents need to be educated on policy issues as well.

There are also other unaccounted narratives of EMs who end up in CMI schools because of
the central allocation system in Hong Kong. When the more established designated schools,
such as this present case study school, have reached their maximum enrolment capacity, other
EMs have to make their way to other secondary schools which will and have to accept them,
because of the twelve year free education policy, but might not be ready to cater for their
needs as ethnic minorities. Dr. Liang understands that for an EM student, there is another
layer of anxiety that he or she needs to face and that is the fear of “not being accepted”
because he or she is different. There are deeper layers of needs which an impressionable
adolescent has, especially when that person is an NCS in Hong Kong. In conclusion,
designated schools are not ideal because it does not enhance integration and assimilation, but
on the other hand sending NCS students to regular mainstream schools will be an injustice to
them because the large gap in Chinese language ability will hamper their learning.

6.4 Higher Education Opportunities for Ethnic Minorities
Like many who complete the Advanced Level exam, the chances of an NCS student who
wishes to enrol into a University programme is the same as any student who completes Form
7 in Hong Kong. The NCS student however, finds that many of the gateways to a Bachelor’s
Degree are closed for them because Chinese language qualification (at L1 standard; or near
L1 standard) is an entrance requirement for many undergraduate degree programmes. Based
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on the interviews done with the various NCS students in Chapter 4, there are undergraduate
programmes that they can apply for because they have reached the standard to be accepted
into the programme, but eventually could not enrol in because of the lack of Chinese
language ability. In other words, these NCS students may have scored enough points at the
HKAL examinations and earned themselves a slot for an interview to read for a particular
undergraduate programme, but only to find out that they cannot enrol in their choice
programme because they realize that Chinese language fluency is a requirement. The stories
of Juan Carlos, Cherise, Latika and Farid reflect this.

6.5 The Unspoken and Unchallenged Biases
How is linguistic capital a form of symbolic asset? Those who live here are all too familiar
with the political motto: “One country, two systems.” The country is China and the two
systems – Hong Kong and the Mainland – are supposed to be autonomous yet dual at the
same time. In terms of education, the first crucial method to manifest itself as one country is
to re-establish itself via the mother tongue, and that is Chinese. Although the intrinsic values
of English are still there, however, Hong Kong wanted Chinese language to be the dominant
tool of communication in the post-1997 era. Thus the symbolic significance attached to
Chinese language is very important especially if one wishes to make HK their home.

Whether it is the complex socio-political issues concerned with the running of a school, or the
fear of taking on an ethnic minority student into a school because of the lack of resources,
Head Teachers, as educators, have the moral responsibility to accept students based on their
overall aptitudes. The HT recalls certain incidents on a few occasions which show how
difficult it is to really undo the stigma or “fear” of educating EMs in Hong Kong. Below are a
few excerpts about educators who have reservations about the schooling of EMs in Hong
Kong.
HT:

R:
HT:

…We have to change our mentality… why do I say this? For example the
principal next door, whenever he sees students with the surname Monsoo… or
Medu…
Or Mohammed…
Whenever he sees these types of names, he’ll call up, and I’ll ask him to send
them over. But as time passes, I start to realize a problem…some of these
children grew up in local schools and have studied Chinese…This means a lot
of schools do not care where these children were born or where they grew up,
and it turns out to be a racial issue again. Therefore it’s the mentality… what
do you treat these ethnic minorities as then?
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There was a sense of frustration and unspoken helplessness on the part of Dr. Liang’s rhetoric
because between the lines, this is reality for an administrator of a designated school.
Although unintentionally prejudiced, there is a racist outcome in the choices made by fellow
Head Teachers in the district. Since this case study school is a fairly established designated
school in that district, peers would call up to ask if it is possible to recommend someone over
to enrol in Form 1. The recommendation is solely based on the name, Moodhood or
Mohammed or any name which rings ethnic minority. Dr. Liang realizes that “a lot of schools
do not care where these children were born or where they grew up, and it turns out to be a
racial issue again.” He finds this kind of passing up of students problematic because fellow
HTs do not seem to consider thoroughly enough that some of these Primary 6 NCS graduates
who wish to apply to their schools have had six years of primary education schooling in
Chinese language as well. The impression that Dr. Liang gathers from these
“recommendations” is that other HTs do not wish to deal with students whose names stand
out from the regular pool of Chinese names. It does not really matter which schools these
NCS students come from – EMI or CMI - The initial response is “I do not want them” – and
this boils down to a racial issue but is unspoken because there are after all, designated schools
which can deal better with ethnic minorities and are more ready to accept them. This is a
racial issue which will fester if ethnic minority children are being recommended back to
designated schools; and thus the designated schools system will feed on itself and the cycle
continues. But how does an HT say “No” to a peer when that other school does not have the
resources to support an NCS student? In situations like this every minority student who gets
passed up ends up as a refugee in a designated school and not a welcomed member in a
regular mainstream school. In an interview with another HT who runs a Christian school, (but
is not a designated school), he had this to say about accepting ethnic minority students into
his school – “I’m sure the other designated schools will take care of these students.” This HT
from the non-designated school went on to explain that his school did not have the resources
to teach EM students and some of the teachers “will be afraid” to teach EM students because
they have no experience teaching non-Chinese children.

At another interview with a different HT, who ran a Catholic boys school in the district of
Kwai Fong, the attitude towards ethnic minority students was slightly different. For the
purposes of this account, this HT will be called Mr Lo. As HT of the school, Mr Lo had
reserved funds to hire a Pakistani assistant teacher (whom we shall name as Hassan) to work
at the school on a part-time basis, doing multiple jobs. The job description included working
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at the school office doing general clerical work; doing shift duties at the school’s main gate,
and most importantly, helping a few Pakistani students who spoke absolutely no Cantonese
with their studies at the school when possible. Hassan acted both as tutor to the few Pakistani
students and mentor to the boys if they had any personal problems other than homework
questions. Mr Lo hired Hassan because he was impressed with his bi-lingual skills. Hassan
was a HK resident who used to be a businessman, but lost his business due to recession.
Hassan learnt how to speak Cantonese after many years living in HK as a permanent resident.
Mr Lo needed someone like Hassan because he could serve as interpreter as well. Although
the students spoke some English, Mr Lo felt that if someone could play the role as counsellor
and teacher for the boys, life at this CMI secondary school would be less harsh for these few
EM students. The 2 Pakistani boys would be able to relate better to someone who spoke their
language. Mr Lo explained that he had to accept these EM students because they were
allocated to him via the central allocation system. And there were no nearby designated
schools that would take these students. The HT understood that for every new EM student
that was taken in, the school would be given incentives by EB. And if a certain quota was met,
the mainstream school could be re-formed as a designated school. Mr Lo expressed that he
welcomed the monetary incentives that was offered by the EB, and for that reason he could
not see why he should not ask for more. Mr Lo’s rationale was that whether he had to teach
one EM student or more, the resources would still be the same. Hence it would be a wise idea
to accept more EM students to his school. Unlike the HTs that might call up Dr. Liang, who
would rather release EM students from their school, Mr Lo welcomed EM students to his
school.

6.6 Guidelines to the Teaching of Chinese as a Secondary Language
There are recommendations for institutions as to how Chinese language can be taught to the
NCS community and what can be included in the course syllabi. The government has recently
taken initiatives to outsource the teaching of Chinese language to various tertiary institutions
in Hong Kong. Hence we have for example, university A working in close collaboration with
designated schools #1 and #2, while university B works in close collaboration with designated
school #3. Each school is offered consultation; teaching and learning materials designed by
that particular university. Each outsource to a designated school will last as long as the
funding lasts or until the “project” is complete. The common and predictable outcome to this
kind of outsourcing is that Hong Kong will not have a “national curriculum” in which there is
a uniformity and quality assurance of the teaching and learning of Chinese Language. A more
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deep seated issue is that, Hong Kong lacks a proper teacher training program that can prepare
potential language teachers to fully engage in the education of the EMs in Hong Kong.
Teacher training programmes can be initiated that adopts the methods of Content and
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). More of this will be mentioned in Chapter 8. At the
present moment, various short-term or one-off Chinese Language projects are being
conducted on worthwhile initiatives made by tertiary institutions such as HKU, CU and
PolyU. Before looking at how CLIL could be included in the teaching of subjects, we shall in
Chapter 7, first look at what the implementation of inclusive education can mean for the
ethnic minority community in Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

7.1 An Overview of Inclusive Education
The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights pronounced education as a human right.
Inclusive education, thus, in the broadest sense of the term means that all people have the
fundamental right to access education and not be excluded. Over 40 years later, in the 1989
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child further addressed the pertaining issue of every
child’s access to education. Article 28 stipulated that the right of the child to education be
achieved progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity. In particular, the State Parties
should “encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, including
general and vocational education; make them available and accessible to all children. (Article
28, 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child). Not only should educational and
vocational information and guidance be made accessible to all children, but it also further
urged that higher education be made accessible to all.

The decades which followed the Universal Declaration saw other attempts to progress
towards this goal, and in 1990, The World Declaration on Education for All tried to re-state
that education was a basic right for all people. This World Conference on Education for All
(EFA), however, was criticized for not strongly advocating inclusive education as opposed to
segregated education.

Ainscow (1999) stated that what might be the most influential document in the narrativizing
of inclusive education is perhaps the one drawn up in 1994 in Salamanca. The Salamanca
Conference on Special Needs Education (UNESCO, 1994) expanded on the word all with
regard to EFA, in that:

Schools should accommodate all children regardless of their physical, intellectual, social,
linguistic or other conditions. This should include disabled and gifted children, street and
working children, children from remote or nomadic populations, children from linguistic,
ethnic, or cultural minorities and children from other disadvantaged or marginalized areas
and groups. (UNESCO 1994, 6)

By the year 2000, The Dakar Framework for Action addressed the term ‘inclusive’ more
closely in Article 8. World leaders and agencies pledged to create “…inclusive and equitably
resourced educational environments conducive to excellence in learning with clearly defined
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levels of achievement for all.” 23 Since then there have been many comprehensive reports
detailing the global monitoring of the goal in order to achieve education for all. Although the
global scale is to outreach to poorer countries which for example, have a high illiteracy rate
or targeting people defined and categorized with special education needs (SEN) i.e. physical
or mental disabilities or deviant behaviour; countries which need to deal with gender
discrimination against the schooling of girls; cultural differences which lead to segregation of
students from mainstream schools or those children from countries displaced by war. It is
within this tenor that the importance of addressing the issues pertinent to quality education be
asserted in this research. At the core of this study, the type of marginalized groups that is
being examined is in essence, no less different from the marginalized groups which are
mentioned in the world conventions addressing education for all, in the last 20 years. The
Dakar Framework for Action, 2000 states that “…education systems must be inclusive,
actively seeking out children who are not enrolled, and responding flexibly to the
circumstances and needs of all learners.”24

7.1.1 Parameters of Inclusion in Education
In the book From Them to Us (1998), Tony Booth and Mel Ainscow put together
researches done on the inclusion and exclusion of students in educational processes and
practices. This collection of studies addresses the narratives of eight different countries
regarding the issue of “inclusive education”. As pointed out clearly, Booth and Ainscow
(1998, p.1) explain how the book offers perspectives on new definitions of “special
needs” and it looks at “the shaping effect of national and local policies and cultural and
linguistic histories on educational practice.” This thesis does not aim to address
inclusive education in the traditional lens of special education, but to throw light upon
an intrinsic phenomenon of special needs pertaining to the ethnic minority communities
in Hong Kong. Although Hong Kong is not a country per se, and much of its political
and economic progress depends on a watchful eye from Greater China, it nonetheless
deserves a spot on the stage for a new perspective on inclusive education. And in the
same spirit of the aforementioned book on the international study of inclusion in
education, this thesis also tries to uncover the way in which Hong Kong is “culturally
and politically constrained” in the schooling of ethnic minorities.

23
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UNESCO (2000) The Dakar Framework for Action, Education For All: Meeting our collective commitments.
Ibid.
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In light of the aims and scope of the International Journal of Inclusive Education,
founder of the journal, Professor Roger Slee described that there are many children who
are

‘schooled together’

because

they are “particular

kids

with particular

identities…outside the mainstream form of education.” He explains that institutions
create these forms of exclusion to provide “an education that wasn’t otherwise
provided.” Since the meaning of ‘inclusion’ has taken up such broad context, Slee begs
the question, “inclusion into what?” The binary therefore of inclusion / exclusion needs
a clearer form.

If exclusion education implies a better form of providing SEN children, a form of
greenhouse schooling, then by the same token it becomes segregation. Slee elaborates
on the issue of segregation:

“…segregation I think is a really easy concept to understand and also a real difficult one
simultaneously. The test is hard. The question is: who gets to make a decision for
whom?”

What Slee has to say about segregating children in the following is pertinent also to the
Hong Kong scenario:

“If you have people segregated into construct one group of deserving kids and another
group of kids that we deal with to keep them out of the road of others, that I think is
really problematic. If children and parents are taken out of processes and decisionmaking, about where they get their education, that too is really problematic, so there is
controversy.”

As this study has already discussed in previous chapters, there is already a built-in
system within the school allocation process in Hong Kong which pigeon holes children
into designated schools. It is like a type of racial profiling. Otherwise, the system would
not be feeding on itself as more and more designated schools have propped up since the
start of this research. What Slee has offered with regard to exclusion is that:

“exclusion will happen to different groups of people over time, as a reflection of different
social movements and global. To that extent, there will always be a need to research into
how these exclusions happen, and the inclusive question is, what are we going to do
about it, given that we know that?”

The term inclusive education however, has evolved into more diverse definitions
around the world. Miles and Singal (2009) queried that there is also a need to look into
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the “cultural appropriateness of educational programmes which address social and
educational inequities.”25 In other words, although policy makers and practitioners are
aware that inclusive education and Education for All (EFA) should be aligned, there is
the imperative that the educational needs of marginalized groups should be met by
being more coherent and sustainable. Miles’ and Singal’s arguments converged on
samples of cases of marginalized groups with special educational needs due to
disabilities, or who had intellectual impairments or children who were marginalized as
‘ineducable’. They pointed out that if we dwell too much and too long on ‘individual
groupings’ such as marginalized groups with disabilities, we are not really responding
to “the needs and concerns of a new global era.” Miles and Singal explained that
attention has moved in EFA from the original proposition of gaining access to education,
to receiving and completing (my italics) quality education. Inclusive education for all
means developing appropriate and sustainable policies on teaching and learning. There
is a ‘value added’ attribute to inclusive education because it addresses the issues of
social justice. There are broader concerns for enhancing better pedagogy and greater
competence for both the learner and the teacher. Singal (2004) went on to explain that
inclusive education is more than just ‘input’ i.e. access to education, but also about
‘processes’ i.e. teacher training. Hence, for the policy makers and the practioners alike,
there is a greater need to form an alignment in the understanding of the complex
concepts of ‘education’, ‘all’ and ‘inclusion’. Only then can context-appropriate and
sustainable policies on teaching and learning be drawn. Hence, it is not only pertinent to
making education inclusive for all children, but also offering teacher training which
gears towards inclusive education. Today’s generations especially those in multicultural communities need policy makers and university administration gatekeepers to
produce trained teachers sympathetic to the cause for a more inclusive education. More
about teacher training will be mentioned in Chapter 8.

7.2 Inclusion in Education
The Assistant Director-General for Education of UNESCO wrote in his 2009 Foreword that
one of the aims of inclusive education is to “eliminate exclusion that is a consequence of
negative attitudes and a lack of response to diversity in race, economic status, social class,
ethnicity, language, religion, gender, sexual orientation and ability” and that “inclusive
25

The Education for All and inclusive education debate: conflict, contradiction or opportunity?; International
Journal of Inclusive Education; October 2009.
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education is essential to achieve social equity and is a constituent element of lifelong
learning.” He also calls for a holistic approach to education reform and this means addressing
the challenges in an education system by tackling exclusion. In 2000 at the World Education
Forum in Dakar, UNESCO reaffirmed that inclusion is a process which addresses and
responds to the diversity of needs of all children. There is also an urgent need to reduce and
eliminate exclusion within and from education. The outline which UNESCO produced for
inclusive education included several justifications – educational, social and economic. The
imperative was to develop ways of teaching that caters to individual differences and change
attitudes toward diversity by educating all children together and thereby enhance a nondiscriminatory society. The guidelines also stipulate that when we set up a complex system of
different types of schools specializing in different groups of children, the cost is greater.
Therefore, inclusive education is in the long run more cost effective. Allowing for the
increase of designated schools in HK is in other words costing the taxpayers more.

7.2.1 Defining Equity and Equality
If we go further back the timeline, the 1990 World Declaration on Education for All
(EFA) stipulated several points regarding inclusion and equity. Not only are these two
aspects in education reciprocal, but also very crucial in the long term well-being of an
individual because he or she can improve the quality of life by making informed
decisions and develop his or her full capacity. Part of the EFA Global Monitoring
Report (The Quality Imperative 2004) stressed that “learning should be based on the
clear understanding that learners are individuals with diverse characteristics and
backgrounds, and the strategies to improve quality should therefore draw on learners’
knowledge and strength.”

The above suggestions for promoting equity are pertinent to this study of ethnic
minorities in Hong Kong because the individual differences of these South Asian
children are vast and complex. It is interesting to note that Hong Kong is showing signs
of going the reverse direction of what UNESCO recommends for inclusion in education.
Hong Kong’s number of designated schools which cater for the growing number of
ethnic minorities, of which most are South Asians, is still on the increase.
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7.3 Inclusive Education in Other Countries
Susie Miles and Nidhi Singal (2009) contended that in the narrowing of the agenda for EFA,
there is a human rights perspective which needs commitment. They cite the UK Department
for International Development (2006) which stipulates that:
“Education benefits not just children, but families and communities, and whole countries. It
improves job chances and prosperity; promotes health and prevents disease.”

Furthermore, Peters (2003) concluded that inclusive education is a complex issue and that
there is yet no “coherent approach” to its discourse. Inclusive education can be carried out at
various levels which have different objectives. Thus the global needs for inclusive education
have “a range of varied motives which reflects different classifications of special educational
needs” (Peters, 2003). For example, in India, inclusive education focuses on providing
education for disabled children (Singal, 2004). This is also evident in Zambia in which
children with special needs are the “sole responsibility of specialist teachers (Miles et al,
2003). On the other hand, Uganda’s policy rhetoric on inclusive education is implemented in
a form of “positive discrimination” towards girls in primary schools (Kristensen, 2006). Yet
in another context, Thomazet (2009) explained that in France or French-speaking countries,
the term ‘integration’ is still preferred. This also applies to Quebec where schooling of
children with special education needs means that support is given in a mainstream classroom
rather than in a specialized place. Hence, for the French, the term ‘intégration’ means
admission for SEN students into an ordinary school. In the 1970’s Quebec closed most of its
special schools (Horth, 1998) and ordinary schools had to accept all pupils in spite of their
difficulties. It is worth noting however, that such an example of inclusive education in
Quebec means admission to a special section of an ordinary school. This special section of
the ordinary school has its own separate entrance with little chance of mixing of the students.
For the Québécois, ‘intégration’ does not mean inclusive within a classroom setting, but coexisting on the same campus.

Inclusive education can however suffer a backlash. In the 1970’s several San Francisco
public schools were sued for failing to meet its obligation to provide equal educational access
to the Chinese-speaking community. The Chinese immigrants claimed that their children
were disadvantaged because their children could not benefit from schooling in the same way
as their native-English-speaking counterparts at school. The rulings of the lower courts were
overturned and the US Supreme Court ruled in favour of the plaintiff. The ruling was:
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“There is no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities,
textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not understand English are
effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.” (Lau v. Nichols, 1974)

Ironically, equitable treatment is not the same as identical treatment. According to the court,
the schools were failing to provide equal access to education simply by offering the same
instruction to all students. In this manner of speaking, inclusive education for all Americans,
immigrants included, did not provide equitable educational opportunities.

7.4 Inclusive Education in Hong Kong
In light of the above ideas from 7.1 to 7.3, the following part will try to define what inclusive
education is in the context of the Hong Kong education system.

7.4.1 Education for All in Hong Kong
The NSS curriculum is the greatest move in education re-structuring since the return of
HK to the Mainland. The new system not only tries to be global in its outlook by
mimicking the International Baccalaureate, but it also maintains strong overtones of
Chinese patriotism. As already mentioned in the earlier chapters, not only is Chinese
language made compulsory, the introduction of Liberal Studies (Appendix 1.8) is a
clear sign that transfusion of Chinese national pride starts with the schools. The agenda
is upfront and not hidden at all. Education for all children in HK includes embracing
not only the linguistic side of the culture but also the political and historical aspects of
China. This is the discourse that Foucault spoke of i.e. the discourse of the dominant
ruling party. HK’s historical change with the handover is part of its social
transformation. And HK’s reality in post-1997 is shaped in the political and economic
interests of China. Hence there is more to just making education inclusive for all ethnic
minorities in HK, because on a wider scope, the ethnic minorities should also be ready
to embrace the Chinese completely by being part of that discourse. Before inclusive
education for NCS students can work, they have to want to be included in the Chinese
agenda first.

For the purposes of re-defining the parameters of inclusive education, the pertinent
ideas raised by Thomas and Loxley will be adapted here. The term inclusive education
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is often juxtaposed with integrated education and special education. In a study by Gary
Thomas and Andrew Loxley (2001), described inclusive education as something more
than just integration. They elaborated that inclusive education is about “extending the
comprehensive ideal in education”. The term inclusion encompasses a more complex
range of contexts which includes political, social, psychological and educational
parameters. Thomas and Loxley went further to redefine the parameters of inclusive to
mean “an education system in which tolerance, diversity and equity are striven for.”

However, we need to first redefine other aspects which ‘spin off’ from the notion of
inclusion. Inclusion in the broadest sense means “Education for All” as stipulated in
UNESCO. For example, in many studies or recommendations which focus on inclusive
education, the argument for special education needs also falls within the parameters of
inclusion. Special education needs (SEN) oftentimes denotes having impairments physical or mentally challenged students who require trained teachers to not only deal
with instilling knowledge or skills for SEN students, but also having to deal with the
students’ individual pathology due to a medical deficit (Slee, 1998). Hence, in such
circumstances, special education needs refer to those students who require special
attention as a result of a physical or mental disability that may hinder schooling or
learning alongside mainstream students. Special needs here mean the call for extra
attention due to medical or clinical reasons. For example, paraplegics in wheelchairs
need a special programme for physical education; or students who have Down’s
syndrome, a lower IQ and acute myopia need to have teachers who have received
special teacher training and the experience to handle such kinds of special needs.

The perspectives of disability and special education needs therefore require further
scrutiny because the very notion of inclusive education draws upon itself other
perspectives of ‘disabled’ and ‘special’. As generic as these terms may seem, they also
call for an inclusionary mindset which presents ‘disability’ or ‘special’ as a socially
contrived construct (Slee, 1998). Thus with respect to this study, there are ‘special
needs’ for the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong because of their ‘disability’ which is not
being able to use the Chinese language to further increase what Bourdieu coined as,
“cultural capital”. Thus Slee’s (1998) stipulation on the notion of ‘disability’ is, “a
socially contrived construct, which is deployed against minorities enforcing social
marginalization.” Inclusive education of the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong means
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including them in the preparation for lifelong learning skills to ‘survive’ in Hong Kong
so that they can “live and work in dignity” (EFA 1990). The social order in Hong Kong
excludes many ethnic minorities from fully realizing their potential as professional
contributing individuals because inclusive education is not clearly defined in the
curriculum. The result of which is a kind of social marginalization quite unique to Hong
Kong. The initial results of the recent Education Reform will make its first wave in
terms of secondary school graduates in 2012. The discussion about inclusive education
cannot disengage itself from social and political issues pertaining to the recent policy
changes in Hong Kong’s educational setting. To elaborate, the latest Hong Kong
Education Reform affects all students, ethnic minority students included. Thus with the
new revamp in curriculum, education is not for all in HK. Tomlinson (1987) explained
that it is useful to interpret events in the complex area of special education needs. One
of the issues she critiques is that it is easier to examine social processes when we look at
how ‘achievement’ is defined. However, she also queries:

Who, for example, decides what achievement is in a society where the highest achievers
are almost always white, upper- or middle-class males? Why does being a poor reader
and working class seem to have much more serious and long-term social consequences
than being a poor reader and upper or middle class? (Tomlinson 1987)

Drawing upon the above, we can somewhat conclude a similar rhetoric when we think
about the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong. Only this time, we factor in the racial
identity of the Hong Kong citizen. In other words, Tomlinson’s question can be adapted
as: Why does being a poor reader in Chinese language and working class seem to have
much more serious and long-term social consequences for say, a Pakistani or Filipino in
Hong Kong? The more serious and long-term social consequences for ethnic minorities
in Hong Kong is the inability to cash in on their social and cultural capital because they
will always remain on the bottom rung of any career ladder. Since achievement is
defined by the number of passes earned at HKCEE and HKAL, the education
atmosphere in Hong Kong circumvents a naturally competitive arena which only
welcomes privileged players. What comes to my mind as researcher is the 2004 theatre
production, The History Boys written by Alan Bennett. It is a story about a group of
boys in England preparing for their A-Level exams. They are of course, white English
boys preparing for the Oxbridge examinations. Among the many other themes
embedded in this play, the plot is about a group of boys whom Tomlinson might refer
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to as “white upper-middle class high achievers”. The spin off question from the History
Boys that demands an answer is: Why are there so few south Asian high achievers in
Hong Kong? In other words, has the Hong Kong education system failed to cater for
the special needs of ethnic minorities in Hong Kong? Tomlinson also argued about how
critical theorists offer answers to ‘why children fail’. Her conclusion is not new
knowledge. The intrinsic reasons for failures rest in the social, economic and political
structures of a society. However, such is the viewpoint of critical theorists. They
question the deficit model of children, as Tomlinson explains, by which negative
properties intrinsic to children are assumed. Examples of these intrinsic negative
properties are low IQ, disability or inability. And these properties or impairments are
responsible for the child’s educational failure. However, these reasons also cannot be
disengaged from the “way that education often helps to reproduce the children of black,
minorities and working-class into inferior, powerless, social positions” (Tomlinson
1987). Paul E Willis expounded on this similar idea in his book, Learning to Labour. In
it, he argued how “middle class kids got middle class jobs is how others let them” and
how “working class kids got working class jobs is why they let themselves.” In other
words, children learn disempowerment just as they can learn empowerment. In the
context of this study, as expressed by some of the interviewees in this research, there
are strong opinions towards what kinds of “negative properties” (as coined by
Tomlinson) ethnic minority students in Hong Kong have. This will be further discussed
in Chapter 8 which will tease out whether or not Hong Kong is inadvertently producing
more and more disempowered ethnic minority children.

7.5

Conclusion – Opportunity or Oppression?

In conclusion, the discourse of a dominant group remains strong as long as the dominant
group constructs dominant stereotypes. Dominant stereotypes in this context mean the
contrived perceptions that EM students in HK are lesser in aptitude. To revise what was
discussed earlier, EFA and inclusive education as recommended by UNESCO, needs greater
collaboration and synergy. In the context of Hong Kong, the NAS is a new attempt to
streamline the transition of formative years schooling into tertiary education. But the concept
of EFA and inclusive education as described in recent global initiatives are not yet clearly
spelt out in the ‘inclusiveness’ of all students in Hong Kong. Thus initiatives should mean
more than just access to education, but also needs to address a greater collaboration between
policy makers and practioners. The rise of designated schools in Hong Kong is a new form of
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exclusionary practice – not inclusion – and the NAS is allowing exclusion to propagate. We
have to probe further whether segregation of ethnic minority children into designated schools
in Hong Kong is the answer to special education needs of EM students. Although SEN is
catered for, it is done so in the name of segregation which is a different of labelling with
strong racial prejudice.

The NSS curriculum does offer equity to all students in Hong Kong in terms of entrance
requirements for further vocational course or HE. But this applies to only those students who
have already started on an ‘equal’ footing in which Chinese is already their mother tongue.
Hence to re-cap the initial research question in this thesis as to what kinds of opportunities do
EM students have for further education, the answer is straightforward. For as long as students
(ethnic minority or otherwise) opt to take the HKDSE, the opportunities are there for them to
compete for a place at HE in Hong Kong as long as they meet the necessary entrance
requirements for the programme they seek to enrol in. But as Dr. Liang of MIC school
mentioned, the opportunities for further education is already blocked; for at the very
beginning, EM students are not expected to reach the same standard of Chinese as their
Chinese counterparts.

In his comment on the issues which surround segregation, Slee (2009) remarked that “there’s
always been a controversy around the relationship between that which is described as
inclusive education, and traditional forms of special education.” SEN in Hong Kong has
taken on new parameters because the teaching and learning of Chinese as a second language
should also be considered as a ‘special need’ for the growing numbers of non-Chinese
children in Hong Kong. Their disability is in their being culturally and politically constrained
from mainstream schools and this is quickly becoming a long haul problem for Hong Kong.

The learning of Chinese as a second language is a special need in Hong Kong. For ethical
reasons, although it is challenging to implement, it does not mean it should not be done.
Hong Kong has no excuse to say that it does not have the funds to initiate this. Inclusive
education in Hong Kong must address the special education needs of the Chinese linguistic
disability of ethnic minorities. There is a pressing need for the Hong Kong government to
take full initiative and responsibility in ensuring that the South Asian children in Hong Kong
do not remain marginalized or disadvantaged in their Chinese language ability. Regardless of
ethnicity or national origins, non-Chinese students in Hong Kong need the Chinese linguistic
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skills necessary to become productive members of society. Linguistic proficiency in Chinese
is essential since it is in Hong Kong, among the most important skills and it is a necessary
tool for equality of opportunity in Hong Kong.

The four research questions put forward in Chapter One are addressed but only somewhat
resolved. I consider them only somewhat tackled because based on the collected narratives of
the gatekeepers and ‘outsiders’ interviewed, the implied equity in the NAS reveals that a
looming vicious cycle of exclusion in education is not being addressed by EB in earnest. The
initial question seeks answers for further education opportunities for ethnic minorities who
live in HK. Further education opportunities are available, although not always within reach.
And in fact, further education opportunities are plenty, but only for those who have reached
above and beyond middle class income groups. Many ethnic minority Hong Kongers,
however, belong to the lower income group. There are more answers to the second research
question as the student informants have revealed in the interviews. On the one hand, they
find themselves ‘taken care of’ in a designated school so that the gap of learning Chinese as a
second language is lessened. On the other hand, ethnic minority children who wish to pursue
education beyond secondary school boundaries find it very challenging to leap over the
hurdle of the exit exam and into higher education because they have already hit the glass
ceiling of schooling which is the end of secondary school. Slee (2009) contested that any
“one form” of school is not adequate “for a whole range of students with different needs.” In
a designated school, there are those on one end of the pole who are like Cherise and Aisha. In
spite of the HK curriculum and their narrow choice of subjects, Cherise and Aisha are able to
reach HE via the UGC subsidised places. For those who want to enter a UGC-subsidised
place in HE, but are unsuccessful, they have to take a detour via an Associate Degree
programme giving up. From another perspective, the challenges are not unique within or
amongst the EM students themselves because they are segregated into a comfort zone. The
‘apartheid’ setting gives them an unrealistic perspective of the level of competitiveness in
pursuing HE. This unrealistic perspective stems from a kind of homogenous setting where
the EM students do not have much exposure to Chinese peer influence (and vice versa) in
their formative years as an adolescent. The comfort zone setting is ironically an oppressive
setting, but many residents of the EM community do not understand the complex nature of
how disadvantageous it can be for students to attend a designated school. Only after
graduating from secondary school do EM students realize the unique challenges they face.
The informants in this case study described that they only realized after graduation that their
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alma mater turned out to be a deficit exclusive school of ethnic minorities. Not only did these
hard-working students miss out on integration, they also realized that the lack of proficiency
in Chinese language was prohibitively punishing because their road to further education or
job-seeking is curbed by their own inadequacies ‘imposed’ on them.

The third research question has more straightforward answers as opposed to the other
questions. The immediate response of the EB in working towards the educational provision
for ethnic minorities in Hong Kong in the education policies is what Gillborn (2009) coined
as “add-ons”. He described that there will be special initiatives here and there, but could be
short-lived and soon forgotten. He went further to explain that policy makers are more
concerned with maintaining equilibrium, but that they are not serious in reducing oppression
by addressing race inequalities. On the one hand, there will be debates about social mobility
or the state of economic gaps found in students from the lower income group against those
who can enjoy the privileges of an elite school, but on the other hand, there will be no
“meaningful moves” from the government (Gillborn 2009). The foremost concern that should
be addressed is the approval of the ever growing number of designated schools in Hong
Kong. Gillborn (2009) mentioned how in the UK, ‘setting by ability’ has also sparked much
debate. There are black students in a UK school setting who “are disproportionately put in
the bottom groups where they cover less of the curriculum” and this applies to classroom
settings. The similarity of situations can also be found in Hong Kong, but to a larger extent
more severe because we speak of a whole school that is set aside due to their ‘ability’ or
rather, their ‘inability’ in the Chinese language. The problem of setting and streaming is
succinctly expressed by Gamoran (2000) below,

“when educators divide students by achievement levels, they also tend to
segregate them by race, ethnicity, and social class. Because of inequality in the
wider society, test scores tend to be stratified along these dimensions, so classes
restricted to high-achieving students tend to have a higher number of majorityrace and privileged social class students relative to their proportion in the overall
student population of the school. Correspondingly, minority and disadvantaged
students tend to be overrepresented in low-level classes” (p 2)

In short, the EB is trying to resolve problems raised by offering piece-meal solutions such as
passing double standard recognition of Chinese Language qualification in the form of IGCSE
or HKCEE / HKDSE. Ethnic minority students can opt for either exam, but in reality the
IGCSE level of Chinese is insufficient for HE requirements. This brings us to the final
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research question pertaining to empowerment of ethnic minority students. Policy makers in
Hong Kong should not think that designated schools effectively allow teachers to target
students’ learning needs. These settings do not mitigate inequality, but does the reverse.
Students are already given the short end of the stick by being a non-Chinese growing up in
Hong Kong. And students like Cherise and Aisha or Juan who are essentially high achievers
get trapped in a system that not only exacerbates inequalities in assessment but also condones
social segregation.

The label, ‘Non-Chinese Speaking’ or NCS Hong Kong students as opposed to ‘international’
students is the first tier of valuation. As the title of this project suggests, “Dividing Classes”
does not only imply how Chinese Language classes or designated schools have been divided
in Hong Kong. The second tier of valuation implies how the educational glass ceiling for
ethnic minorities hinders them from an upward socio-economic class. The stagger in this
upward mobility can be retraced to the provision of, or lack of, Chinese language skills and
the policies which govern the entrance to tertiary education in Hong Kong.

A review of Fig. 3.1f, which encapsulates the harsh reality that EM students face in the Hong
Kong NAS, suggests that this new educational revamp is not a viable system. To educate is to
develop the faculties of a person. Unless we are speaking about the ‘Technologies of the Self’,
by which Foucault describes the "autonomous" individual's capacity for self-control with
regard to how this autonomy is linked to forms of economic exploitation and political rule,
then Hong Kong is violating the rights of the non-Chinese student who studies in a designated
school. In this understanding, the EM students are subordinated people because the NAS
represents educational domination in favour of the Chinese students. The EM students have
little room to manoeuvre any form of choice with regard to schooling options. If the NAS is
sustained, the way in which this government rules is regressive. Based on Fig. 3.1f, the dotted
circle should be non-existent. But the NAS theorizes an asymmetrical power-relationship, and
not only is there a handful of designated schools in HK, the rise in numbers of such schools is
at an alarming rate.
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Fig. 3.1f Harsh Truth for HE Chances for NCS Ethnic Minority Students
(See Legend in Appendix 3.1)

Having revisited the four research questions and the above diagram (Fig. 3.1f), this chapter
draws to a close and the next chapter points to a way forward and will try to move on to what
suggestions can be made to prove how Hong Kong can be more global in its education
policies.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE WAY FORWARD

8.1 Recapitulation and the Race to Re-harness Education Opportunities
Chapters 2, 5, 6 and 7 raised pertinent questions revolving around linguistic equity, cultural
capital, the idea of power/knowledge struggle, and also re-interpreting social justice in the
form of inclusive education. In addressing these thematic issues, this thesis has looked at how
ethnic minority children in Hong Kong thrive in segregated schools. It is improper to claim
that all Hong Kong resident ethnic minorities are oppressed handfuls who are unaware of
their education rights and rights to universal suffrage in Hong Kong. But on the other hand,
these smaller ethnic communities in Hong Kong are far from being emancipated in their
socio-political status. With the limited number of informants and the challenges of being an
independent researcher, Chapter 3 addressed the kinds of limitations that this study has.

Since designated schools only results in further segregation of the ethnic minorities, they are
further corralled into stigmatised minority communities. These schools have further sprouted
into the outer areas of the New Territories, where there are more government public housing
estates for the lower income families. The mere rise in numbers further complicates a new
form of institutionalized racism. There is a need to quickly curb this from becoming a
phenomenon before they turn into an ‘accepted norm’ in the Hong Kong education setting.
Hong Kong should not condone this because EM students should be given the tools to reharness education opportunities.

Hong Kong is global in her acceptance of those who can measure up to a kind dividend to the
economy of Hong Kong. However, Hong Kong is not global when it comes to embracing the
international community, in the likes of the South Asian community in its education policies.
The kind of apartheid education that Sweeting (1992) mentioned is still present and there are
no signs of it being tackled with a clear and long-term plan from the EB for true academic
equity that can enhance social equality.
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8.2 Rebranding the Designated School
The Head Teacher, Dr Liang of MIC expressed at one interview that it would be ideal if one
day there will be no more designated schools like MIC. Ideally, Dr. Liang said, if every
mainstream school accepted 5 to 10 students from a designated school, there will no longer
be this blanket of designated being “lesser” because in truth, the EM students cannot receive
equal treatment when it comes to Chinese language learning. Only 5 percent of the HK
population are non-Chinese, and out of that percentage is South Asian or Asian resident
children of schooling age which amounts to only around 10,000. Thus it is not surprising that
immediate changes are not ensured because the ‘demand’ for all ethnic minority children to
be educated as fluent Chinese language learners is not high. Ethnic minority residents in HK
do not rake in as much income as opposed to the more productive community of the
expatriates in HK. In fact, there are also grassroots minorities who are reliant on government
welfare as well. It seems that this minuscule fraction of HK residents is not a priority for a
long-term investment such as designing for them an alternate Chinese language curriculum in
the package of second language acquisition.

What the EB can think of doing however is to take the ‘ready-made’ designated schools and
rebrand them. In universities the world over, a lot is spent in marketing to rebrand their
schools. This is an important move when a university wants to change its image for various
reasons, in order to increase the number of student admissions. Granted, HK taxpayers might
not want to spend money in revamping the image of a designated school. But like what
happened to MIC when she turned into a designated school almost overnight, the same could
be done if all designated schools collaborated to rebrand themselves as an exclusive Chinese
language school. In other words, rather than being branded as “designated” which denotes a
less glamorous status, the image of being “exclusively Chinese” and yet international can pull
off a completely new dimension of an image of a sought-after school.

Cucchiara (2008) drew on observations and interviews that northeastern American middle
and upper class parents are targeted clientele who can “gain and retain positions of influence
over the direction” of a school. Thus there are schools in “regenerated cities” that are rebranded and promoted to these affluent families. Understandably, this will further
marginalize lower income groups and minority parents. It is like “reinscribing existing status
positions and inequalities” (Cucchiara 2008 165) by targeting wealthy families. This may be
true, especially when schools are merged or “taken over” by another larger group or groups
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of schools. In Hong Kong, one such school is the Portuguese Community Schools, Inc.
Escola Camoes built in the 1950s. In 1996 the well-established Po Leung Kuk charity group
took over Escola Camoes and rebranded it as “the pioneer DSS primary school in Hong
Kong” and renamed it as Po Leung Kuk Camoes Tan Siu Lin Primary School. The rebranded
school takes pride in claiming that it is truly geared towards nurturing global citizens because
it has “created a multi-cultural cosmopolitan atmosphere” for both Chinese and non-Chinese
students.

Rebranding does not mean only the change of a logo or refurbishment of school premises, or
for that matter, knocking down a whole school and rebuilding a newer campus. A few DSS
Band 1 schools have in the recent 10 years, and as recently as 2010, done this in Hong Kong,
namely, Diocesan Girls’ School (DGS), Diocesan Boys’ School (DBS) and St. Paul’s CoEducational Primary School (SPCPS). These are a number of DSS schools in HK which
already thrive on a legacy of having an ‘international outlook’ and are also Band 1 schools
that have further undergone extensive refurbishment and more than a simple cosmetic
campus change. These schools26 are the well established schools which are very select in
their intake of students. Hence, a student must already be an all-rounder – academically and
otherwise – before being offered an opportunity for an interview. Students from such schools
in HK are those which Cucchiara (2008) refers to as children from “professional families”.
And as seen in Chapter 3, an EM family is further segregated from an opportunity to enrol
into these types of Band 1 schools because of the nature of their annual household income.

English has always been the language of the educated upper class in HK, and all upper
echelons require a high standard of English. The common language of communication in
most designated schools is English and if the tables can be turned, it will be the Chinese
students who will want to consider enrolling in an exclusive Chinese Language school which
already has a major population of English speaking students. These once-upon-time
designated schools can be rebranded into being openly exclusive, but not segregated. The
designated school is “othered” 27 by being racially profiled, but an exclusive Chinese
Language school can be rebranded as a language college and thereby raising its profile and
status because it has a specific purpose and thereby validates itself. The ‘class identity’ is
26

DGS was established in 1860; DBS was established in 1869 and SPCPS was established in 1915
The idea behind this word is borrowed from Gayatri Spivak's essay "Can the Subaltern Speak?"--originally
published in Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg's Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture (1988)
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reversed and no longer comes across as a school which people flee from but a school which
people will covet being a part of, because the Chinese Language school now as a status of
specialization. And more importantly, the purpose, aim, mission or what-have-you is much
clearer for the public to know about.

Most of the hardware is already there in a designated school. You have your dedicated team
of experienced teachers who are already very familiar with the system and the needs of EM
or NCS students. And in the process of re-branding, the ‘whole package’ is redone by
including a rigorous teacher-training programme for earning the qualifications of Teaching of
Chinese as a Second Language. This evolved Chinese Language School therefore can also be
the source of practicum for the HK Institute of Education and the various Universities around
HK. The Chinese Language School can be a training school specifically with foreigners in
mind. The principles of teaching English as a second language are similar to the teaching of
Chinese as a foreign language.

The HKCEE will be completely nullified as a mechanism for students to earn their secondary
schooling qualification in 2012. Thus by introducing a lesser equivalent of Chinese language
learning and its assessment for NCS, is a temporary non-solution to pacify the requests of
those who want Chinese literacy for EMs in HK. In other words, by the time the NSS
Chinese syllabus enters its full swing phase, the curriculum for NCS students who want to sit
for the Chinese Language exam has to be reviewed again.

In so far as the IGCSE Chinese Language syllabus is concerned, there are no proper
textbooks recommended by the EB, or standard teaching tools for teachers to use. Any
teachers involved in the teaching of Chinese Language to EMs in HK are left to their own
creativity and pedagogy to enhance NCS students to become Chinese literate. This becomes
patchwork teaching and frontline teachers have to brave stumbling over obstacles of teaching
NCS students without direct support from EB. With proper channelling of resources from the
EB and the government along with expertise from qualified academic personnel in the
teaching of Chinese language, several facets in making education inclusive can take place at
the same time. For one, it is revamping schooling policies so that minorities are more
included, and not offered piece-meal policies of after school support for Chinese as a second
language learning. Another is the expansion of teacher training in Chinese as a second
language acquisition. HK can set the stage to be Asia Pacific’s forerunner in teacher training
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for Chinese Language acquisition. Aspiring Chinese language teachers can make HK a
choice to receive teacher training in ‘Teaching Chinese as a Second Language’ (TCSL) or we
can stylistically change this acronym to TeCSL, to make it more pronounceable. There is a
niche that HK can carve out for herself so that Chinese as a foreign language does not need to
be a second language course which people enrol for only at tertiary level for self-interest at
language centres, which is similar to what the Chinese University of HK is offering right now.
Chinese can be introduced to school age children who are from all sorts of ethnic
backgrounds. The Chinese language is an instrument for job-seeking in HK. It is as much a
skill as knowing how manoeuvre machines. In the following section, ‘Content and Language
Integrated Learning’ (CLIL) will be discussed. It is also a way forward for HK if she wishes
to truly make Chinese inclusive for NCS students.

8.2.1 Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
In the recent Cambridge publication (2010), CLIL Content and Language Integrated
Learning, the authors Coyle, Hood and Marsh explained that CLIL is a:
“Dual-focused educational approach in which an additional language is used for the
learning and teaching of both content and language. That is, in the teaching and
learning process, there is a focus not only on content, and not only on language. Each
is interwoven, even if the emphasis is greater on one or the other at a given time.”

The unique approach to CLIL is that it is content-driven, and hence learning in the
learner’s ‘foreign language’ or second language, extends the experience of learning
because it is different from existing language-teaching approach. In other words CLIL
is an educational approach in which “language-supportive methodologies are used
which lead to dual-focused form of instruction where attention is given both to the
language and the content” (Coyle, Hood and Marsh 2010). If applied within the context
of HK, the EM students can learn their subjects in their ‘foreign language’ which is
Chinese. NCS students can for example, study Mathematics in Chinese, thus providing
more exposure to the language itself. The unique element of CLIL is that it can be
applied in various ways for different types of learners. CLIL is the ‘vehicular language’
in which the student learns the subject. Language is methodically adopted to suit the
individual learner. There is now more demands on making Asian, European and
heritage language the vehicular language for learning. The authors of the books describe
that with globalization and demands of a modern education, CLIL can open doors for
immigrants to a better socio-economic and political experience with their nation.
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The following quote is taken from the website of the European Commission for
Multilingualism, on the subject of Language teaching. Its supporters declare that CLIL
is possibly the one of the best methods of teaching students from primary school all the
way to HE. The principle behind the teaching is that it “involves teaching a curricular
subject through the medium of a language other than that normally used. The subject
can be entirely unrelated to language learning, such as history lessons being taught in
English in a school in Spain.”

The CLIL method is very effective and successful in Europe in the last 10 years. The
idea behind this is that instructors or teachers working with CLIL are already experts in
their own field or subject rather than traditional language teachers. They are usually
fluent speakers of the target language, bilingual or native speakers. The main idea is
that the learner is gaining new knowledge about the 'non-language' subject while
encountering, using and learning the foreign language.” For example, the EMs in HK
can learn Geography in the dominant language of Chinese from teachers who are
working with CLIL.

Hargreaves (2003) explained that CLIL cultivates a “cosmopolitan identity” and this is
exactly what HK needs. HK is indeed an international city but it is nowhere near being
cosmopolitan. Because in being a true global citizen one can generate tolerance of race
and gender differences. There is a natural curiosity and willingness when learning and
using languages from other cultures. The global citizen also shows tolerance towards
excluded groups. This is the reason why the rebranding of designated schools into an
exclusive Chinese Language School can be an innovation and the next step in making
HK more embracing of excluded groups rather than segregating the EMs.

8.2.2 The Chinese Language School
As a responsible government, Hong Kong has the moral obligation to ensure education
for all her citizens without discrimination (Loper, 2004), and bound by other demands
such as the Bill of Rights Ordinance, the Basic Law and other international protocols
such as the ones laid down by UNESCO. The provision of free education in Hong Kong
is now increased to twelve years, which means until the end of secondary school. In
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other words, there is no legal right to education after compulsory education ends. The
choice of entry into tertiary institutions or HE, however, is arbitrary and no longer the
government’s obligation to provide further education. Hence it is a challenging issue if
ethnic minorities or NGOs who speak on their behalf try to enforce this right in practice.
But if ethnic minorities were to truly adapt to life in Hong Kong, the kind of piece-meal
solutions such as those mentioned in the previous chapters are not a solution. The
mother-tongue teaching policy had already been laid down. In order not to be branded
discriminatory, the Hong Kong government needs to show more transparency in its
initiatives to provide a comprehensive Chinese Language training for anyone who is
given a right of abode in Hong Kong. If it is laid down in policy that education is for all,
then this should also include preparing all primary school age children in HK to be
skilled in Chinese language. In the same way Europe, Australia and the US introduce
European languages or English to their new immigrants.

The creation of designated schools only results in further segregation of the ethnic
minorities because they are corralled into stigmatised minority communities. Thus
rather than condoning segregation in the name of being designated, and receiving piecemeal Chinese classes from teachers untrained in second language teaching,

these

designated schools can be rebranded into an exclusive Chinese Language School that
adopts CLIL. In HK, word of mouth goes around very quickly, and savvy Chinese
parents alongside expatriates might turn the tables around and opt to send their children
to such an exclusive school, because it not only promotes Chinese culture at the top of
its agenda, its intake is also international. If an international Chinese language school is
founded, and it has a school mission of teaching Chinese as a second language as its
priority, it can attract a larger pool of students from various socio-economic
backgrounds. Armed with Chinese language acquisition, students then have the power
and the option to apply for other schools if they so wish.

The EB can turn a defect into something more lucrative. With so much being brought
up by rights groups, now is the best time to advocate exclusive Chinese Language
schools – transformed from designated schools. Within one generation (i.e. 12 years),
HK will see the fruition of her investments. This is also an excellent opportunity to
introduce comprehensive teacher-training programmes in Chinese as a Second
Language for aspiring language teachers. Teacher training institutes and universities
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should see this as a potential market demand. Offering university programmes such as
teaching of Chinese as a second language (TCSL) as opposed to Teaching of English as
a Second Language (ESL) can be a niche that Hong Kong can carve out for itself. The
Chinese language in the global market is a much sought-after skill amongst
professionals and laymen alike. Hong Kong remains blinkered if it only sees that
investment in Chinese language teaching is for designated children. By adopting CLIL
and similar expertise in the teaching of a second language, the mandatory learning of
Chinese can make schools exclusive by being inclusive.

Although difficult, it is not impossible to change the mindset of all people in Hong
Kong that ethnic minorities are not second class citizens who only deserve second class
education. But at the same time, schools must instil in non-Chinese children that the
Chinese language is essential in Hong Kong. Ethnic minority children must be taught
that cultural capital is their key to other forms of capital that leads to upward socioeconomic mobility. Not being Chinese is not an excuse to give up on learning Chinese
and both teachers and learners should adjust the teaching and learning attitudes - the
thought that Chinese language learning is very difficult to teach and very difficult to
learn. The educational system is part of the knowledge / power struggle that shapes the
lives of all children and by encouraging EM students to sharpen their Chinese language
skills they will not be denied a closer experience of the Chinese culture. Most important
of all, for social, economic and ethical reasons, it is imperative the EB put an
immediate stop to sanctioning new designated schools.

Sweeting (1992 67) mentioned that “the transient nature of the Hong Kong population
has often been used as an excuse to avoid long-term planning and, especially, as a
reason to refuse to improve both quantitative and qualitative aspects of education.”
However true this may seem, times are moving swiftly and HK will have the third
Chief Executive at about the same time as the implementation of the NSS in its full
swing. Thus HK has to move away from its own kind of apartheid education (Sweeting
1992 44). In the same way Chinese parents aspired that their children learnt English
during the British colonial days, ethnic minority parents also aspire that their children
be fluent in Chinese. Hong Kong is a lucrative place to live and work in. It looks like
we welcome internationalization only by way of openness to foreign values and norms
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as seen in the trajectories of political openness; world markets; cultural impact of other
countries and so forth, but in the very essence of whom we have here at home – Hong
Kong – we have not yet fully embraced the ‘internationalness’ of the diverse ethnicities
who can on the contrary, make Hong Kong, “a world city”. In other words, if one
immigrates to Hong Kong as a professional or financial investor who can measure selfworth on a monetary scale, then the welcome-to-Hong-Kong mat will be laid down.
Hong Kong can and should invest in her South Asian communities by way of education.
As long as people in Hong Kong have the right of abode, and even if they have an
agenda of transient residence in Hong Kong, the tangible worth of an immigrant,
whether or not he or she holds dual identities, should be valued. Only when resident
children are comprehensively schooled in a non-biased system can they step into the
professional arena of Hong Kong. Perhaps the EB should reconsider its preferences for
an “international outlook” as suggested in the NAS. There is already much
“internationalness” embedded in this “world city”. Chinese children need not look too
far to understand that the South Asian community in Hong Kong is as ‘international’ as
the expatriate community.

As a closure, Chapter 9 will revisit the philosophical ideas mentioned in earlier chapters
and I will conclude with a strong personal conviction of what lies ahead for a South
Asian student who aspires to be part of Hong Kong’s higher education.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION

9.1

Dividing Classes

I would like to revisit the ideas of Antonio Gramsci on hegemony, Foucault on
governmentality and the power/knowledge binary; and finally end with the arguments of John
Rawls on social justice as part of the last few thoughts with regard to this study. In the
previous chapter, a few innovative and optimistic ideas were proposed as recommendations
for a way forward to ascertain that the ethnic minority communities in Hong Kong are dealt
their fair share of education opportunities which would give way to all sorts of infinite
possibilities of enjoying the goods of a laissez-faire society.

Looking again at how Hong Kong is going through this major transformation of revamping
educational policies to make way for new ones, shows that the new 334 road to a better
education is actually a road paved for the bourgeoisie/middle class, the elite and the wealthy.
The grassroots majority and the rest of the working class will have to clock in more hours to
accumulate more of the very recently implemented HK$28 28 per hour minimum wage in
order to pay for an ever increasing schooling expense. Granted, those who earn less than the
minimal wage or those families who depend on government welfare can receive token
subsidies to pay for other expenses for their children’s education. However, just as there are
many Chinese families who are not eligible for government financial support, there are also
South and South East Asian ethnic minorities who find themselves in a similar predicament
when it comes to school-related expenses. How does this entirely tie in with the topic of this
research? The answer lies in the very nature of what a segregated school is.

The numbers of designated (or segregated) schools have increased almost three-fold in the
last 10 or so years and at the closure point of this research, there are now over 30 of these
schools peppered around the poorer districts of Hong Kong. The students who attend these
segregated schools often will not be able to completely enjoy the wide range of (optional)
learning experiences attached to the new academic structure because the outside-of-classroom
activities incur larger expenses. The NCS group which I speak of in this study have a greater
28

The Statutory Minimum Wage came into force on 1 May 2011 and the initial Statutory Minimum Wage rate
is $28 per hour. (http://www.labour.gov.hk/eng/news/mwo.htm)
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chance of falling into the two categories of a) being ethnically profiled by the EB and b)
being in the financially volatile group because long-term high-paying jobs are not frequently
offered to the less educated. Gramsci pointed out that the ways of Capitalism entrenches the
society further into the controls of economy, politics and violence, and above all, in ideology
(Fontana 2008). In other words, the hegemonic culture that dominates a capitalist society is
the core values of the bourgeoisie; their values become everyone else’s values including the
working-class. The working-class learn to shape their identity alongside the bourgeoisie. In
doing so, the working-class inadvertently help maintain the status quo rather than revolting
against the structure. Rather than being lured into believing that bourgeois values are
‘normal’ and ‘correct’, Gramsci argued that the working-class should first come together to
produce their own cultural hegemony, and exert their own intellectual and moral leadership
so that working-class intellectuals can articulate for the working-class masses. Within the
context of this research, Gramsci’s ideas throw light upon the crux of the argument of this
research in that the few (as opposed to the dominant hegemony) must first come together to
form their own class consciousness and emerge above the “consented” coercion. In this
perspective the hegemonic language is Chinese. A majority of the ethnic minorities in Hong
Kong would argue that Chinese is a challenging language to learn. How then can ethnic
minorities grasp the language of power in Hong Kong? To be part of the hegemony is to be
tri-lingual and bi-literate. However, based on this study, most of the public, including the
middle class and the working- class alike believe and are convinced to believe that because
Chinese is difficult to learn, it is better to send the ethnic minorities to segregated schools. In
order to ‘fit in’, one would argue that the minority have to be given the power to understand
themselves in the same way the subaltern classes have to struggle to create their own reality
in order to understand that the hegemonic language here is Chinese. It is not a proper form of
‘value’ to believe that one can manage to “get by” even without any Chinese or to “get by”
with a very limited Chinese. The question is: do the minorities wish to remain subaltern or do
they wish to merge with the dominant hegemony? In order to merge with the dominant
hegemony, the wish to be at least bi-literate in both English and Chinese must first be
fulfilled.

The more complacent the minority become, the more it is easy to generate what Foucault
terms ‘docile bodies’ – a term which is used in economic or political institutions (Foucault
1975). ‘Docile bodies’ are a result of how the individuals are “taught” to govern themselves.
In other words, people are controlled through institutions. In light of this study, schools or
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rather, designated schools are examples of institutions which create their own discourse creating people (students) that are governable. The members of a designated schools are
examples of the subjugated – the docile bodies. And this is how governmentality comes into
play. Determining what ethnic minorities have to learn as opposed to what regular
mainstream schools learn; or in this case, determine that ethnic minorities cannot learn
Chinese in contrast to what their Chinese counterparts can learn is an example of the ruling
power creating a discourse to justify the norm. The metaphor of the panopticon which
Foucault uses when interpreting Bentham’s design can also be further extended in this
context. On the one hand, the panopticon describes how a group of prisoners embodies the
form of control. The “designated” ethnic minorities also embody a false sense of awareness
that these are the best-suited schools for them because, (they are told) that other types of
mainstream schools cannot offer them what they “need”. The idea that ethnic minorities are
not aware of what other alternatives are out there, makes them an example of the subjugated.
If however, at one point in the near future, an ethnic minority knows more (via higher
education) i.e. know more about what the real (hegemonic) power is, then this knowledge
will form more power to the individual because this is how the power/knowledge binary
works. Knowledge leads to power, and more power leads to more knowledge. When one day
the ethnic minorities can subvert the discourse, then they can also subvert the power. But that
can only happen when ethnic minorities have learnt the dominant hegemonic language which
is Chinese.

Schubert (2008) explained that in Bourdieu’s definition of ‘suffering’, “contemporary social
hierarchies and social inequality, as well as the suffering that they cause, are produced and
maintained less by physical force than by forms of symbolic domination.” This kind of
domination is referred to as symbolic violence. In short, language is the symbolic violence
and seen as “an instrument of power and action” (Bourdieu and Eagleton 1992). In whichever
angle this is viewed, empowerment for the ethnic minorities to be part of Hong Kong’s higher
education can only be achieved if this symbolic violence is lifted.

Finally, a walk through John Rawls’ A Theory of Justice. Rawls conception of justice is that
people are equal and free. Our freedom consists in our possession of 2 moral powers. These
are having the “capacity for a sense of justice and for a conception of the good.” Rawls
believed that in order to be equal, we must also be “fully cooperating members of society.” In
the context of this study, Rawls’ Two Principles of Justice offers an illustration of a political
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conception of justice based on a) that “each person has an equal right to a fully adequate
scheme of equal basic liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme of liberties for all”
and b) that social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two conditions. First, they must be
“attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity”;
and second, “they must be to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged members of
society.”

The above equal basic liberties include 1) freedom of thought, 2) liberty of conscience, 3)
political liberties, 4) freedom of association, 5) freedoms specified by the liberty and integrity
of the person and 6) rights and liberties covered by the rule of law. Another of Rawls’ ideas
that can be considered here in this study is the Difference Principle as well. The explanation
of which means: “inequalities in the distribution of goods is only permitted if those
inequalities benefit the worst-off members in society.” That is to say, “every member in
society has an equal claim on their society’s goods.”

In a warped manner, Hong Kong can perhaps fulfil Rawls’ Second Principle of Justice i.e. the
Difference Principle, but not the First Principle of Justice – the principle of equal liberty. To
shed light on this, one needs to briefly appreciate the short history of Hong Kong after the
handover in 1997. Five years after the British government returned a borrowed Hong Kong to
China, the HK government released proposals for the anti-subversion law. This is known as
the ‘Hong Kong Basic Law Article 23’ or simply coined as Article 23. The gist of which is
stated as below:

“The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall enact laws on its own to prohibit any act
of treason, secession, sedition, subversion against the Central People's Government, or theft
of state secrets, to prohibit foreign political organizations or bodies from conducting political
activities in the Region, and to prohibit political organizations or bodies of the Region from
establishing ties with foreign political organizations or bodies.”

The debates surrounding Article 23 ignited much angst and the controversy gave way to an
unprecedented march to the streets on 1 July, 2003. Over half a million people thronged the
streets towards the Government Offices in Central, fearing that the law would be enacted.
The “glaring ambiguities” embedded within Article 23, as quoted from the chairperson at the
time, Alan Leong of the Hong Kong Bar Association, and the unsaid but implied overtones
was enough to spark off more fear and more restlessness among the Hong Kong people after
the return to the Motherland. China’s track record with human rights issues needs no further
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elaboration here. By sliding off slightly on a tangent, in order to understand Hong Kong’s
reality on the political arena, the hypothetical negotiations that Rawls revived can now shed a
little more light towards Hong Kong’s inchoate and at the same time ambivalent attitude
towards democracy and freedom of speech. Although Article 23 has been shelved indefinitely
because of other more far-reaching and potential repercussions, such as the threat to Hong
Kong’s position as Asia’s financial centre, this red letter day in 2003 awoke Hong Kong into
reconsidering her positionality in reaffirming her identity in this ‘One Country, Two System’
framework. After so many years of living as the colonized, but with enough freedom to
appreciate some level of personal autonomy, Hong Kong realizes that the Article 23 scare is
enough to awaken the people into seeing themselves as docile bodies who must not give into
subjugation. From the British Empire to the Chinese supremacy, Hong Kong is warped in a
frigid zone of people wanting some kind of cultural hegemony but unsure of how to fight for
it. Hong Kong citizens are still groping for their own ‘technologies of power’. In conclusion
therefore, to the quest for social justice for the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong, the picture is
bleak. Hong Kong is very generous by nature when we speak about caring for the
disadvantaged, but to also give a voice to the ethnic minorities in Hong Kong is not
something that will happen in the near future. The socio-political agenda that Hong Kong is
now attending to has very little room for ethnic minorities who do not speak the hegemonic
language. As this thesis title proposes, “Dividing Classes” is not simply the metaphor for
segregated schools, but also the metaphor for us and them.
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Appendix 1.1
Introduction of New Academic Structure
Globalisation, the advancement of information technology and the
development of knowledge-based economies in a climate of global economic
restructuring have brought about unprecedented worldwide changes. To
maintain Hong Kong's competitiveness in international arena, Hong Kong
citizens need to enhance their adaptability, creativity, independent thinking
and life-long learning capabilities. The New Academic Structure (NAS)
implemented since September 2009 principally aims to prepare students for
such future challenges. Under the NAS, all students will have the opportunity
to study up to Secondary 6. Students with different abilities, interests and
aptitudes can give full play to their talents through the broad and balanced
senior secondary curriculum.
Apart from taking the four core subjects (Chinese Language, English
Language, Mathematics and Liberal Studies), students can choose 2 to 3
elective subjects. These elective subjects can be chosen from NSS elective
subjects of different Key Learning Areas, Applied Learning courses and/or
other language courses. The curriculum breaks the barrier of traditional arts
and science streaming. The subjects are diversified. They suit different
students' interest, aptitudes and abilities. Through the participation in Other
Learning Experiences, students can acquire learning experiences of moral and
civic education, community services, physical and aesthetic education and
career-related experiences, etc. The knowledge and learning experiences in
NSS curriculum are broader and richer than previous curricula. Students'
pathways for further education and employment are thus more diversified.
The new curriculum can also foster a broader scope of views and life-long
learning abilities for students.
Curriculum Content
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Applied Learning

Other Languages
*School will offer different NSS elective subjects depending on individual schools' context
and students' needs. Some schools may also offer Applied Learning courses and/or other
language courses.
Source: http://334.edb.hkedcity.net/EN/intro.php?code=3
Appendix 1.1 Hong Kong’s Education Highlights
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Appendix 1.2
Types of
Services

Curriculum
Development

Name of Services

Target of Services

Support network
(Education
services for nonChinese-speaking
children)

All schools with
an intake of nonChinese-speaking
(NCS) children

On-site curriculum
development
support service
(Language
support services)

All schools,
particularly those
with an intake of
NCS children

Support focus:
 Catering of
learning
differences
 Raising of
teaching &
learning
effectiveness
Appendix 1.2 Summary of Specific Support Services
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Application Method, Contact
and Concerned Website
 Fill in the Application Form, &
fax it to Placement and
Support Section (Fax: 2116
0531)
 Tel: 2863 4713
 URL:
http://www.edb.gov.hk/index
.aspx?nodeID=4740&langno=
1
 For details, pls refer to EDB
CM No. 52/2010 or call 2152
3227 / 2152 3215
 Online application system
 URL:
http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.
aspx?nodeid=3565&langno=1

Appendix 1.3
Specific Requirements
Specific Requirements
Remarks
(HKALE)
(HKCEE)
HKBU BDDc (Hons) in
1. Grade D or above in
Chin Lang cannot be
Communication –
AS Chin Lang &
substituted
Broadcast
Culture; &
Journalism
2. Grade E or above in AS
Concentration
UE; &
3. Grade E or above in 2
AL subjects, or Grade
E or above in 1 AL + 2
AS subjects
HKBU - Bachelor of
--Grade E or above in 5
Have obtained the Higher
SCE
Education in Early
subjects including Chin & Diploma of Early
Childhood
Eng
Childhood Education
Education
certificate
(HKBU/HKBUSCE)

Institution

Program Title

Possess Qualified
Kindergarten Teacher
(QKT) or Child Care
Worker (CCW)
Qualifications

HKU

Bachelor of
Science

CUHK

Bachelor of Laws
(LLB)

PolyU
HK

Bachelor of
Science (Hons) in
Food Safety &
Technology

1. Grade E or above in AS
Chin Lang & Culture; &
2. Grade E or above in AS
UE; &
3. Grade E or above in at
least 1 AL & 1 AS
subjects (Physics or
Engineering Science),
Chemistry, Biology,
Pure Math, Applied
Math, Math & Stat,
Computer Studies,
Computer App, Geog
or Econ
1. Grade E or above in AS
Chin Lang & Culture;
2. Grade E or above in AS
UE; &
3. Grade E or above in 2
AL subjects, or Grade
E or above in 1 AL + 2
AS subjects
1. Grade E or above in AS
Chin Lang & Culture,
or in AL Chin Lit; or
2. Grade E or above in AS
UE; &
3. Grade E or above in 2
AL subjects, or Grade
E or above in 1 AL + 2
AS subjects

HKCEE weighs ~25% in
admission

Grade E or above in at
least 7 subjects (in one
sitting) including 2
language subjects (Chin
Lang, Eng Lang, French
or German)

Work experiences may
also substitute the above
under special
circumstances
Students with other
subjects will be
considered individually

A pass grade or above in
a Chinese subject in
other recognized public
exams to substitute
HKCEE Chin
(only under very special
circumstances)

Grade E or above in 5
subjects

Level 2 or above for
attempts at Eng Lang &
Chin Lang in 2007 & after
Grade D or above in an
OR
HKCEE language subject Chin Lang requirement:
other than Chin & Eng
GCE O-Level/ GCSE/
(For applicants who have IGCSE Grade C
not taken Chin since F.5)

Appendix 1.3 Samples of Entrance Requirements for an Undergraduate Programme
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Appendix 1.4

Appendix 1.4 Alternative (Vocational) Study Path for Ethnic Minority Students in Hong
Kong
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Appendix 1.5

Appendix 1.5 Table showing 2009-2010 Tuition Fees of some of the Statutory
Universities for Degree and Sub-degree Programmes
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Appendix 1.6

Academic awards
(Hononary degree
excluded)
Subject to legal
regulations

Institution

Category

Type

Funded
by

Accreditation
status

The University of
Hong Kong (HKU)
The Chinese
University of Hong
Kong (CUHK)
HK University of
Science and
Technology (HKUST)
Hong Kong Baptist
University (HKBU)
HK Polytechinic
University (PolyU)
City University of
Hong Kong (CityU)
Open University of
Hong Kong (OUHK)
Lingnan University
(LU)

Statutory
University

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Statutory
University

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Subject to legal
regulations

Statutory
University

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Subject to legal
regulations

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Public

Self

Self-accredited

Public

UGC

Self-accredited

Private

Self

Programme
Area
Accreditation

Hong Kong Shu Yan
University (HKSYU)

Statutory
University
Statutory
University
Statutory
University
Statutory
University
Statutory
University
Approved
Postsecondary
College
(APSC)

Master degree or
below

The HK Academy for
Performing Arts
(HKAPA)

Statutory
Institute

Public

UGC

Hong Kong Institute
of Education
(HKIEd)

Statutory
Institute

Public

UGC

APSC

Private

Self

HKCAAVQ

APSC

Private

Self

HKCAAVQ

Public

UGC

Programme
Area
Accreditation

Higher diploma or
below

Private

Self

HKCAAVQ

AD or below

Private

Self

HKCAAVQ

Associate degree or
below

Private

Self

HKCAAVQ

AD or below

Caritas Francis Hsu
College
Chu Hai College of
Higher Education
Hong Kong Institute
of Vocational
Education (IVE)
Caritas Bianchi
College of Careers
Hong Kong Institute
of Technology
Hong Kong College
of Technology
Hang Seng
Management College

Vocational
Training
Council
Member
Institution
General
Institute
General
Institute
General
Institute

Programme
Area
Accreditation
Self-accredited
(only in
teacher
training
programmes)

Subject to legal
regulations
Subject to legal
regulations
Subject to legal
regulations
Subject to legal
regulations
Subject to legal
regulations

Master degree or
below
Subject to legal
regulations
Associate degree
(AD) or below
Bachelor degree or
below

Bachelor degree or
below
Bachelor degree or
Tung Wah College
APSC
Private
Self
HKCAAVQ
below
Appendix 1.6 A Brief Description of the General HE Institutes Approved by the Education
Bureau in Hong Kong
APSC

Private
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Self

HKCAAVQ

Appendix 1.7

Appendix 1.7 Revamp of the HK Education System (D. Horner, 2010 adapted from
HKEAA)
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Appendix 1.8

Appendix 1.8 The New Senior Secondary Liberal Studies
(Source: https://cd.edb.gov.hk/334info/information_page_en.asp?td=a2)
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Appendix 1.9
Name
Sir Ellis Kadoorie Secondary School
(West Kowloon)
Islamic Kasim Tuet Memorial College
Caritas Tuen Mun Marden Foundation
Secondary School
Bethel High School
Salesians of Don Bosco Ng Siu Mui
Secondary School
Delia Memorial School (Hip Wo)

District
Yaumati, Kowloon

Remarks
Government

Chai Wan, Hong Kong
Tuen Mun, New Territories

Aided
Aided

Yuen Long, New Territories
Kwai Chung, New Territories

Aided
Aided

Kwun Tong, Kowloon

Delia Memorial School (Broadway)

Mei Foo, Kowloon

Pak Kau College

Yuen Long, New Territories

St Margaret's Girls' College,

Central & Western, Hong
Kong
Lantau Island, New
Territories

Direct Subsidy
Scheme (DSS)
Direct Subsidy
Scheme (DSS)
Direct Subsidy
Scheme (DSS)
Direct Subsidy
Scheme (DSS)
Direct Subsidy
Scheme (DSS)

Buddhist Fat Ho Memorial College

Appendix 1.9 Schools Admitting Greater Number of Non-Chinese-speaking Children
Adapted from:
http://www.edb.gov.hk/FileManager/EN/Content_3601/contact%20&%20a
ddress%20for%20ncs%20schools_e.pdf
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Appendix 1.10a
Indian

5 (17.2%)

2 (7.1%)

1 (2.5%)

1 (3.2%)

9 (6.7%)

4 (13.8%)

3 (10.7%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7 (5.2%)

1 (3.4%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (0.7%)

6 (20.7%)

3 (10.7%)

0 (0%)

4 (12.9%)

13
(9.7%)

8 (27.6%)

5 (17.9%)

2 (4.3%)

3 (9.7%)

18
(13.4%)

3 (10.3%)

3 (10.7%)

5 (10.9%)

8 (25.8%)

19
(14.2%)

0 (0%)
29
(100%)

12
(42.9%)
0 (0%)
28
(100%)

37
(80.4%)
1 (2.2%)
46
(100%)

15
(48.4%)
0 (0%)
31
(100%)

66
(49.3%)
1 (0.7%)
134
(100%)

Professionals
Associate
professionals

4 (15.4%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (6.5%)

1 (3.8%)

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

2 (100%)

5 (8.1%)

Clerks

9 (34.6%)

2 (20%)

1 (4.2%)

0 (0%)

12
(19.4%)

9 (34.6%)

3 (30%)

11
(45.8%)

0 (0%)

23
(37.1%)

3 (11.5%)

3 (30%)

12 (50%)

0 (0%)

26
(100%)

10
(100%)

24
(100%)

2 (100%)

Manager &
administrators
Professionals
Association
professionals
Clerks

Father’s
occupation

Service
workers &
shop sales
workers
Plant &
machine
operators &
assemblers
Elementary
occupations
Others
Total

Mother’s
occupation

Ethnic Origin
Nepalese
Pakistani

Filipino

Service
workers &
shop sales
workers
Elementary
occupations
Total

2 (6.9%)

Appendix 1.10a Fathers’ and Mothers’ Occupation and Ethnic Origin (table)
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Total

18
(29%)
62
(100%)

Appendix 1.10b
Father's occupation and ethnic origin
100%

0
6.9

90%

10.3

80%
70%

0

40%
30%
20%
10%

0
Others
Elementary occupations

42.9

48.4

27.6

60%
50%

2.2

80.4
10.7

Associate professionals

20.7
3.4
13.8
17.2

0%
Filipino

25.8

17.9
10.7
0
10.7

Plant & machine
operators & assemblers
Service workers & shop
sales workers
Clerks

Professionals
Managers &
administrators

9.7
10.9

7.1

4.3
0
2.2

Indian

Nepalese

12.9
0
3.2
Pakistani

Mother's occupation and ethnic origin
100%
90%

0
11.5
30

80%
70%

Associate professionals

30

50%

10%

Professionals

2

34.6
20

30%
20%

Service workers & shop
sales workers
Clerks

50

34.6

60%

40%

Elementary occupations

45.8

3.8
15.4

0%
Filipino

20
0

4.2
0

0

Indian

Nepalese

Pakistani

Appendix 1.10b Fathers’ and Mothers’ Occupation and Ethnic Origin (bar chart)
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Appendix 3.1

Appendix 3.1 Legend for HE Path of NCS Students
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Appendix 4.1

Appendix 4.1 Sample of English text to be translated into “Yale Chinese”
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Appendix 4.2

Appendix 4.2 Bilingual Translation of 4.1 into Chinese and Romanized “Yale Chinese”
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Appendix 4.3

Appendix 4.3 Page 1 of a Two-part Thematic Exercise Entitled “Who am I?”
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Appendix 4.4

Appendix 4.4 Page 2 of a Two-part Thematic Exercise on “Who am I?”
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Appendix 5.1 (4 pages)
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Appendix 5.1 Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NCS
students – English
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Appendix 5.2 (4 pages)
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Appendix 5.2 Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NCS
students – Hindi
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Appendix 5.3 (4 pages)
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Appendix 5.3 Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NCS
students – Tagalog
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Appendix 5.4 (4 pages)
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Appendix 5.4 Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NCS
students – Urdu
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Appendix 5.5 (4 pages)
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Appendix 5.5 Supplementary Guide to the Chinese Language Curriculum for NCS
students – Nepali
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Appendix 5.6 (9 pages)
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Appendix 5.6 Chinese Textbook for NCS students (sample – form 1)
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Appendix 5.7 (2 pages)

閱讀六層次工作紙 (五)
第二階段先導計劃

中一級

中國語文

閱讀篇章：《街景》 小思

沒有電視節目可看的童年，我們看街景。
其實，也不見得有甚麼好看，冷冷清清的一段軒尼詩道，店舖沉
沉實實的幾家。 對街就有三家中藥店，其餘是雜貨店、裁縫店、麵包
店、米店、都做街坊買賣，招牌掛上不知多少年代，又不作興賣廣
告，誰好誰壞街坊心裏有數。
只有對戶一家怪魚酒家，有點新鮮氣味。 為什麼叫怪魚酒家，孩
子誰也沒有問過。 店外一堵大牆上，是幅海底奇景圖。 每年歲暮修
爐前， 就有油漆匠在上面繪新的一幅。 無論畫面怎樣不同，但例少
不了一條美人魚和一個潛水銅人。 看人家繪這牆畫，是這條街上孩子
的大節目之一。 我們會熱心猜想： 今年的美人魚的姿態會怎樣子，
旁邊又會有多少條怪魚。 鮮明的漆油迎著新年，看得人很開心。 我
們會天天看這畫，一直到它不知不覺的風雨侵剝中褪了顏色，一年就
差不多過去了。
晚上，酒家燦爛的燈火，在沉寂的長街上，顯得充滿誇張的歡
愉。 設宴人家還會請來粵曲班助慶。 入席前，多會燒一串很長的爆
竹。 儘管我們不喜歡燒爆竹，因為在很靜的晚上，實在太吵了，火藥
味又嗆得人辛苦， 但我們依舊會熱心地看。 憑爆竹的長度，可以猜
測擺宴人家有多體面。 爆竹燒過後，濃煙未散，野孩子在滿一地爆竹
衣堆裏，搶拾未燒過的小爆竹， 使夜間街頭充滿刺激。
白天，街景也並不流動。 但每隔一段日子，總有些異常的「熱
鬧」， 那是出殯的行列經過。 孩子心中沒有死亡的悲哀，不過仍知
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道看那種「熱鬧」就不該笑，我們默默看一對藍字白燈籠，看中西樂
隊不整齊的步伐， 藏著棺材的大花塔，白幃帳裏，要人參扶的披

帶

孝的死者親人，跟在後頭的送殯行列。 我們默默聽哨吶刺耳的長號，
洋樂隊大鼓一下又一下，震動由耳膜傳到心裏，孝幃裏偶有個人呼天
搶地的哭聲過後，看熱鬧的人散去，長街又回復老樣子——不流動。

問題：
1. 怪魚酒家的大牆有何特色？ (2 分)

(層次一撮取資訊)

怪魚酒家的大牆上，是一幅海底奇景圖。每年歲暮修爐前， 就
有油漆匠在上面繪新的一幅。無論畫面怎樣不同，但例少不了一條美
人魚和一個潛水銅人。美人魚的姿態年年不同，旁邊的怪魚數目亦會
不同。
既然街景 「不見得有甚麼好看」，作者仍愛看街景的原因是什

2.
麼？

(2 分) (層次二解釋資訊)
街景 「不見得有甚麼好看」，作者仍愛看街景的原因是當時還沒
有電視，作者的童年沒有電視節目可看。
3. 作者所描述的白天和晚上的街景有何不同？(6 分) (層次三重整資訊)

作者所描述的白天和晚上的街景都是偶爾才會有的活動，而作者就
用了白天「出殯」和晚上「擺宴」這兩種不同的「熱鬧」去描寫兩
種不同的街景。 白天偶有出殯行列經過，吸引小孩子默默在旁觀
看白幃帳內披 帶孝的死者親人及佈置，看著中西樂隊不整齊的步
伐，聽著刺耳的長號漸漸散去。晚上就是擺宴人家的歡愉場面，看
著人家燒爆竹和野孩子搶拾未燒過的小爆竹，聽著粵曲班助慶，使
夜間街頭充滿刺激。
4. 作者所說的 「白天，街景也並不流動。」這句說話是指什麼意
思？ 作者想藉此帶出她的童年生活是怎樣的？ (5 分) (層次四延展
資訊)

作者所說的 「白天，街景也並不流動。」這句說話是指白天的街
道沒有什麼特別活動，大概都是千篇一律的街頭買賣，毫無變化。
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作者藉此帶出自己的童年生活是枯燥乏味，沒有太多的生活變化，
娛樂亦欠奉。
5. 你最欣賞作者哪一種描寫街景的手法？ (6 分) (層次五評鑑資訊)
6.除了作者所提及的街景外，你在生活上所見到的街景又有何不同呢？
(5 分) (層次六再創造資訊)
Appendix 5.7

Chinese Exercise for Mainstream School Students (Sample – Form 1)
http://resources.hkedcity.net/resource_detail.php?rid=986799506
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